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Thursday, March 6, 1947

The President's Committee on

Civil Rights,

Washington, D. C.

The Committee met at 10:00 a'clock a.m., in the East

Wing, The ihite House, Mr. Charles E. Wilson, Chairman, pre-

siding.

.Present: Mrs, M. E. Tilly, Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn,

Dr. Frank P. Graham, Mr. Charles Luckman Mr. Francis P.

Matthews, Mr. James Carey, Mrs. .Sadie T. Alexander, Mr. Channing

H. Tobias, Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill, Mr. Morris L. ErnstMr.

John S. Dickey, and Mr. Boris Shishkin.

Also present: Mr. Robert Carr, Mrs. Merle Whitford ,en-

Mr . John Durham,
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nd PROCEEDINGS

MR. WILSON: If the meeting will come to order, we will get

under way with this rather lengthy agenda of ours.

Mr. Carr is first going to give us a description of this

printed material that he has gathered for us.

MR. CARR: We have been sending you miscellaneous items--

perhaps too many items but we thought some of you might find

these materials interesting.

In this envelope there is this report of the War Reloca-

tion Authority which has just been published. I thought you

would find it interesting for two reasons. I think it is a

beautiful job of . - -t printing.0 pb l Um "- report.

The final chapter is an excellent summary of the program and

a good deal Owe that 0 bear upon the problem of

civil rights.

We'have also the first report of the Fair Employment Prac-

tice Committee, which we thought you would find interesting.

The second--final--report is about to come from the press and

when we receive copies of it we will send them to you.

There are two statutes--or in one case a statute, in the

other case a bill--that ought to be added to your collection.

We have the Massachusetts Fair Employment Practice Act.

You already have the New York Ac t, and we are ge tting the

IIndiana Ac t and the .1ev Jersey Act.

- CONFIDENTIAL
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This'next item is th Austin-Mahoney Bills which has caused

s0 much exeiteiient in" &e last rev days. It is a Fair Educa-

tional Practice6s ills which apparently has-finally been with-

draw eto y eight be interested in having

a copy of that bill.

AMXsPy of the January issue of Survey Graphic, which deals

entirely with the problem of segregation. There are some very

worthwhilee articles in this issue; one on the District of Co-

lumbia which I think you will find very pertinent to your work,

as well as some other articles that are very interesting.

And then a'copy of the FEPC bill which the National Com-

mittee for & Permanent Fair Employment Practices Act have put

together and are sponsdring. You can add that to your collec-

tion of statutes and bills.

I think that takes care of everything that is to be found

in these brown envelopes.

MR. WILSON: Unless you have some questions--

MR. CARR: Pardon me. There is one further item, a memo-

randum on a recent lynching ease which was tried by the Civil

Rights Section in Louisiana. It is a very significant case.

The lynching occurred at Minden,- Louisiana about a year ago

and this is one of the very few instances in which the Federal

Government has been abk to get "an indictment and take a group

CONFIDENTIAL
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of mob members to trial.

The case vas tried, last week. Some of you ay have seen

items in the nevapapers about it. The defendants were all

acquitted. This is a confidential memorandum. I have marked

it highly confidential, because, as you will see when you read

it, the Justice people omnt on the Federal Judges the United

States Attorney, and some of the other principals that were

involved in the case; so I wish you would regard it as highly

Confidential, lad t s~an attempt to tell you the story of that

* particular case in which the Justice Department once more tried

to use Section 52 as a basis for prosecuting and if possible

obtaining the conviction of members of a ljnch amob.

MR. WILSON: Thank you. Now, Mr. Carr, will you introduce

to the Committee as a whole the new members of the staff.

MR. CARR: M might say that this problem of finding staff

aeabers has proved more difficult than I thought it would.

Perhaps I was a little innocent about the undertaking.

We are handicapped at the very beginning in that we want

people who are immediately available and yet we can offer them

only a temporary job and really have no notion as to when the

work will be over.

I do appreciate very much the suggestions that I have re-

ceived from various members of the Committee. I hope you won't

CONFIDZNTIAL
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hesitate to conidde to offer suggestions.

Thus far I have made only two additions to the professional

staff: 1Miss Prgioes Williams is sitting over here on this

side of the room; and Mr. Charles Durham over on the other

side of the room.- I won't add anything to the brief statements

here concerning their qualifications and background.

I had hoped to be able to tell you that we had obtained

the services of MissaAka' Bontecou wt 9A qpp b a

. Sh is

woman who has spent a good deal of time in'the Government ser-

vice--a laVyer--she worked for the Civil Rights Section over

a period of years.

Unfortunately, she has just returned from Germany, where

she vent on'a mission with the War Department to help in the

War Crimes Trials. Her health has failed and she is also hop-

ing to go to the University of Chicago Law School to join a

research unit which they are establishing there and I am not

sure Just to what extent'we are going to be able to have her

services. At the very 'least I am sure she vill serve as a

consultant and make available to us many materials and memo-

randa that she has herself prepared over a period of time in

the past.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Our greatest need at the moment is to add a lawyer to the

staff, a lawyer who has legal training and competence but who

also has a measure of flexibility in his make-up and some inter-

est in the civil rights problem. It is very difficult indeed

to find a lawyer who is an authority in the civil rights field.

There just aren't many of them, and it may be that we will have

t2 content ourselves with some lawyer who is sufficiently flexi-

ble and does have what you might call a sociological background

as well as training in the law.

A. number of suggestions have been made to us and we hav~y

interviewed a. good many people and hope very quickly to come

to some decision,.in that respect; but if you have further sug-

gestions you would like to make to me, I should certainly be

delighted to receive them.

MR. WILSON: Now, about our relations with the Statler

hotel, Mr. Carr.

MR. CARR: I simply wanted to say. that we have estab-

lished relations with the Statler. They are happy to take mem-

bers of the Committee., They did make the point that they would

like to be able to say that the President's Committee on Civil

Rights is staying with them.

Now, that doesn't mean that all 15 members have to stay at

the Statler. Those of you who have loyalties to other hotels

CONFIDENTIAL
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or who live in Washington or who are in the habit of staying

with friends, may feel free to continue to do so certainly;

but I do wish, if it is a matter of no great concern to you,

that you would stay at the Statler; and if you want to let us

know in advance what your wants are, we will be glad to make a

collective reservation with the Statler each time the Committee

meets,

MR. WILSON: Now the method of the expense accounts. Ye

may as well get all these internal matters behind us.

MR. CARR: e discovered that there is a choice that you

may have, that you may submit expense accounts as you did foll-

oving the last meeting, itemizing the various expenses that

you have incurred; or you can take a flat ten dollars per day

allowance. That is in addition to transportation.

aee have your transportation books, which cover transporta-

tion.

I am told that the members of the President's Committee on

Universal Training elected the ten dollars a day allowance,

......., e.M~tthey probably wouldn' t lose by that method

and that it would save them the necessity of itemizing expendi-

L -, *As I understand it, the ten dollars a day runs from the

time you leave home, or at least ,*the time when your train

CONFIDENTIAL
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i departs from your home community until the time your train takes

you back to your home community.

MR. CAREY: Portal to portal.

MR. CARR: And you can figure part days in terms of quar-

ters. That is, if you have been away three and three-quarters

days, you would get 37.50--if you elect that system. I think

the/Committee, perhaps should instruct the staff on point,

MR. WILSON: What is your desire? Would you like to go

to that more simplified method of putting in your expenses rath-

er than itemizing them, or do you want to go to the itemized.

method? You would like to have uniformity on it, would you?

MR. CARR: I dontt know that it is necessary but I think

it would help.

MR. DICK Y: I might offer expert testimony on this, Mr.

Chairman, from years in the Government. Anyone who elects the

itemized account is letting himself in for years and years of

discussion with the Comptroller's Office. I assure you, you

can afford to lose up to five or ten dollars and still save

money .

MR. LUCKMAN: I feel very strongly that we ought to use

the, flat rate, provided that Mr. Carey accepts the premise that

it does not thereby establish this premise on his point of

CONFIDENTIAL
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portal to portal pay.

MR. CAREY: -I might say, we have no fear; Congress has al-

ready established the premise; they get portal to portal pay.

MR. VILSON: Can we blame certain other sins on them, Jim?

MR. CAREY: You mean blame other sins on Congress. They

even pay their people when they are under indictment.

MR. WILSON: We the people.

Then, do I take it that the ten dollars per day shall be

our standard method? If there is no objection, we so regard

that.

MR. CARR: In any case I gagss we are going to have to deal

with vouchers. I am going to ask Mrs. Whitford if she will ex-

plain these vouchers to you.

MRS. WHITFORD: Here is a little memorandum telling about

it. If you take this ten dollars, per diem, you still would

charge your taxi fares to and from the station, because that

is counted as travel. The per diem is in lieu of subsistence.

This explains it just a little bit. I think it would be

a good idea to keep that memo for your information in filling

out the vouchers.

'tuesess will mail you a supply . I am sure you had rather have

me do that than cari'y them along .

" CONFIDENT IAL
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There will be very few place , then, to fill in.

MR. CARR: The expense accounts you have already submitted

are at.the bottom of the pile somewhere. but some day action

will be taken on them.

RABBI GITTELSON: They should be two or three up from the

bottom by now.

MRS. WHITFORD: Just these few words of instruction. You

don't have to fill anything on the first page except your name

and address. Where it says "Official Headquarters" you don't

haVe to bother with that, or residence; just the name and address

you want the check sent to; but be sure to sign where it says

payee".

MRS. TILLY: Where is that?

MRS. WHITFORD: On your 16ft, right here. Your name and

address hereandyour signature where it says "Payee." That

is all you have to do on the first page.

Then turn it up this way, and on the second page, since

you are. using a per diem, the one thing that I can think of

that you could still add there wouldbe your. taxi fares to and

from the station; and you will have to say "Station to hotel in

Washington," and "Station to home in Grand Rapids."

MR. CARR: Or "Hotel to White House."

MRS. WHITFORD: Yes. Then somewhere under "Character of

Expenditures" just vigt in these words: "Per diem in lieu of

CONFIDENTIAL
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subsistence and that is on your little memo; "per diem in

lieu of subsistence three days at $10 a day," and carry out

your total.

BISHOP SBERRILL: What is counted a day?

MRS. ITFORD: Tventy-four hours. If you leave at four

clock in the afternoon, then four--it is counted like this:

six until midnight, and midnight until six a.m., and six until

noon and noon until six.

MR. CARR: The smallest unit, in other words is one quar-

ter of a day

MRS. ALEXANDER: Would you repeat that? Six to midnight--

MRS. WHITFORD: Six and twelve for the breaks; six to noon,

noon , six pm, and six p.m. to midnight.

RABBI GITTELSON:- How would that work out if for example

you left your home at seven o'clock in the morning and you get

back there at ten o'clock the following night? Is that two full

days?

MRS. WHITFORD: I think it would be counted a day and a

half.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MRS,.-WHITFORD Iwiltell you where to insert the hours--

on the top of the second page. Be sure to fill out, m

date and hd itof departurei-jom

m your home. It says "Important" there.

You do have to fill out on the back page, then the date of

travel and your little number from your travel order that you

luse getting the transportation. Those books are numbered,

RABBI GITTELOBIN: Is that the number of the book, or are

1you speaking of the request?

MRS. WHITFORD: I think it is the request.

*'If you had rather submit an informal ac count

'and have us fill it in--and send it back for signature, we shall

be very happy to-do that.-

CONFIDENTIAL
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(There was generalassent.)

MRS. WITFORD: Give the hour of your departure from home

*Iand the hour of ybu arrival back.

MR. CARR:And the taxi items; you want to include that.

MR. WILSON: Now, while we are on this matter of expense--

which is always such a pleasant one--Dr. Carr has prepared a

budget for us. You are to hear the details of that and, see

whether'yciU

MR. CARR: I don't know to what extent we need bother you

with the budget "because as nearly a6 I can tell, it is a sonie-

twhat hypothetical budget. I have had sessions with a represen-

Itative of the Budget Bureau and also had the help of Mr. Gammon

'of the President's Committee on Universal Training--who is a

Budget Bureau man -. attached to that committee to service

They have suggested that we prepare a rather detailed budg-

4ets erring at every point along the way on the generous side
Because of the great difficulty of predicting what the Committee'-

needs may; finally be before it gets through.

I have here. a budget which includes an itemized statement

for personnel, travel, communications, printing and binding,

contractuall services and supplies and materials, totaling sixty-

four thousand dollars--which may seem like a. considerable sumn of

I'ONF IIE NT IAL
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money. On the other hand, when you realize that they want us

at this point to. anticipate- the cost of printing the final re-

port--things of that kind--it is very easy to run the total up.,

MR. ERNST: That is an estimate for what length of time?

MR.- CARR: Toi the, end ef this fiscal year. They only want

it to- June'. 30 at this point4  We could go into detail.

I t k ew bt btls be-- 19113

MR. WILSON: ITdon't- see any point in doing it. We know

so little about it. We-can get.a deficiency appropriation if

1we are under; but it seems to me this covers the thing reason-

ably welluntil-June 30. By that time we certainly ought to

know much more- about where we are going if we have- to go over

11into the next fiscal year.- If you.have no objection--

MR. DICanY: Do you want a motion?

MR. WILSON: No. If you have no objection we will accept

that as the-budgetary figure and let it slide.

Now, these letters to organizations and individuals, Dr.Carr

M. CARR: Yes Following the Committee's instructions, we

sent out a letter to organizations and also to a selected group

of individuals. We felt-that much the same-letter might well go

to certain individuals who are not associated with any organiza-

tion.

"To date we have sent out letters to 184 organizations--vbtph
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and letters to 102 individuals.

1 The answers to those letters are coming in-

rather slowly and we haven't had a chance yet to digest them.

Ultimately e. will try to present the materials we get in the

answers, -tb :you, in-some brie usable form. As yet we havenIt

leen able to do that.

would say rom the answers that have come in that we

!will get smbi very helpful suggestions, carefully considered rec-

ommendations; and at the other extreme we will get answers that

1will be of no use at all-

I think that a copy of the letter vent to you, so that you

know what statement did go out to the organizations.

MR 0SON: Iread mine with much interest.

Are there--any comments on that? any further suggestions

DR, GRAHAM: Do these organizations include any that would

be in the nature of opposition to civil rights

MR. CARR: 'A few. I don't know; maybe Mrs. Whitford can

give a better answer than I can. We put down some obvious ones

like the Ku Klux Klan, the Columbians. How many?

MRS. WIIITFORD: A few. We didn tA .know absn the

nature of their ob jectives.

MR. CARR: We did get back one very bitter letter from one

-. . CONFIDENTIAL
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of the real estate associations; I forget which one it was. They

felt that the small home ,owner needed help and they were sure

this committee would 'tdo anything about it, and so forth and

so on.

MRS. TILLY:,I had letters from three people who wanted to

know something. I told them to write to you. You will be hear-

;ing from some more,.

MR. CARR: We hear from them every day.

DR. GRAHAM: Did you include the Daughters of the American

-Revolution?

MR. CARR: I unfortunately don't have the list here.

MR. WILSON: Do yu remember that?

MRS. WHITFORD: No, I don't believe they were. Would you

like a letter to go to them?

MR. WILSON: Do you think it would be desirable?

DR. GRAHAM: I think, it. would be valuable that we be able

when we present our results to show that we were open to what

is normally called the opposition. I am not necessarily classi-

fying the DAR as opposition, but I just had them in mind.

MR. CARR: We did send to al11 the war veterans' organizations .

DR. GRAHAM: American. Legion?

MR. CARE: Yes. All the labor organizations. All the church

groups..

MR. MATTHEWS: I am positively of the opinion we should

CONFIDENTIAL
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send letters to thse organizations that we felt were opposed.

MR. WILSON: I think that was the idea. Now, let's have

suggestions, and let's see that we have covered the list accord-

ing to your desires. Do you think of any others?

I certainly think the DAR ought to get it because they

surely 'ill be numbered among the opposition.

MRS. ALEXANIER: United States Chamber of Commerce?

MR. CARR: They are on the list.

MR. ERNST: The Timedsury officials and Post Officeoffi-

cials yesterday promised if' we would give them list of a hun-

dred or more names of groups or-individuals acting in opposi-

tion to civil Iighits, they would make explarations without ex-

posing the individual income tax returns of any one organization

jor person but they would make a consolidate picture for us of

the total amount of money received and such other information

as theycan get. They are relying on this committee toaipply

to the Treasury and the Post Office, as I will report later this

list of a hundred.

It seems to me that some time it might be well to write

to your 184 individuals and organizations and ask them, those

of them that seem to be in favor of the expansion of civil rights

what organizations they feel are" going to the mass mind of

America in opposition to such expansion. Unless you can build up

CONFIDENTIAL
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a list somewhe elser. The ,Post Office had a miscellaneous list

that might amount to 30 groups that were sending out various

11printed mimeographed material, first-class mail. It had come

backto the Post Office because the recipients were shocked and

asked for indictment for treason, at least.

MR. CARR: You could. cull a good many prom the list of the

1, defendants in the sedition trial.

MR. ERNST: Still Igthink we will have to get up a rather

comprehensive list of people, most of them under night shirts.

WILSON: ,Can't .we begin 'the compilation of that kind

11 of. list? It .seems to,me :that. from the letters that are bound

ultimately to reach us, we ought to be able to get together

a pretty good list before we are through.

It may, not be necessary to specifically ask these people

to recommend them .but, if we can't get them any other way we

may have to finally fall back on that.

Anything else on this question? Any other suggestions of

jIspecific organizations that you feel ought to have the letter

sent them? (No response.)

If not, the question of hearings, br. Carr.

MR. CARR: The staff would like to recommend to the Commit-

tee that it consider holding a limited series of hearings in the

near future on a commi-ttee%-wide basis. We have tried to give a

good deal of thought 'to this problem. We have talked with

CONFIDENTIAL
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interested-people and-we have received letters and it does seem

to us-< that tdere are a few people whose story is of such a char-

acte-r- that the Committee would do well to listen to them almost

immediately,- on-a committee-wide basis.

MR. ERNST: Notphearing?

MR CARE?: No- not public hearings. That is, we have it in

mindthat the -main ob. of holding hearings is going to be done

throughthe three subcommittees and we think that is desirable

but we do feel that there- are some people who could stimulate

-the Committee as whole at.this point, who do have the benefit;

of years of experience-in thO cvil rights field and have a story

to tell that perhaps ought to be listened to by all 15 members

of the Committee.

I think also it is important that the 15 members of the

Committee not lose contact with each other; and while it is desir-

able at this point' that most of the work be done through the

three subcommittees, this would provide at least one opportunity

for the committee' to hold together as a group, 4-t th1-A nU-

We have tried to list some of the people that we think il-

4 'lustrate what-we have in mind! Roger Baldwin, director of the

American Civil Libertica- Union. He came into the office last

week and spent about an~hour~ with us just talking generally, and

it seemed to- me at- th~e'moment it would have been most happy had

CO NFIDEN TIAL
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Awd all the members of the Committee been there and hoemau

been able to talk with him informally and get his reaction to a!

variety of matters.i'

- The.'same way with Walter 'White. We put him down not be-

cause he is the executive secretary.of the NAACP, because at

thispointwve donet think it is necessarily desirable to hear a

rereesentative of:.every,'organization, but rather he stands

6ut as one of a very small number of people Wbes' work in the

civil rights field is extremely important.

Robert Cushman, perhaps'the outstanding academic figure in

the civil rights field--professor of constitutional law at Cor-

nell/

Charles Houston because he has had so much experience argu-

ing various types of civil rights cases before the Supreme Court.

One might add the name of Arthur Garfield Hayes there. I

don-ot know-that either Hayes or Houston is the man to hear, but

there rare a ,small handful of lawyers who have had great experi-

eICe_. in arguing-civil rights cases before the Supreme Court.

. Victor Rotnem,'the former chief Of the Civil Rights Section,

DOV-a practicing lawyer'here in Washington. It seemed to us that

he Vould be an obvious individual for the entire committee to

listen to at a relatively early stage in its work.

J. Edgar Hoover, because the Committee has already indicated

CONFIDENTIALr&-. I
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a desire to talkwith him, and we felt that, again, probably the

entire committee wroul&vant to participate in that session rather

thn let it take *place through the mechanism of one of the sub-

committees 

Then -just, tonexperiment a bit we branched out and added the

namesotrElton Mayo-and Chester Bernard. Mayo, as some of you

may.know- is Professor of Industrial Research at the Harvard

Graduate School of Business Administration, for many years has

' been regarded as a:pioneer in social science research. He .vas

identified with the famous experiments made at the Western Elec-

triceap many years-ago. Recently he published tk little

volume some of you may have seen-iSocial Problems of urn. Indus-

trial .Civili tatior' It. to us you may get a fresh and

unique. pproach or suggestions ,from a man like that.

I don't knw. It may vell be he wouldn't be interested in

appearS i ght fe61 h .had nothing"to say. The same way with

Cheate r43naid; who ias been a. member of. the different atomic.

energy committeess that .have studied that problem in the last

year or -so. We felt that there, again, you would have a man who
4

sees not himself identified with the civil rights problem but

whose .interest in' social relations and social problems is so

great that it might ' be- a good idea just to bring him in and put

certain questi6nb'up to him and see how he reacts to them.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MR. MATTBEW8: Has he expressed any wish to come?

MR.OARR: No*.- None of these people has expressed a desire.

We made out our own list and we thought if the Committee felt

that this was a wise move, theee witnesses should appear by in-

vitation only'. wouldn't advertise what ve. were, doing. a

try to give an opportunity in a representative of each organiza-;

tion to appear;. that that would be handled through the subcom-

mittees

I>..is clear that there are certain organizations that soone:

or later will have. to have hearing of one kind or another

but we feel You will be wel advised to do that through the sub-

committees, following the scheme that was suggested last time

of letting the other, members of the Committee know when a sub-

committee is holding hearings and letting these other members

attend the sessions -if they want to.

BISHOP 8BERRILL: This is a small point. I wonder if it

wouldn't be, wise to keep away from the word "hearings" in connec-

tion with these people, simply because that looks as if they had

asked toome and we were hearing just the friends of this, rathE

than the others.

Couldn' t it be described as consultations with experts in

this field,- rather than use the more formal word "hearings," that

some time ye might have to explain to a Congressional hearing?

MR. WILSON: I think that is a good point, Bishop.

MRS. TILLY: A person that. know more about the Southern

CONFIDENTIAL
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situation, especi ll11the subversive organizations, is Alex

Miller from the Southern Office of the Anti-Defamation League.

MR. CARR: I would say you have two decisions to make.

One whether you want to do this; and then a list of people

that you would like to invite'.

MR. WILSON: And that will clearly indicate a decision about

our meetings, because, obviously, if we are going to resort to

this, having the committee of the whole consult with these in-

dividuals, then that will alinost form a new pattern for our meet-

ings--because it will take considerable time.

-I*can tell you that this is the pattern that was followed

by the Milit ry Training Comittee. They have been holding meet-

ings twodays a week, and as they brought in these specialists

in various: fields for consultation it has taken pretty nearly

1180 percent of the time of the committee to hear them--and they

haven't had so many either; but it runs into a considerable

amount of time.

I think it has been most educational to the committee but

it is a time-consumer, because we found in that committee--which

has been running now every week, two days a Veek, since about

January first-.-that after the consultant has finished whatever

statement he is prepared to make, it usually takes a couple of

hours, or an hour at least, to interrogate him and satisfy the

CONFIDENTIAL
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committee that they have gotten the information that they thought

would be helpfu that they thought he might have. It has been a

time consumer but Very enlightening on the subject before that

body.

MR. LUCKMAN Mr. Chairman we had a similar discussion

in-our subcommittee yesterday morning. At this moment I certain-

ly do not-wish to speak for that subcommittee but I think I

can generallyindicate -the trend of that discussion, which was

that., conferenee sof this kind- undoubtedly-will be of help and

assistance to, is butt that they-might better be delayed until the

members of at least-our subcommittee have themselves become a

little more familiar with the problems involved and with per-

I haps some: suggested ideas of their own as to what might be pos-

sible solutions.

think that was born of two things: First, those who

are' experts in this-field have formed their own conclusions,

which conclusions I for one do not wish to belittle at all,

but nevertheless there-is always the possibility that some one

who is coming intor the- -fid fresh may have" a different idea or

* j ~a newr idea that, wouldbe- worthy off exploration; and before the

expert formulates the* deas' of- the amateur it might be well if

the amateur-ate- least has had a chance-to think a little bit and

~~ get-do-wn on paper his town ideas in the field offools rush in
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where angi&s fear to tread--but sometimes they dream up something

that is of vaklue.

Secondly, that, you cahnot--at least, I couldn't--today sit

down and intelligently interrogate one of these experts that

might came in, simplybecause.I don't know enough about some of

the. things that I-know that our subcommittee wants to work on.

It will take me personally--I am talking about just myself--

a matter of some further weeks before I will be sufficiently

familiar hhe beso sue aand problems involved so that I

can intelligently interrogate an expert. Therefore, I think, for

myself, these hearings or conferences, consultations, would be of

mo re value to. the Committee if they come at a later date after

we have begun to get our feet on the ground.

MR.WILSON: Very good, Mr. Luckman. Is that the general

impressionn ,'that you had rather wait to hear these experts until

we have gotten further along with our own considerations?

MR. MATTHEWS: I 'should think a man like J. Edgar Hoover

could be helpful to the Committee in the beginning of the delib-

erations.. He knows this field very well. I should think that

in the case of our committee at least he could make some sugges-

tions that might shorten our work a great deal--our subcommittee.

MR. ERNST: *You would get him in on the level that you got

inj the Justice Department people?

CONFIDENT IAL
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MR. MATTHEWS: Yes.

MR. IAHMAN: That is a different thing.

MR. WIISON:" 11l-right, with the exception of Hoover, then;

and maybe w&e ought-toV hteBHoover at the next meeting. If you

ffeel that-.thatis ging to be helpful across the board, we could

get him irii.

M' 1ATTEES "Ve might want to talk to him several times.

MR. WILSON: Would you like to defer the others a while

then, until the subconmittees. have dug in a little better?

MR. CARR: I dorit like to press this point but I am not en-

t ly hure that I'*think such a decision would be wise. I think t

before you complete your deliberations today--andpperhaps the

next point will'bring'it up---the whole question of timing has to

be considered, as to how longthe committee can take.

I think there is such a thing as being too leisurely about

your undertaking. The Committee was set up in December of last

year and it is already March. I will tell you a little later

what I have been'able to find out on the issue of timing, but

I do think, it is quite clear that the Co mittee needs to move

fforward as 8rapid.ly as it can.

MR. WILSON: 'Why don't "ve bring thet right out on the table

now? It has a very considerable bearing, Dr . Carr, on the whole

thing; indeed, as the next sub ject on the agenda has, and that is

.CONFIDENTIAL
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how many meetings .we are going to have. Of course I don't see

how we can decide that intelligently unless we know something

of' the. timetable that: is expected of us.

MR. CARR: , r I have talked with I thought

would, haye any, ideas fon this et fed them what they

feli about- the time element, how soon the committee should report

Every one agrees that since this committee was set up by

i President Truman, in all courtesy to him the Committee ought. to

report 4 L in time to let him do something about it while

he is still President of the United States.

Congress, as you know, operates on a two-year cycle and is

now in the first session of a two-year period.

ha 1  ~oureall expect Congress to pass any legislation as a
/t

result of recommendations made' the Presidential message ought

to go tCongress at this session.

Nowtha liitsthetime very drastically indeed, because

mner .the.-Reogganizatidn Act,, Congress is supposed to adjourn

around Jiily first. That means that if the President is going to

send a message to Congress on the basis or your report, the re-

port would have to go to him some time in May. I am inclined

to think that that is probably impossible. One other alternative

that has been suggested is--

MR. ERNST: Ara you talking in. terms or a final report?

.CONFIDENTIAL
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MR CARR: , inal report. The Committee might report

some time-in the late-summer or early fall--September. The re-

port could .be printed and widely circulated. The President

couldaknowledge the-report and there would be a considerable

amount. of publicity at that point; and then early in January of

1948 he !could senda-imessage to Congress recommending whatever

he wanted to recommend.

There might then be some chance, on the basis of the build-

up that had been taking place for three or four months, that Con-

*gresi would act before it adjourned in 1948; and you can be

pretty sure Congress will adjourn around July first if not earliE

in 1948.

I think, accordingly, that whether the Committee feels it

is feasible to. report;inMay. or June or not until later--and I

don* tvery well see how-you cancmake that decision right now--

ta=naft s es you have -to assume that time is an extremely

important consideration, that this cannot be a leisurely, pro

longed contemplation' of the civil rights problem, that the situa-

* tion just doesn' t call for that, that the Committee heas to make

as much headway as it possibly can.

If I may return at that point to the matter of these pro-

posed hearings, I would want to emphasize again that we did not

think-of theseshearings as-taking the place of the hearings of

CONFIIE1 TIAL
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the subcommittees. We would feel that the subcommittee hearings

would be- the place where you would want to probe rather deeply

on technical considerations where I-think Mr. Luckman is entire-

1yi-correct that you-want to understand pretty well yourselves

what the problems are and what the technical difficulties are

before-you begin talking with witnesses or experts in the field.

But it did seem to us that there were some people whose

ideas and suggestions would be helpful at a relatively early

period-while you are still making up your minds as to what areas

should b included or- what areas excluded, or while you are turn-

ing over in you minds some of these more philosophical questions

as to-what is the responsibility of the Federal Government in

the civil right-s field as against the responsibility of the Stat

and local-governments; or what about criminal sanctions? Should

they be used or should they be rejected?

We felt that those are troublesome issues of a broad charac

ter, that the work of the Committee is bound to be affected al-

most from- the very start as to some of the feelings you have in

those respects, and that it would be wellet

td with a very few individuals, putti

up to 4 pretty much the same ques-

tions--not technical questions as to the details of an FEPC bill

or how to4.mplementl an anti-lynching bill--but rather some of the

CONFIDENTIAL
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broader issues of A. fPndamental character concerning the gener-

al prqblem oft"civil rights in America.

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman may I ask Mr. Carr--did I under-

stand you correctly? You sort of put up alternatively either

May or a year from May.

M CARR: May or September or October; not a year from

19I2. ENST:' 'h strategy indicated seems to me the very

opposii6. We can very well get out a report this May on three

or for- o five or ten matters, and make it very clear we are

comingback in September or Octobet' with the final document.

another vbrds, can imagine if we are going to take a po-

sition on the anti-lynch law to be proposed, the poll tax bill,

the FEPC bill, the white primary bill, and the District of Colum-

bia bill--things that have been discussed in the public arena

for a decade and studied and agitated--I think we ought to be

heard on those propositions by the President fairly quickly.

That won' t satisfy me by any matter of means.

I thiik we are doing a very puny job if all we are doing

fa saying "Amenn to a lot of material that has been shunted to

CongrB~s di.nd hLa i6een in the market place previously.

Pherefore, doesn' t that change your whole attitude as to

calling these people? I know most of them, have talked with

a bit 6f them. I think it might be a real inspiration. I would

- S CONFIDENTIAL
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not thinkthey have any value at this time at all.

I have lived with Roger Baldwin, Walter White. I should

think their great value to any committee here would be to call

them in and.: sound them out on various innovations. There is no

use i bounding these people out on the FEPC, the anti-lynch

law and, the poll tax bill.

MR. CARR .Wthat, isn't what we are proposing.

MR. MATTBEWS: That may be true in your case - You know

-them &11iF "They might have something for some of the rest of us.

MR. LUCKMAN: I am not trying to interpert Mr. Ernst's

statement, but' I know from myself that I don't want to attend

that meeting--and I- am not being stubborn about it but I want to

get my thinking clear before somebody begins to make up my mind

f or zme.

I am not being stubborn. It is the same as any business

matter or any educational matter. When somebody has been work-

1ing on a thing for 20 years they have made up their minds about

it. They may be perfectly right but I at least want to get my

Own thinking clear on the matter before I talk to a man who has

made 1p, his mind about it,.

90 MR. ERNST:' May I just add something? It seems to me at

pbine stage you will get more benefit from the chairman of the

Ci lights .ommittee of the American-Bar Association, which

* nly' took in a 'couple of--Negroes a few years ago after a long
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fight, than you will out of this group. Now, this is a group

I play with, -am d"member of counsel for, but I would like to

see this .c6mitt6eget hold of the president of the American Bar

Association.

MR. MATTBEWS: To say to the president of the American Bar

what objactiona hekiad v

When you finally decide, when this committee de-

cides what itwants todo, it seems to me, generally speaking,

a dilution of effort and time if we call in a man that we know

is going to say nIt's a great thing. It's wonderful, marvelous.t'

Our problem is not with the man and the group he represents

but with the head of:.the American Bar Association who just a

year ago for the first' time took in some Negro members, Now,

this is our'thinking-and it may be a little tough on you. What

do you think; and how'can we adjust your views and ours?" Be-

cause itais that kind of worker we are going to have to work with

if weAre going 'to do any good.

MR. OARR: How is that an alternative to hearing Victor

Rotnen, .for example? I don't quite follow you on that

point

MR.LUCMAN:-'.Then I gOt back to my point. If you called

him in. today I wonildnt know what questions to ask him. I think
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a month from -no or six weeks from -now I will know what to ask

him, At least, I will knowwhat-interest* our subcommittee--

MRS. ALEXANIER: Perhaps their subcommittee haven't gone as

far as. ouzs has gone. ,,That may cause a-difference in thinking.

We a prepardno to- ask some very specific questions

on -certain lngs that we would want to ask Victor Rotnem.

MR.AIR: I thinkthere is a difference in subcommittee

hearings and full hearings. It would be a month, probably, be-

fore we could set anything up if you did approve it.

MR. LUCKMAN: If. time is such an important factor, then

!isn't it even more important that we delay these hearings until

we have made so e progress, progress on the part of the committeE

itself, instead of taking up days and weeks in long-drawn-out

hearings before we- have made up any program of our own?

am not talking- about before we have made up our minds.

If any given subcommittee, as Mrs. Alexander said, is ready for

hearings--

MRS.-,ALEXANDER: Not hearings but to ask questions whether

this is the ;way to do it or that is the way.

MR. LUCKMAN: I think it is . I am speaking on behalf of ou~

subcommitteee~ We are not ready for that.

MR. WILSON: Don't we have to settle one question even be-

fore we decide this. one that we have been talking to now? That

CONFIDENT IAL
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is, are we going to put in an interim report or not? If we are

going to wait and have one report, then. there is the timing of

that.

Can ird get that out, say, by--what is the absolute dead

line, do you think, Dr. Carr?

MR. CARR: - I think the absolute dead line if you are think-

ing in terms of' your group as being Pres ident's Truman's c om-

mittee, is September of 1947.

MR. WILSON: No, I mean if we wanted to get it in ;o that

he might use it at the current session.

MR. ERNST: An interim report you mean, Mr. Chairman?

MR. WILBON- Well, a report; for the moment I will just say

a report. What is the dead line?

MR. CARR: MatcA5t

MR.r'WILSON: May 15, they would have to have it in their

hands--see whether we could agree as to this, especially the

chairmen'of the three-committees. .If we are going to get any

report in the Presidentts hands by May 15, are we in agreement

that it -vould necessarily be an interim report?

MR. ERNST: Sure.

MR. EUVKENS: For our subcommittee I would vote yes.

MR. WILSON: Does anyone question that? All right. Then

the next question--
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MR. MATTHEWS: I don' t know whether our committee could de-

cide that right.nowor not. We might be able to get a final re-

port on it by May 15.

MR. WILSON: You think you may be able?

MR. MATTBEWS: I don't know.

DR. GRAHAM: -I doubt if we get a final report.

MR. MATTHEWS:, I doubt if we could. I don't see the value

of an interim report for any purpose. That could the President

do with ,it??

RABBI GITTELHN: Yesterday in our committee meeting ten-

tion was made of the fact that one of the difficulties of the

past has been that each of these liberal pieces of civil rights

legislation has *been presented to. Congress per se, and the whole

liberal battle ha, keen ffocalized around one point and when we

lost on that ono point we- had lost everything, at least for the

time being.

We felt on our subcommittee, at least tentatively, yester-

day, that it might be valuable to adopt what you might call a

smother them" technique. In other words hit them hard with

everything we have got at one time. Give them seven or eight or

ten or twelve focal points to worry about at the same time, and

theiiwe might lose on seven or eight and still gain on two or

4,,4 te-as a matter of-political give and take.
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I think from that point of view as well as from the public//

relations point of view, the Committee would have a great deal t(

gain ifwe issued one report at-one time covering everything--

one big punch. Let them have what the civil rights committee

believes in, what we.,-want done.

Iam very much afraid if we give interim reports along the

line, each interim report will be swallowed up in the total

picture at that particular moment and we will not create the

impression that we would like to create.

R. GRAHAM: I- think you have a point there.

MR. CARR: The staff would certainly agree with that, and

we have tried to give the problem thought. Our recommendation

to you is certainly that you avoid interim reports.

DR. GRAHAM I see this value in what you say, that if the

President is to make a statement to Congress and the American

people, in that statement should be the total impact. If he is

going to make several reports, one- on this and one on that and

one on the other, your total impact is lost.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Mr. Chairman, there is another point, it

seems to me. I speak subject to correction by the members of

our committee, but our Committee No. 1 has not been working alon

the line that we were going to simply endorse present bills be-

fore Congress. We have tried to see if we could not reach a

result without going through stereotyped formulae which have
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already been passed out in Congress and in the press and all the

rest. There has been an anti-lynching bill before Congress for

20 years.

MR. WILSON: That is right.

BISHOP SBERRILL: We have tried to approach it to see if

there was any new form in which we might reach the same object-

ive. -NowI think that it is possible, with the progress which

has been made, that certainly in regard' to some of those things

we may be able to report in the not too far distant future.

But. ifrthat report should go as an interim report and a be

fore Congress, it would go without the impact of this total

committee, with the philosophy of the whole thing. I have the

feeling it would be just a piecemeal matter that would probably

not get the attention it deserved before Congress if it goes*

just as a legislative matter. What do you think about that?

DR. GRAHAM: I agree,

MR. CAREY: Mr. Chairman, I want to express a view that is

not in agreement with the views already expressed; and that is,

that we should agree to a time when a report should be prepared.

DR. GRAHAM: - A total report, or a series of reports?

MR. CAREY: Until such time as I had an opportunity to re-

view the content of that report I would not say whether or not

lit would be an interim rpport or merely a report of progress; but

CONFIDENTIAL
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it has been my practice to operate pretty much against a dead

line and to have in mind when have to have a report for the

principals'. that I am employed by or a the interests I

serve.

Sitting as the President has to sit, I think it would be

necessary at some stage in our proceedings to give him a report

of our progress, give .him the opportunity to consult with us if

need be about iithether or not he should set the dead line or the

method-ofppresentation orwe should set it.

Ishouldcertainly think that by May 15 we should have a

i document prepared and perhaps then determine in consultation

with President Truman whether or not it is to be considered an

interim report, whether or not it is to be made public, or wheth-

er it is to be a resume of our activity, the ground we cover and

!our plans to complete the work of this committee.

I think itwould be desirable in the interest of getting

something accomplished to agree on the date when we will put to-

gethera report; and perhaps as we put it together we can better

determine whether it will be a final report, an interim report,

a report progress kb the President, or something for wide dis-

semintiOn1.

MR. TOBIA8: Iagree.

.. MR. ERNST: can't deliberate further on this issue until

OPIDENT IAL
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No. 11 comes up. That is the reports

completely in the dark as to how each

feels it is getting along.

MR. WILSON I was hoping at thi

would tell us whether they believe th

Luckman has .very frankly expressed hi

interpret those views to be that May

cult dead line for you to say you cou

or the material for a report.

MR. LUCKMAN: As a final report.

he is talking.about what might well 1

tothePresident.

MR.t WILSON: He doesn't want ev

understand him correctly. It is a re

as final and maybe not.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: We would det

which kind of .report it is?

MR. CAREY: In consultation wit

determine what we would.do with it.

MR.,-WILSON: The President woul'

that is fini or not.

RABBI GITTELSON: You can't as

thinks and if he says. "I think that

say we don't think so.

of the subcommittees. I a

one of the subcommittees

is stage the subcommittees

hey can do it. I think Mr.

is views, at least I would

15 would be a pretty diff i-

uld come up with a report

. If I understand Mr. Carey

be called a progress report

en to determine that if I

report that may be accepted

ermine--is that correct--

h President Truman we would

d probably determine if

ik the President what he

is to be the final report,"
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MR. CAREY: You have to go to him with what you regard to

be the. final report or progress report. He would leave that up

to your judgment Iam. sure.

MR. Can we now decide that we would be prepared

May 15 for a final report or an interim report?

MR. CARR: I think you can. I think you can decide it is

utterly out of the question to have a final report by May 15

or it is conceivable you can have a final report by May115.

MR. WILSON: Or you can decide, Jim, it seems to me, wheth-

er putting forth the best efforts you can, you could get up

something worth while, particularly the three subcommittees

could get up-something worth while that they would be willing

to put together and say "This is our answer if the President

is satisfied to accept it as the final job."

RABBI GITTELSOHN: 'I would go along with Mr. Carey s sug-

gestions on one condition only; namely, that Ve set ourselves

internally a dead line of May 15 or what have you, and that we

sit down when we have that report prepared and we decide whether

it is progress, interim, or final, and we tell the President

what it is rather than ask him what he wants it to be, so that

we keep the authority of saying whether our job is done or not.

MR. WILSON: I will admit I come back to what Mr. Ernst

said; I would be influenced very largely by what the three
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committee chaii men now as far as they have gone, believe. If

they believ/from what they have seen to date .that they can come

up with--in their part ular realms--good material and good sug-

gestions for a report by May 15, as far as I am personally con-

cerned I would be very much better satisfied.

MR. ERNST: Couldn't we ask the chairmen of the three com-

mittees now--Chairmen of Committees One and Two-- just what they.

Share up to ,here they a.re going In exploration?

MR. WILSON: We had that down as 11.

MR. ERNST: It seems to me it is all tied up in this one

problem.

MR. CARR: One thing further there, because I think that

vwill prove to be quite a prolonged discussion.

I still feel that th re is another basic question that can

be answered regardless of the areas that the three subcommittees

tare going to explore. I think you have to trust their judgment

fas to the time element- If each chairman of the subcommittees

says he can't possibly get done by May 15, all right, that's that

but I would like to underscore what Bishop Sherrill has said.

think when it comes to the report you will make a very serious

mistake to issue interim reports, because I think you will want

to consider each recommendation in the light of the other recom-

endations. You will want to set them against some sort of
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philosophy cal background.

obab one of the greatest things this commit

can do would be to restate what you understand civil liberty

in America to mean; what freedom in America means. You write

a sort of 1941 charter of freedom in America. YouAtry to re-

state the Amercan creed or the American dream--put it any way

you want to-as the background against which you make a series

of recommendations designed to implement that ideal.

I think if the report can be properly written, if it can

be given a challenging ringing charter, t

truly, over period 6f years constitute a charter of American

freedom.

MR. ERNST: I don't like to disagree with Carr on it. I

twill give you the kind of illustration it seems to me is bound

to bob up where it is our duty to advise the President.

Here is at bl one hundred fifty million dollars of aid

for edneation, with the support of Taft, Ellender, Chavez--a con-

glomeration of Republicans and Democrats, with program up to

three hundred million.

I take it'we have really nothing to do with the educational

part of the program. I personally am against that bill and feel

it my duty so far as I vote here to advise Mr. Truman to recommend

that he will veto that bill, no matter what it means education-
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wise, if the money goes to Jim Crow institutions. I don't know

if anybody else will o. thatth me but these things are

coming up every day..

MR. CARR: But our committee is going to be in existence

only-.

MR. ERNST: I am ot saying we will not get out a challeng.

ing. reportt. We can do that but I see nothing so disastrous

if we come slugging a.few times, if the public have an eye

towardsus and say, "What else are they going to come out with?"

As a-matter of fact, a good bit of our report has nothing

to do with education. It has mainly to do with the education

of the public mass mind.

MR. TOBIAS:. I agree with what I understand Mr. Carey is

suggesting to be, not an interim report, a partial report, but

after we have done the groundwork of our thinking and are agreed

in our own minds in the order of importance what ideals should

be taken up, that then it is time to have a conference withthe

President on the results of our work up to that time; because I

think we need to remember that, after all, this is the President'

committee on this particular subject.

It is one thing for us as individuals to have convictions.

I know I have, on all,-of these issues--and what do we want? We

want everything that isright. -That is a very general statement.

CONFIIE19TIAL
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What the President in the last analysis is going to want to know

is--and going w-ant to talk with us about--I don't think any

final decision needs to be reached there; but I think we do need

to know his- mind on what we have done up to that time and then

we can: do our finishing job and put it into his hands and it is

up to him then to do what he wants to do with it.

But' ;to -have,&" final report and to go to him with that final

report- -before, we' have had a chance to confer with him is a

kind of take-it-or-leave-it proposition. It seems to me that

since we were set up by him- ve owe him an accounting for the

things that we have done up to a certain time, and then get any

suggestions as- to v'hat he may think is the order of importance.

What we think is one thing: he may think something else.

YWe have made no final report; we have made no interim report; we

have simply discussed our work up to that time--but I do think

e nee the benefit of his counsel at that point.

Then when we come up finally with a report, why, we have

one it in the light ofvhat we think is right about it and what

e has expressed as his own opinion about it.

RABBI GITTEL8BN:. Mr. Chairman, for purposes of crystalliz-

ing that discussion, may I introduce a-motion that this committee

establish now as its policy that it will have prepared for May 1'

a report of some kind, the specific nature of which is to be

CONFIDENTIAL
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1 determined by'theCommittewhenthe'report is being prepared. Lttee

MRS ALEAIilR:i. *second -ttmotion, Mr. Cha irman. )uple

MR. WILSON: All right. You* have he ard' the M'o t 1on,wh ich h

has been dlsecoxided. Ae tere 'any- further comments?

MR MTTES:~Pisi '. noinmorslf'-discipline-is ra

that tightV

RBIGITTEL'SOUN: That 'is right.

MR. LUCIE1AM: You are 'suggesting that we set May 15 as the;

~time-,-hat we begin-to'get things in writing? pr

RABBI GITTELSOHN: That we have somethingin writing. We

reserve the right to say what kind of report it is going to be be

public or private. We maydecide not even to report it to the

!,President. It depends on what itis, what it turns out to be.

MR. CARR: I am afraidas head of the staffyou are going du

to have to clarify your wishes a little more there before Me

e can serve you very well on a point like that. ugh

It seems to me in starting work on ap kind of report,

y6u have to have' soe notion n mind as' to the t e or epor

it is going to be.' If a final report, you have to have your

recommendations oni each one' of' the very specific issues that fa .1 in-

vwithin the jurisdiction of the Committee. The different su'bcom- ro to

A " mittees have to complete their work and submit their recommenda- ni

tions to the entire "committee to see whether it will accept them.

~You have-to write the general. background, the introduction against

cONFIDENqTIAL AL
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which you are going to set the recommendations.

Iff it is not that kind, of report, if it is just to serve as

a basis for a meeting with President Truman to report progress

to him, then that changes altogether your thinking and your work

as you try to set down on paper what it is you are up to.,.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Mr. Chairman, all of us recognize, I am

sure, that itiridiculous to think in terms of a final report by

May 15 So it is going to be one of two things: either a par-

tial, an interim report; or just a progress report. Would that

not help?

MR. WILSON: Do you, want to answer that question?

MR. CAREY ,I would like to speak in support of the motion

and perhaps make *an',effort to clarify my views on the subject.

I don't agree with-Dr. Carr when he says that the report

tbat wewill prepare by May 15 if this motion is carried, of ne-

cessity eliminates the need of subcommittees continuing in their;

perations. Think there is a great advantage to having a dead

ie and also a report by May 15. 1 do not look upon that as a

artial report but it would in fact be pretty much a report of

he coverage and contain what recommendations we can agree upon

y that time.

It would also provide an opportunity for at least one sub-

lomitteenamely, Subcommittee Two to continue an important

CONFIDENTIAL
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phase of the work of this subcommittee, to design the methods of

seeking support for the recommendations of this committee.

I believe if we aim to have just one report, then dissolve!

the committee we will not have the full opportunity of using

the channels of public communication--movies, radio, newspapers,

nongovernmental organizations, and others--to promote support

for the recommendations of the Committee.

Subcommittee Two I think would need in their consultation

of the movie industry some indication of the thinking of this

committee, in some form or other. I think it would be highly

necessary, in fact it would be essential to have something pre-

duced so we can engage in constructive discussions with these

various groups that we have been assigned to talk with, to set

up what I think is more important than anything else, gaining

mass support for the recommendations of this committee in the

field of civil rights.

MR. SHISHKIN: Mr. Chairman, I think there is much less dis-

agreement than appears on the surface. I think the feeling is

That of a good housewife concerned with a good household and

how the job is going to be done 1 the job is assigned.

As I gather the intention of the motion, it is to provide

F-, -self-discipline for us and to provide for us a schedule on which

we can work.

CON~FIDEN~TIAL
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My own feeling is that it is very useful for this committee

to be able to meet with the President at least once every couple

of months--to have the officers of the Committee report to the

President about the progress and get any indication from him

as to whether he has any suggestions or how any interim material

that may have been accumulated could be put to the best use,

both in elation to him and in relation to the public.

I don't think that that motion is in any way in conflict

withthe long-term job. I dontt think it can be completed b fore

fall--the kind of report that Mr. Carr has in mind.

Think the only thing that this actionwould do would be

to make it more ordekly and to crystallize our own work and

our own thinking, in terms not only of the contents but also

A of the prodeddure, to have that kind of report a very brief docu-

ment, perhaps, indicating just whht is the scope, what is the

coverage, what are the procedures, what are the methods through

which those procedures could be utilized.

It seems to me that the motion--if that is the proper in-

terpretation of it--would be all to the good.

MR. CARR: That is very feasible if that is the proper in-

terpretation. That is what I had in mind. Do you want to go to

the President with perhaps three or four typewritten sheets indi-

~dR UCKMN: 'e"~.Tht has nothing to do
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with the motion. -If it does, I will vote against it.

MR. CARR: You have to decide it.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Not today, do we?

MR..CARR: Yes you do if yo w~a fished report that

is carefully worded

MR. LUCKMAN: We don't want that.

MR. ai11 aWhen

are we going to decide it?

-.MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, may I come back to this point.

I just cant participate any further in this discussion until

I hear what the two other committees say as to the status of

their work, how long it will take. I can make a guess on Com-

mittee 3 as to how much we will have ready by May 15.

MR, WILSON: I agree with Mr. Carey--and certainly in sup-

port of Dr. Carr, ;I vill be gol-darned if I were in his place

if I would/know at this time just what kind of report this com-

mittee wants prepared within 60 days--roughly 60 days.

There is no useain fooling ourselves; the preparation of

almost any kind of report within reason is a tremendous job;

and if you vant it to cover the general subject comprehensively.

I think we all ought to recognize that that is a pretty big job.

I think we ought to tell Mr. Carr pretty definitely what

kind and ow much of a report we want.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MR. CAREY: Mr. Chairman, I rather agreewith Dr. Carr, too.

I think Dr. Carr, if he accepts what seems to be the general

position of this committee--he will advise us perhaps later to-

dy after giving the matter some thought and consideration, as

to what kind of report in his opinion can be prepared by May

15.

I think we have to do that, give guidance to our committee

so they will know how far in detail to go as to these various

questions.

I am sure if this motion is carried, which is broad enough,

flexible enough--it might be decided to extend the date at some,

later time--but I would certainly think that Dr. Carr could pre.

pare his ideas regarding the kind of report that we can have

by May 15.

4R. LUCKMAN: Mr. Chairman, just for purposes of discussion--

what if the May 15 report were a report from the three chairmen

to the entire committee?

MR. DICKEY: I was going to make just that suggestion. It

seems to me it makes sense 'for us to say the Committee should

idg9in their work by such and such a date, then we cangget to

Vork on an over-all report. If we instruct somebody to do a

committee report before we have even learned when the subcommit-

tees are going to finish their work, we will never get anywhere.

CONFIDENT IAL
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DR. GRAHAM: One thing on Dr. Carr's mind, I take it, is

this: If we expect a pretty real report by May 15 we can't

have these hearings. The staff has two jobs. It has two jobs

there, to see that everybody gets a hearing that should have a

hearing,' and to prepare this report.

I don't believe both of those jobs can be done by May 15,

so I.am inclined to go to the suggestion that the three committee

!have a report ready by May 15, and that will not eliminate the

hearings

I am afraid that if we go the full length.of the suggestion

made we will give the staff an impossible job. Just within

the time, look at the schedule for hearings that we have at least

tentatively agreed on here. We will -be bringing out a report be-

fore we finish the hearings, and then those who haven't been

heard will say, "Well, look they are making up their minds and

I haven't even been heard."

MR. WILSON: Wouldn't you admit thAt if Erom any given date

the staff had the recommendations of these three committeesP if

they had carried on deliberations and had gotten to a point where

1jhey could make some definite recommendations--that from a given

aethe staff ought to have 30 days in which to prepare that in

report form if we are going to submit that report--whether it be

interim or final; just if we are going to submit that report to

CONFIDENTIAL
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the President, we ought to give the staff 0 days?

MR. LUCKMAN: We should.

MR. WILSON: If you agree to that, then it seems to me

what we are really saying, if we carry out the point Mr. Luckman

and Dr. Dickey have recommended--which I think makes a lot of

sense, too..-we are saying to the three committee chairmen, or

to the three committees over-all, that we would like to have

definite recommendations from you for our meeting, and then for

a meeting of the committee of the whole by April 15.

DR. GRAHAM: May 15.

MR. WILSON: No, April 15; and then, having accepted those

reports from the three committee chairmen on April 15, the job

will be turned over to the staff and give them that minimum time

that they require, at least 30 days to get out a report, not

now define whether it is final. I think Mr. Carey has a point

on that; not defining that, but a report then to the President

on the 15th of May.

MR. ERNST: I understand it need not even go to the Presi-

-dent; just a progress report.

MR. WILSON: All right; a report ready April 15.

MR. TOBIAS: Mr. Chairman, I insist the President should

know what we 'are doing.

MR. WILSON: Well, all right.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MR. LUCKMAN: That is' a matter of some opinion. I have my

o./views on that, .too, Awhich at the moment are--

MR.WILSON: ;.HeA will have his views, too.

BISHOP 8BERRILL: -Mr Chairman, I come back to Mr. Ernst's

point. How-can -Ve decide, those of us who do not know where

any off- the other committees are?

I move a postponement of this until we have heard a report

as to the-progress of-the committees. I don't see how we can

decide this until e-have heard reports from the committees.

know the committee that I am on, but I don't know

their problems, t~cA- ± Lelve- I think

it is very difficult to vote on this until we have heard their

reports. It is just & matter of order in the meetings.

MR. WILSON: .Do yotvwish to defer the vote on the motion

til we .hear the reports; or not? Would you like to hear the

eports of the chairmen of- the three committees?

MR. MATTBEWS: I will second the motion to postpone.

MR.WILSON: All right; you have heard the motion. Will

hose in faver vote aye.

(The motion was carried unanimously.).

MR. WILSON:. Then shall we hear from Committee No. One.-

lishop Sherrill, of the Legislation committee.

BISHOP SBERRILL:t -Mr. Chairman, we met all day yesterday.

CONFILERTIAL
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In the afternoon we had in representatives of the Justice Depart-

ment, who were most helpful; and I can report, I think, progress

and encouraging progress without being able at the present time

to g@ into detail as to what our recommendations are to be.

We discussed very thoroughly Sections 51 and 52 of the gen-

eral civil rights acts and I think came to a determination that

it was not wise to try to amend those but to supplement them by

recommendations which would make them more effective.

We had some very interesting suggestions before us along

that line that I think the Committee felt were most helpful in

a further application of what we are all trying to do, without

changing what ve already have achieved.

We also had before us some very interesting suggestions

from the Justice Department in regard to the whole question of

voting rivildges. We also had a very interesting suggestion

from Dr. Dickey in regard to the liability of not only law

officers but of others involved in acts of violence.

This is not a detailed report but I think I can say that

we felt encouraged. There were certain areas in regard to peont

age that we have not reached but I should be inclined to feel

that by the lst of May we might be able to make very definite

recommendations.

Now, I would -like to check with the members of the conmitt e

CONFIDENTIAL
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on that,. Would that be too optimistic a statement?

MRS. ALEXANDER: I think so.

MR. WILSON: The., 15th of April?

MR. MATTREVS: -The Department is to prepare some further

material.

BISHOP SHERRILL: That is right but I think we could meet

this dead line in, our committee; don't you think so?

MRS. ALEXANDER: Yes.

MR. VIL1N0 That is, the 15th of April would be the dead

line.

MR. MATTHEWS: That means two more meetings of our commiit-

tee, according to the present schedule.

MR. WILSON: ',Yes, unless you want to change it and have

more meetings. You have a definite schedule?

MR. MATTHEWS: Assuming that this recommendation of the staff

is adopted, it would be two weeks.

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, may I ask a few questions?

MR. WILSON: Yes, Sir.

MR. ERNST: A question such as I raised on the Federal

Education bill--does that fall in Number One or Number Two?

MR. WILSON: .My guess would be that it -is in Number One;

that is what I assume.,

DR. GRAHAM: Itiwasn't in our material.

MR. TOBIAS: It is in Number Two material but in the form

CONFIDElTIAL
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on that. Would that be too optimistic a statement?

MRS. ALEXANDER: I think so.

MR. WILSON: The L5th of April?

MR. MATTHERW*S: .The. Department is to prepare some further

material..

BISHOP SHERRILL: That is right but I think we could meet

this dead line in, our committee; don't you think so?

MRS..ALEXANDER: Yes.

MR. ILSaN That is, the 15th of April would be the dead

MR. MATTEEWS: That means two more meetings of our commit-

tee, according to the present schedule.

MR. WILSON: ',Yes, unless you want to change it and have

more meetings. You have a definite schedule?

MR. MATTHEWS: Assuming that this recommendation of the staff

lis adopted, it would be two weeks.

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, may I ask a few questions?

MR. WILSON: Yes,.sir.

MR. ERNST: A question such as I raised on the Federal

Education bill--does that fall in Number One or Number Two?

MR. WILSON: ~My guess would be that it -is in Number One;

that is. what Ilassume .

DR. GRAHAM:. Itywasn't in our material.

MR. TOBIAS: It is in Number Two material but in the form

CONFIDENT IAL
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o recommendations.

ERNST: hat I am getting at, it seems to me you will

find by April 15 or May15 we can sort of make up our minds on

the old-ffashioned materials--revising the civil rights, fields

where people have done a lot of work; but when you come to these

expanding powers that have never been explored' really, as to

bigotries, taxing powers--reductions on tax returns, which

shocked me, where there is discrimination by the institution;

take an, educational bill--those it seemed to me, and I would:like

to ask the chairman, do you think there is any chance by April

15 thatyour committee can get anywhere on that?

Tcan" assure you that there is practically no literature

or thinking on the subject. Mr. Carr will tell you, looking

ovet the' field, thbre is nothing written by lawyers or others.

ut it seems to me it is a philosophical question that you don't

eed many facts on. I just happen to be a person who would vote

gainst-the Federal grant of money for education going to Jim

row institutions. The arguments'are pretty obvious. It may

perhaps-close ,up a lot of institutions. I just play my cards

the other way.

MR. MATTBEWS: Your bringing up this question reminds me of

one thing we decided yesterday that you didn't mention, and that

was, we thought the FEPCA should be referred to Committee Two

CONFIDENTIAL
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rather than our committee.

BISHOP SBERRILL: That had already been done.

DR. GRAHAM: Committee Two asked for it.

MR. LUCKMAN: Just for the record, Committee Two thought it;

was in its assigin ent.

BISHOP SERRILL: It was passed to you with entire good

will.

MR. LUCKMAN: I can understand why, too. That is why I

wanted to change the record. .

RABBI GITTELSOHN: We weren't able to make up our minds

whether we had suffered a tactical defeat or a tactical victory.

MR. WILSON: It is a fait accompli.

DR. GRAHAM: He raises the question also of where that sub-

ject should go. Yesterday we took up matters of lynching, mob

violence, anda the-

MR ALEXANDER: Suffrage.

DR. GRAHAM: Suffrage- 4 white pi'imary, and so on.

MR. MATTHEWS: District of Columbia.

DR. GRAHAM: District of Columbia; and the peonage matter

is in our material, too; but in the assignment of materials that

is our field. So the reason the chairman has no answer to your

Question, it wasn' t even brought up for discussion: it wasn't in

Our sector.

CONFIDENTIAL
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MM ERNST: I would lik

committee, I don' ,dare which

MR. TOBIAS: It isn't altogether

Congress hada 6111 before itwchw

recall, by Benator Langerp -

it.

RABBI GITTELSORN: Mr. Chairman,

Ernst s a d: ebthis Federal

Gar tpect of- ' h'u-e "W"4m would

ter of policy that we have to decide.

ourselves a committee which ought to

to time on pending matters, to act as

tee for the President currently while

are we going to reserve any such stat

comes up in the meantime, until we co

Frankly, I don't know. I am not

have an opinion but I think we ought

MR. WILSON: It seems to me we a

going to come out with a report on Ma

ourselves that job, we can almost ans

surely then start giving interim advi

RABBI GITTELSON: Not between r

MR. WILSON: Between now and Ma-

. 1
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e assigned to some

Le ~ d of material

new, of course. The 78th;

as defeated, as you will

amendment meant to defeat

it seems to me that Mr.

Education Bill-.

actually depend upon a mat,

Are we going to consider

issue statements from time

a kind of advisory commit

we are deliberating; or

ements regardless of what

implete our deliberations?

saying that because I

to decide it.

almost answer him if we are

ay 15. If we are setting

swer it that we wouldn't

ice and--

now and then.

Y 15, on the question of
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where this subject lies it seems to me, Mr. Ernst--

a44

MR. LUCKMAN:

BISROP SBERRILL: I think the answer to it is, is it a mat-

ter which requiresilegislation or is a matter which requires/

education?

MR. ERNST: The things I am talking about are strictly legis-

lative; require either legislation or amendment to the Treasury

law that you can't take a reduction to a tax return if you give

it to a discriminatory institution.

MR. LUCKMAN: That phase of it we did not touch at all.

MRS. ALEXANIER: Wehave Congress; we have it.

MR. SEISBKIN: Mr. Chairman, Ihave had some experience

with jurisdictional disputes so I don't think we are ready to--

MR. WILSON: We will leave this to an expert.

MR. SHISEKIN: --resolve by across the table methods. I

think we ought to clear that up. I think what Mr. Ernst has

brought up is a question--I think we have been a little less

than frank with ourselves here in this discussion; at least the

CONFIDENTIAL
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pa rt I have heard.

I think the question before the committee that has to be

met. is whether or not--this committee is in a sense circumscribed.

We can, if we wish to, make interim recommendations to the PresI-

dent on legislation but only to him, and certainly not publicly.

The ~Presidentts committee can't make public advice to the Pre si.

dent as to what the President should do. It is his committee.

I think there shouldn't be anything wong with the committ e

coming to the resident and saying, "Look. This is what our comt 1ii

tee feels about it. You can do anything with it you want .",

I think the other big question that relates to the whole

schedule on the basis of which the committees are reporting

* is the question not only of the impact of philosophy but also the

impact in the'framework of our time schediale on the political

life of the United States sof America.

I ean, we know quite well that in 19I7 ifthe report is

* made late, ifit is made on the, eve of the Congressional elec-

tions and closely approaching that our report to the President

is not going to be made public. Our report to the President

* is going to come out- as his report and only sub ject to his approve'

val. It certainly wouldn' t be any criticism of the President to

say that of necessity any report that is coming into the political

- - CONFIDENT IAL
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atmosphere Will be thereby circumscribed and stymied and there-

fore time is of very great essence for our basic statement.

MR. WILSON: Check.

MR. SHISBIN: I think we may lose sight of the possibility

that somewhere in between April 15 and September 1st might be

the tiife e can do the kind of job with the President's agree-

ment and with his approval that will really lay a groundwork for

further work and perhaps continuing work by this committee, but

having our basic statement made then and as early as possible.

1.don't think we. ought to get lost in the discussion of the specif

aic dates. We ought to do it to the very best of our ability,

a rapidly as possible, recognizing those facts as quite import-

nt in our decision.

MR. WILSON: Thank you. That is clarifying.

Now, are there any questions you want to ask Bishop Sherrill

ith regard to Committee Number One's report?

MR. LUCKMAN: Yes, I would, Mr. Chairman. Was I to under-

tand you felt that somewhere in the vicinity of April 15 to Mey

st your committee would be ready with specifically proposed

hange s in the legislation?

BISHOP SEERRILL: That is right .

* MR. LUCKMAN: Covering what sub jects? The poll tax problem?
41

DR. GRAHAM: Suf friage; lynching .

BISHOP SflERRILL: 51 a~nd 52.*

CONFIDE NT IAL
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MR ARR District of Columbiat

BISHOP SHERRILL: And the District of Columbia.

MR.CARR: Anservitude.

MR. 1U0KMAN: The proposed-act- you mean, for the District

of' Columbia.

BISHOP SBERRIL: Yes and tja peonage. I think those mat

ters would be ready. I think we can make a report in regard

to additions to the general civil rights act without changing

sections 51-and 52. Think we can make recommendations in re-

gard to suffrage.

DR. GRAHAM: Which includes the white primary.

BISHOP SHERRILL: In regard to the District of Columbia

and in regardt6 peonage. Don't you think we can do that?

MR. CARR: I think you can.

MRS. ALEXANDER: And anti-lynching. Didn't we have that?

BISHOP SHERRILL: That is in the civil rights act.

MR LUCKMAN: And this matter of tax exemption that Mr.-

Ernst brought up.

BISHOP 8HERRILL: ~We haven' t discussed that . I am not

qualified to express an~opinion about it.

MR. CARR: On that point the staff' has understood that

would be Shboommittee 'Three 's work, even though it might involve

legislation' just as FEPC might involve legislation.. In other

. * CONFIDENTIAL
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words, Subcommittee One doesn't necessarily have everything that

might mean legislation>

MR. TOBIAS: -Put..it-'in Subcommittee Two. It is there.

MR. LCKMAN: ;Education but not- the tax exemption.

MR,. ERNST: .,IJust wanted to know which committee is going

to take care of.theprovisions that we might develop in connec-

tion with the spending powers, the education bill, and the taxing

powers.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I thought that drawing the legislation was'

in the province of Committee Number One.

MR. ERNST: I thought. it was all in Committee Number One.

I think it ought to be'one committee or the other.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Chairman, as I think I wrote to Dr. Carr

hen I first came up, I think that.would be delightful. I wish

that would be the decision of the Committee, because then the

ther two committees will be able to enjoy what I hope will be a

beautiful spring. There- i-..t anything except the application

iof the forces of advertising to the decision of the committee

!when they are all through that doesn't come within the realm of

legislation. You will find it very difficult for any committee

ember to name one subject that doesn't at some point involve

DR. GRAEAM: 'That policy would put anything in Committee

- . CONFIDENTIAL
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MR. LUCKMAN: Which suites me f inei/

MR. CARR: That would be a mistake.

DR. GRAHAM: We'will have to revise our time schedule if

we are to take on the work of the other two committees.

MR. WILSON: Well, now, practically, don't let's be too

technical about it; pracetically, why don't we urge Mr. Ernst's

committee to take up that subject. Bishop Sherrill, would you

Shave any objection to that?

BSHaOP SBERRILL: Not at all.

MR. WILSON: It seems to me we gught to urge him to do it

because I happen to know that he is well started on the thinkin~

within his committee about it; and--

MRS. ALEXAN~DER: Mr. Chairman,. may I move that tax powers

and spending powers be referred to Mr..Ernst' committee.

MR. VILSON: Commnittee Three.

.MR. ~WLSON: le the motion seconded?

MR. LUCEMAN: 'fak powers and spending powers on legish .tior.

MR. CARR: Any legislation that might use the tax powers or

the spending powers as a means of getting a some problem.

MR. WILSON: I think that is good .

MR. SIIISEKIN: Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to point out

that on some of these things I think that the motion is perfect~

CONFIDETIAL
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in order because what Committee Number Three does on tax power

and spending powers could be done excellently under Mr. ErnstTs

guidance; but I think that a number of areas that are covered

'by the' other committee would be helped by interim recommenda-

tions from Mr. Ernst in Committee Number Three on those ques-

tions, ahereas Comnittee Number Three would not be doing or re

sponsible for the actual drafting of those because those two

things cut across a number of other subjects.

MR.- LUCKMAN: That is the problem that is really raised

when you have a broad statement such as that all legislation

should go tot Committee One.

MR. WILSON: We -may have erred in- that.

MR. LUCKMAN: I think this motion does in fact err--this

motion, too, if I might point out--if I understand Mr. Shishkin

correctly/

Our subcoiniittee spent a good deal of time on this question

of education as it pertains to discrimination from Federal grants

or aids, and so forth. If we are to continue working on that,

I can't conceive how.Committee Three could possibly come up with

any final thinking on legislation to prevent discrimination in

Federal aid to colleges, for example--unless they, too, studied

the same field-we studied and duplicate our complete effort. YoU

just don't pull outof a hat some legislation. First you study

CONFIDENTIAL
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what is happening and why. Then you evolve the legislation

you hope will correct 'it

aSocrthat.,broad swedpAcross the board in any one field

will leave conf uaono I think, in there in the- other two com-

mittees.

MR.ERNST: , Mr,.t ChAirman, -1,didn't mean to complicate your

life.- idont care where it goes, really. I just don't want it

to get lost 'aight of. inthe shuffle.

I think these, new- instruments have more value in the future

than the criminal sanctions trying to get convictions, w4ich

underlies the power of FEPC--the lynch law.

MR. 8 IN- Underscoring to make what I said perfectly

clear, my, feeling ,is--and I feel very strongly about it--that

pne of he committees ought to have a subject under its

Xinal Jurisdid ion to make a final report on it .

-*If one, committee deals: with the substance and another com-

ittee is-;resposibleyfqrf drafting legislation on that subject,

donthinkRitil.- workout .

DR. GRAB(AM: NIo,-sir.
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MR. ERNST: Couldn't I ask Bob Carr what his judgment is

as to the.power of -sanctions?

MR. CARR: I think it ought to be with your subcommittee.

I think we started in vith the supposition that in the three

subcomittees a logical distribution of the work could be made

amortg them.

BISHO pSHERR IL Then motion is hat this be -referred to

Number Three .

MR. LUCKMAN: All tax:exemptions and--

MR. CARR: Any legislation that may -use those techniques

n getting at the civil-rights problem.

MR. LUCKMAN: Am I correct?- Iwant to know what I am voting

for and against. Am I correct in my assumption that subcommittee

Two, of which I am a-member, would then not get into the matter

of prejudices and discriminations in educational matters in the

United States-- if this motion is passed favorably?

MR4 CARR: No,.Iwoildn't. agree'with that.

ii

I

-N I think you should still deal with those things.,

MR. LUCItMAN: Iam confused. How does' subcommittee Three

determine what should be done about discrimination in educational

institutions. unless they first do the same thing we did, which 1

to study the actual discrimination and what is going on?

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, I have some 'deep prejudices area

CONFIDENTIAL
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on the subject, Itseems tome all Comittee Three would do

if I were the solememberof! the committee, is to analyze all

the spending plauses a legislation currently going through

ht tbb t &GI dastion billthe land grant college

billsthe-roadwork bills, the maternity hospital benefit bills-

and .ome ,to hcpclusion that we would recommend to the. Presil

dent ofthe-UnitedSt a es

~ ~±~JP A 12nA 11-

ntin favorC that spending unless the following clause

& o. 1.04 M~- -4Ireyd

IMC

W that is howsimple the thinking is, in my mind.

.BISHOP,,,E1SHRIL: In,,other words, you want another weapon.

- ERNWJ' Qur, mgney from up North is a,much better weapon

than e;-local grand jury and a petit jury to get a conviction.

MR, LUCKMANL How do you determine what changes--hould be

made. in those laws?.

MR. ERNST: There are no clause s. All I do is add a ride'

Iam dogmatic inthis thing by this time . I see no great hope .

SMR. WII280N1: Do, you. understand the clause he would write in?

I CO01NFIIENT IAL
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MR. LtMAN: Yes, but I fail to understand how he can ar-

riet t aiwe. he knows what I' idgoing on.

MR. WILSON: e6put it willy-nilly in any one

MR. ERNST: This is just an act of faith. I think the

people who are bigots shouldn't be made to contribute money t

institutions that are bigcts. That is how simple it is. I

will probably be voted down.

MR. SHISKIN: He will propose what to do and you will'

utilize that and say where and how and under what circumstances,

on the basis of your studies.

MR. TOBIA8 I think we have a very fundamental issue here

and it ought tob cleared up. We are the President's committee

for making recommendPtions to him of what can be done within

the present struc-ture-of government, the national government, to

assure to people their rights, and what additional legislation

may be needed to implement the Federal Government in getting

that result.

Now, Mr. Ernst has very deep conviction on some of these

issues. That is one thing. Is the committee going to take the

position that it has a right to give to the public an expression

of the convictions of the committee on theseeissuesor is the

committee t'o make recommendations to the President and then abide

CONFIDENTIAL
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by the Presidents. decision as to what he can;do practically

with these .re% ommendations as -he confronts Congress with a mes-

'sage on this s'ubject?..- It seems to me it is very important.

MR WISON: You mean, if we make our report and he refuses

to go along with it andonly uses part of it, what are we going

to do?

. TOBIAS: T bi s.right.

MR LUCMAN : Personally, I would be very much opposed to

our ever making anything public.

MR. ILSON So wouldI.

MR. LUC0 AN: It-might surprise you, from what I have said

before. This 1 committee appointed by the President. I know

Ioulddoin own company-if such-a situation happened;

people looking for work, if-they made something public before

they came to me about it.

I think we would be violating our responsibility to the

President if we made anything public, either before or after,

tas a committee.

Now, I want to qualify that, because-when all of our re-

ports are in and through, nothing would prevent any of us as

individuals from getting-up publicly and saying what we think as

individuals.

MR. TOBIAS:r What I ,am talking about is this: Are we going

. CONFIDENTIAL
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to make the kind of report to the President that will express

the kind of convictions that Mr. Ernst has expressed?

As I said, the education business in the 78th Congress

worked out that way; worked out by a man who deliberately of-

fe red it--the representatives from the South would not support

so that it ould be defeated. It was defeated, notwithstand-

1in the facttat there had been an understanding by representa-

tives of all organizations concerned. It was in the nature of

a comp romise but they felt it the only kind of procedure that

Wou4 e an kind Ofresult at all.

It is Just a question of whether you want educational help

or whether yoii ant to issue an ultimatum that will defeat the

purpose of the thing. If we are acting for the President as we

consider a thing of this kind, then we are going to think in

terms of what it will be possible for him to do or to get done

ion the basis of our recommendations.

MR. ERNST:'We duont have to decide it now.

MR. TOBIAS: No, but I say this, that we have to consider

the public and what the public is expecting as a result of the

work of this committee. That is one thing; and the help that

Lithe president is expecting of us is another thing. We have a

responsibility to.both.

MR,. ShtE'K:MV. ,Tobias S'we have -had some, experience now,

CONFIDENTIAL
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in the Council of Economic Advisers, that was set up under leg7

islation. Its function is approximately the same scope.

In the first place, the Council has conferred with the

President at his request several times. The President says

at this stage I would like to have the views of the Council as

to what to do with this measure, what position to take; "and he

says, "It is possible that if this measure comes up for the

final decision y Congress Iwill ask

for a statement Irom the Council which I will make public with

my letter to the Congress. This is my view and it is supported!

by such and such evidence." I don't see any possibility of preH

cluding the President from even coming to us if the FEPC legis-

lation is pending final decision in the Senate or if there is

a filibuster, and saying "This is what the Committee has done."

I think we would be kidding ourselves if we think we can

really do a great deal on our own in issuing.statements on cur-

rent legislation. This is the first of March. Congress is go-
March. Conresseisigo

ing toadourn t in t session already. By the time

anything comes along on new proposals, new legislation, I don't

think we can make a contribution to this session of the 80th

Congress, anyhow

RABBI GI 1TEL80HN: Mr. Chairman, we have a way of working

ourselves ' We are slippery as a committeecONT-bM ffing to
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figure out how .we got back to. this Are we not suppo ec

to be listening to the subcommittee reports and deciding how to

settleithe .jurisdictional disputes? Let's go on with that.

MR.. CARR: I think maybe that motion ought to be deferred

too.., The transfer of something bodily from one subcommittee to

another when you have . only heard the report of one subcommittee

would be a mistake.

MR. TOBIAS: I.wouldn't want to be inhibited as an individual

from personal expression on any of these issues. If after the

Committee has made itsreport the country expresses its opinion

the Committee,'sreport, I must have the right at that time--

that is,I don't want to feel.that the fact that I have served

on this committee--

DR. GRAHAM: .- I..von't close your- mouth.

. MR.,TOBIAS: That, is right, exactly what I am talking about

DR. GRAHAM: We haven't lost our civil liberties by joining!

this committee.

MR. CARR: If I havent misunderstood Mr. Luckman, you

idn't.have inmindIhatkethe final report isgoing tobe public

ertainly my understanding of it is .that it is. I think the

resident 's advisers expect the Committee is going to give him

report that is going to be published. Government reports have

- ~ . een suppressed but I don't think this situation is in an area

CONFIDENT IAL
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where there wouldd be any suppression of the report.

MRS ALEXANER: That would be the same as the FEPC reports

would b6 published and available.

DR. GRAHAM:' knoW one report of one President was sub-

merged and they c11aed the chairman of the committee before the

Congress--it wasn't' suppressed by the President--and when the

chairman appeared, the day before he appeared the report was

published, after three or four months. So you can't keep a re-

port from a Presidential committee in the dark.

MR. ERNST: The only one I know that has been thoroughly

suppressed was LaGuardiats oaampkkLL 4ke Commission ot Harlem.

MR. WILS*N: As I understand it, you are willing to defer

th vote on the motion

S. I&Letis defer it for the

moment and let's get on with our business.

Shall we have the report of Committee Number Two?

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. 'Ohairman, Subcommittee Number Two met yesr

terday and' having 'been asked to consider the broad social, eco-

nomic and educational aspects of promoting the cause ofocivil

liberties, we after serious consideration, arrived at the con-

clusion that there are three main areas which will interest us

at the moment and to which all of our time and effort will be
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devoted. ,I am not meaning in that statement to exclude other

areas but merely setting up a priority system in an effort to

get something constructive -done within a reasonable time.

The first ,:is the consideration of this matter of fair em-

ployment opportunities to all races, religions, colors and creeds,

in public and private employment. On that point.I would say just

a reasonable amount of work has been done; to be brutally frank

about it I.feel we have just scratched the surface.

The first effort of the committee, through the able assist'

ance of the, staff, will be to collate the work that has been

done in both Federal efforts and State efforts, specifically

with.a view toward isolating the principles involved in those

acts that-currently are or have been on the books.By working on

the principles involved.we hope thereby not to get lost in legal

verbiage of how to execute some of those principles, feeling

that the execution of the principles can and should come at a

later date.

The second broad item was the matter of the right of all per

sons to an equal opportunity in public and private education.

In connection with the discussions this point, I think a rather

important, matter was brought out by various members of the comn-

mittee,,and that is, that while at first blush it might very well

r - seem that the only general area of discrimination or lack of

, CONFIDENTIAL
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opportunity in education is in the colored race, that is in fac4

not true,- thatwhile the unfortunate situations-existing in theta

South havre had more' promLnenc'6 than any other situations, we

have very definieprolems facing other minorities in the

United Statesuch as he Jewish minority, the Catholic

mino ote-ois miziority Italian, and so forth, which in

totalhtimber of people involved exceed the size of the minority

probiemr'ekisting in the South.

Thbrefore, the subCommittee felt that it vaunted to be vety

careful in the exploration of this matter of educational oppor-

unities to be quitepositive that its work did not appear to

be one of interest solely in the colored problem in the South

but rather to/prove by its study,interestand activities on this

subject, that the subcommittee was in fact interested in the

problems of all of the minorities.

I think I correctly state the feeling of the subcommittee

when I say that' we thought that there is nothing that we could

do that'would be more harmful to the effort in the South than

to have it appear* that the subcommittee and eventually the Com-

mittee, 'was interested primarily And almost solely in the prob-

mitte8 desired arid operating to solve a problem in one section{

of the country and not have any national appeal to the rest of

COTNIIET IAL
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the United',States,.

'It seems tous that ourultimate success inselling--which

is a bad word but one wej.must use of necessity--the results of

anything that.is aceieved b the subcommittees and the committee

as a vhole,.lies in ournation-wide appeal and "not in any sectioal

appealthatve might, have.

To that end1 the staff is going to work in the next few weeks

to determine from various sources what are in fact the discrimiL

"nations that cause problems to all minorities, specifically the

colored, the Jewish, the Catholic the Polis Italia

DR. GRARAM: 'And Mexican.

M_4UMAN: Yes, that was discussed.

DRO.-GRAHAM: ,And,qJapanese.

MR. EV0KMAN: *AndJapane se.

MRS,.ALEXANIER:_As,,well as women.

DR. .GRAHAM: That, is,,not a minority.

MR Sbui.,tThILY:_IthinkYou are right there..

MRS. ALEIANE4R: The53re -,is A, great discrimination

is a responsibility, that is another matter.

- Third, the right 'of all persons to an equal"*Qpportunity

CONFIIETIAL
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in community servicess; abd there we grouped together health,

housing, transportationo, amusement,

:imbeit:of subitems.___

DR. GRAHA19: City streets.

Mf. LUCEMAN: Cmatunity services Yes we tried to choose

a headitig Tr oir' owli thinking, a phrase that was broad enough

to include the over-all problem.

DR. GRAHAM: That -is one of the worst areas of discrimina-el

tion.

MR. LUCEMAN: -I don't want to touch on any specific points

because I think 4t would unnecessarily take up the time of the

Committee but I would like to re-emphasize so that the Committee

as a whole will get our complete thinking, that have read these

in the ordezKin which thb Committee is going to attack the prob!

lemse

Now thodoesnot ean to-- say that we, through the staff

and as individuals, wil eel that we must finalize No. 1; that

is, the -fhIr employment problem, before we go to No. 2, the

educational; but tthink all of us onbthe subcommittee felt we

had had enough experience in one kind or'another, to know that

if you try to do too many things at one time you don't do any

one thing- well nd you dbn't reach any area of accomplishment.

I think it is more in line with what Mr. Carey was

CONBFDENTlAL
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indicating,before matter of. self-discipline, getting the

thinking prettyrellwseton one kind of problembeforce we go on

to another-,

I think I have indicated sufficiently the general process

that we are going. to .use to get this material together, except,

again; to indicate, the view; for whatever it may be worth of our

subcommittee-,that we did conclude that we would not have any

private hearings ati- the pz'esent time, that we would first be

.sure that'we, had our,-ownmindspretty well clear on the broad

principles involved,.befor we- -were advised by--and perhaps af-

fected by-the testimony of people who have been in this field

for a long time. -

There dd come' up -a point which I think is probably important

enough that subsequently this entire committee would wish to

correct -us o 'The question came up several times as to the de-4

sirabi'lity of focusing our-attention on the Federal agencies, in

connectioxiwith some:*of, these problems.

It was the general certsensU s--although there were some

isolated, .oljectios-the general consensus of opinion was that

we should not ianme focus our attention on Federal agencies,

for the primary reason that the Federal agencies in fact employ

a relatively small number of the total number of employed people

in 'the Uitited4 States; and that while business--AA which I happen

- L CONFIDENTIAL
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to'be aI.repesentative--has inevitably said, "Well if Government

can t do it.he s hat is the reasonableness of asking us

totryt^ dot

That certainly has been said. I personally am not in ac-

cord with that. I think that there are many things that can be

done in the United States b business labor all the other

factors involved, hich perhaps the Federal Government cannot

do, for ne reason or another. Our subcommittee is imbued with

an :interest in the over.**a11 and not in trying to clean up or

4traightn u~ amny one small segment of the total.

When ,he eight time comes, the committee will certainly

devotef._;Lts _efforts to.ryingto rectify any problems that might

existin.the,Federalagencies, but g.that would be treated as part

of, the, who1. ap dndrot ,.s the whole .

Then, and.f inally, we spent some little time on the matter

of edt "tion, not as it pertains to Point No. 2 but education

as, it pertains to the point that you raised, Mr. Chairman, when

you were in pur session.. That is-, the changing of people s

minds through efforts other than legislation; because we all

recognize that you cannot legislate a point of view. You must

educate -a point of vi:.

We h ve..come to two conclusions in that very important

phase. The ,first is ,that in the actual work that we are going

to do, on Poihts 1, .2, and 3., and in any subsequent regulations

CONFILENTIAL
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that we might suggest, or legislation if that comes within our

province; that within the regulations and legislation itself

we make specific provisions for the-education of-those people

aff ctedtbytthat legislation or those regulations.

That is a very definite possibility. Just to be sure that

I make myself blear; if an FEPC act is evolved by thin general

committee, no act up to now has made any specific provisions

within the act itself for a method, a vehicle for the education

of those people governed by .that act, as to the necessity and

wisdom and desirability of those regulations or that act itself.

We all know in our experience it is one thing to simply

tell a person "Yourare to do thiss.. but it is another thing if

you tell them why they are to do it.

We believe, therefore, that part of that can be done within

the framework of the very regulations or legislation that might

be suggested.

Then, secondly, a field which Mr. Carey touched on briefly,

and therefore which I will repeat in an equally brief manner,

that) there is a virgin field, actually, we think, fsete genera

education of the people as to what this committee finally de-
r

cides is right and what this committee believes in, and that

virgin field is the broad field that has been used so often in

other ways. The fat salvage campaign comes to my mind; war bond

00NFIIENTIAL
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drives, and that sort of thing--a field which has never been

scratched as far as civil liberties are concerned.

It was the belief of our subcommittee, in which I share as

happening to be a businessman, on that committee--in having

contact with advertising agencies and the film industry and so

forth, that properly presented there is an enormous--I don't

like to use adjectives but it is properly described as a gigan-

tic opportunity to go tthe various agencies-

dFdop Mthe National Associa-

tion of Advertisers and the film industry, and have presented

at the right time a broad over-all presentation to the public

of what this committee believes to be the proper definitions of

civil liberties.

Now, mind you, we have no thought of trying to sell through

this media any particular thing such as a fair employment act,

nor would we try to sell an anti-lynching bill, or anything of

that kind. But our basic need, as you so well put it and as we

discussed later, is to try to formulate those plans which will

change the consciousness of people whether they are 12-year-old

kids or 60-year-old people with definite prejudices, to try to

change their consciousness so that they will be willing and ready

to accept the tews of this committee as to specific proposals of

what should be done.

That is very brief, and I hope--
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MR. ILSON: Very good.

M1S. ALEXAN ZR: Mr. Chairman, may I ask Mr. Luckman, did

you iielu& \die>% tli rights of persons in comunity services

the right 6 serv ,Th ̂ he 'armed fre?

MR. tUdKMAN: tI as isted. Frnly, we discarded it as

a matt6i l'-1ittle consequence at the moment in comparison with

all the othez po lems we -had

Now,: take the responsibility for that, Mrs. Alexander.

'We felt there are only a certain number of things by limitatiQn

Of timeihiethatyoucan do first, and that first things should

'come first. "Wlt -it was a matter of some academic interest at

the moment, in thAt the armed forces are small and the war is

over. I t vas aiKiem that we did not discard but tabled for

later !considebation by the committee 'after we have resolved our

views on these wothwhermattersv ve feel take precedence over

that.

MRS. ALEXANER: Of course, I wouldn't share your opinion

because it 'seems to me so fundamental to have the right to de-

fend yoir o 6y.

MR. 'LUCKDlAN: NO quarrel with that. In other words, I can

make our position clear. Do you think if we had to choose be-

treen studying tito matters--if we had to choose--that we should

study that problem ahead of the FEPC?

KcowermAn
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MRS. ALEXANER: Well, if we did not have a country we

wouldii bve an FEPC.'

of9 Frotyiestibn. If i a [to choose.

You cA p bbly 1?V 4i* & jhave to choose. I am ohly asking

if v have to choose would you piit that ahead of FEPC at this

time at his mom6nt?

M 8.L NVR: rould put it in ih FEPC. At this momen

the Sd-rg bn Gener'1. i skin ftor some 1200 doctors and not a

Segrb dotAor can e -so it is C. t this very moment

that is happeting.

MR* LUCKMAN: It it prope rlycomes under FEPC, it would be

discsed -ommittee.

MRS. AI Then I thi you have to explore--

' UCKAN: The committee as a whole will have to over-

le t1 iWS of to sticommittee, which was that we felt that

the study 6f EPC and edudion, the study of the broad field

of education, oa ahead of the isolated fields that go to make

up community services.

MRS. AIEXANWRt Viould you agree with me that it is a phase

ofFEPC when it comes to the employment of people by the govern-

ment ?

g -MR. LUCKMAN: I don't know. I haven't got into it deeply

enough.

MRS. AIEXANER: I would like to throw that back to you.

CONFIfENTIAL
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MR. LUOKMAN:T a-answering you out of ignorance.

MR. CAER Y:I would like to. say that that will come up

under.-.,both vocational -rainingand community service

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, -may I just throw out in relation

to the problem disused before and tabled, maybe that Committee

is the committee that would have to consider ultimately in rela-

tion tothese- local-social services such as roads, how President

Truman caw make any comment on it other than through the spend-

ing power. . If you know any other way by which you can make that

a Federal issue as to what the roads in Alabama should look like-

moreover when you get ea education, I think you have to consid-
alofo~eit.Im dcto -thn

er alsopfrom the point of view of Federal impact, what about

equal pay for,teachers for the same service? What about the per

capital nowr?~I ~ qta epts for the Negro child and two dollar.

is being. spent, Ara white child, in many a county.

MR. WKMAN: I was trying not to get into too much detail.

Perhaps it -is important to say that the subcommittee recognized

hat when this subcommittee studies the matter of ability of a

Jewish person to attend a given educational institution we at

ihe same time -recognise the responsibility of the subcommittee

o study the rights of a Jewish graduate, or what have you, to

teach at that institution.

MR. ERNST: It disturbs me. How does the Federal Government

CONFIDENTIAL
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get into th. matter of roads in Alabama?

MR. LUCMAN: The same thing is true, the hospital is part

of ecomuni service . It isnIt enough in our opinion, the

opinion .ofote, subcommittee to study from the standpoint of,

Can Negro people participate in the services of this hospital?

but, Can Negro-nurses and doctors actually .be on the staff of

the hospital?

IHERR r Chairman, I don't disagree with what

Mr. Luckman said but I am a little sympathetic vith Mrs.

Alexandrs poin tnoton the.basis of numbers; but if your gov-

1 ernmen in its own practices does not do away with discrimina-

tion it is terril hard to bring influence on private parties

ito do'the same-thing

In your armed forces and in your Veterans Administration,

land in -your public -health administration, if you have discrimina-

tion there, -,it isvery difficult to bring pressure on nonpublic

institutions.

I think thereis a strategic value in considering the

Government services, admitting they are much smaller in numbers

Than in private enterprises.

MR.. ERNST: . I make- suggestion that the committee might

want to V", Bob-Patterson .
AI

:MRS. ALEXANDER: And the Surgeon-General.

CONFIENT IAL
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MR H8KIN Iwanted to ask a couple of questions of Mr.

an in connectionrith his report.

see in th6 generaI committee assignment the committee was

to 6nsider the broad social, economic and educational aspect.

In'the donaideratioh off the economic aspects, would the commit-

te onsideit to b its task to go to the issues of some of

e he ebondmio onditi6s ahd causes underlying discrimination,

and make specif ie -findings on that? It seems to me that will be

MR L LYUKAN,: I iwold -think so.

BISHOP .8ERRILL4 Has that been given consideration? Is

h, that inyour plans?

MR MtUCXMAN: Yes. We think much of that will come under

,the EEPC. You:seeI am not trying to philosophize but I think

so thooughly as Mr. Ernst does about one thing--and I am sure

it is only because I am ignorant of the problem of civil liber-

tie" and bcaise I am exposed to- selling all the time. If we

take thrhackneyed, time-tried pieces of legislation and simply

-try to sy"AmedL-or here we have three new words that we want

to add to it-it 'seems we will have wasted an awful lot of time

1of outselvds and everyone else concerned.

If they haven't ',been passed by now, they won't be passed.

If in the itual presentationi and perhaps the legislation itself

1 CONFIDENTIAL
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ifwe have the phases of what I think you have in mind, if we

can show that here is- the basic problem down here below. and

that many of our. ills, come from inequalities of the economic

situation, and that we must change that through this procedure

we will at least have added a newIto the thinking of the

legislators and of, the public; and I put them in the wrong order

because it we can, do. it with the public we have less of a prob-

lem with the legislators.

Was never interested as a legislature i

assing prohibition, Prohibition was passed because the legis-

lators ffelt it was the wish of the public; and we can name fifty

ther things between that time and now--

MR. 8818IN: The question I was asking is merely this.

y own feeling was that your own categories were a little bit

elf-defeating. I mean that you were limited by your own cate-

ories .

You talk about discrimination in employment, call that FEPCi

iscrimination .in. employment is what we are talking about as a

jor area and- quite- properly, of economic discrimination; but I

hin tbat includes vage discrimination as distinct from dis-

rimin tion in employment, per se. It is extremely important.

And when you deal with housing and all other aspects, you find

the underlying economic conditions, apart from disparity in in-

CONFIIENTIAL
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come, are the causes of our discrimination. I think those would

be opened up, because they haven't-anywhere.

MR. LUCKMAN: That is all part of the study.

MR..8BISBKINEi That is the mairn thing I was concerned with.

I: disagree, of coursequite violently with your

4 MAWFederal discrimination. On the BC we found that to be d

major area of discrimination-pad ene r bab- en b4-be-eeee n

7f Q Ag. And I also disagree--

MR. TOBIAS: g committee was not of one mind on that.:

MR. LUCKMAN: Isaid-thagt the committee was not of one mind.

MR. 8EISKCIN: --olassifying the time of the committee so

as to leave out the. question of participation of minorities in

national defense. The armed forces are now classified as part

of, our labor force.

MR. TL(CKUAN: Just so the record is clear, I don't think

you ought to say things like that. That isn't what I said.

at -no time said we were eliminating any of those areas.

MR. 8SEKSMIP: 'I 'sd 8if9h

MR. LUOCMAN: You said eliminating.

MR. SHISEKIN:- No, no; I said classifying so as to defer--

: tyGITTELSOEN: In fairness to the chairman of the sub-

ommittee, it wasn't a question of i classification in any minor

tatus; it was a matter of procedure. Initially, we were spending

CONFIPNTIAL
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most of our time in- the subcommittee meeting talking about Fed-I

eral agencies and the Federal Government, and somewhere along the

line we check-reined ourselves and said, "Hey. Wait a minute.

How about the larger field in America of private epployment?.

So that we actually decided to canvass the whole field and not

limit ourselves as we initially had been, to Federal agencies.

MR. LUCKMAN: That's right.

RABBI GITTELSOEN: I can assure you we haven't the slight-

est intention of overlooking the Federal agencies but we merely

want to realize that that is a part of the picture; and we

would be untrueto our franchize asa subcommittee were we to

limit ourselves to that part and not deal with the other field,

I wont say "wider field;" with the other field of private em-

ployment. We want to do both.

MRS. ALEXAER: May I ask you, Mr. Luckman, if in examin-

ing the right to an education, professional education, you

should find certain institutions which receive Federal grants,

we shall say, limit the number of Jewish students to two and

Negro students to two, and also limit the number of women who 4n
attend to two, would you feel that your committee could make a

report on limitation of the number of women who either could bel

admitted or who could teach)

MR. BUCKMAN: Definitely, yes; that is where we have to

CONFIIZNTIAL
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decide something because we-get into this area of what the mo.

tion was: that was tabled. I am not trying to bring it up.

If we in our work i- study, as we certainly

would, the three things you have mentioned-the fact that that

institution had a limitation of two Jewish, two Negro, and a

total of four women, just to be conservative on the matter, that

would be, we Vould feel, an area in which this committee would

work. But I think that. also is an area which gets into the

matter of how do you solve that problem by restriction or what

have you, on the Federal spending 1A that case.

MR. WILSON: I thought that that was a very good line right

there. Your :committee would come out and condemn that practice

and recommends Itake. it, complete equality. How you go about

accomplishing that, I thought, was Mr. Ernst's.

MR. LUCEMAN: That is fine.

MR. WILSON: That he. would come up with a proposed mecha-

nism to implement what you decided.

MR,. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, they could subpoena us to appear

before them.

MR. CARR: I think that is the solution. Let Mr. Ernst's

committee study ways and means, devices, the technical probem

of using the taking and spending powers as a means of implement

MR. LUCKMAN: I hope as we go along you will get used to .

CONFIIETIAL
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I have'a very unfortunate habit, believe me, of, in emphasizing

a point, saying something which is much stronger than I/should

say. -But-I have a fixation--having been through business and

government-- ve a ixation about trying to do too many thing'

at one time.

The greatest mistake that this committee will make--the

subconittee will make ertainly, and the committee as a whole,1

is in trying tb cover too much territory at one time. We will

simply never get anywhere.

Think you have to take. first things first, and you con-

tinually have to force a pushing back of these other matters--

i aretrtatresting-pushing them back until

you get this'th set tled. It is somewhat like this meeting.

It a yshasatendencyto get around on fifty different sub-

jects.

MR. EINST: hen you mentioned housing, it was in the scop

of your committee. I take it that is not just public housing,

MR. LUCKELAN: I don't know. We wondered about that. We

thought covenants -a someone else's respon-

sibility.

MR. ERNST: .I was raising it for that reason. don't knot.

MR. TOBIAS: We didn't get to a discussion of housing but
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it was included in our recommendation.

MR. 8BISBIKIN: Wherte are the covenanlts?

MR. WILSON: In Mr. Luckman's committee. If he wants to

make a d atfor the mechanization of that with--

MR. LUCNAN !I think ve should discuss that later.

MR. WILON: -'.with r Ernst. Yes, but lets stick on

these committee reports' instead off getting in all these side

oads.

MR. TOBIAS: Let me say with regard to the committee re.

port, especially on this matter of government departments and

community services, that we were not of one mind on that. I

think that the whole question of discrimination in departments

operated by government is of primary importance, because, as

has been brought out, if the Government is going to request

private business to comply with certain principles, then it has

a to practice that in its own'set-up,/*

The point was brought out that that is very largely a matter

of administration. It has been proved here in the District by

toor three departments some of them-P least popular at the

present moment in the thinking of a great many people-4ie whole

business was set right. It was done through OPA when Chester

&owrleis put his r foot dovf oni discrimination. It was done by Hen

Wallace in the Department of Commerce; and it was certainly done

CONFIDENTIAL
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long before that by Harold Ickes in the Department of the Inte-!

rior in connection with National Park Services, and even the

park practices here in the District of Columbia...

And our committee thought in time that is one thing it can

do, to request of the President to make a strang statement bear

ing on this whole business of discrimination within these depart-

ments, that it is within the power of administrative officers

to do that and as an educational procedure, the memorandum it-

self suggested a conference with personnel and employment direc'

tors of the government a so that they may

be instructed as to what is required by government.

So that there was considerable discussion of it.

MR. WILSON: Shall we have Report No. 3 now?

MR. ERNST: Mr. Chairman, we have met several times and

yesterday afternoon met with the Chief Counsel of the Treasury

Department,Ntwo assistants, the Solicitor of the Post Office Deo

apartment, Mr. Delaney, and an assistant of Mr. Delaney's, Mr.I

Mandell. We have had them up together.

The committee is exploring the other side of the medallion

of Luckman's problem when he gets to his education by films, the

side being the mass of propaganda that goes to the minds

of the people of America hidden by nightshirts or the equivalent.

CONFIDENFTIAL
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Vhe refsnobody is committed to anything on the committee,

items to be the genet'al consensus of opinion that it is wort

e 1i. 'How much value could we get in America if we could

take a nightahirts and make these people stand up and bel

counted because in the main he people who are opposed to the

expansion o1 civil rights are afraid to stand up publicly.

MR.~ 888KIN: You mean stand up in their nakedness.

RNST: their nakedness. And more or less this pos-

tion that 'eare exploring is consistent with an old-fashioned

Alerican tradition which is shown Swee the permit for postage

privileges under second-class postage rights, the registration

of foreignfagents;>funds sent abroad for relief have to be ea-

posed, and most communities have legislation of one kind or

another. If you are going out to raise funds you have to hae

some kind of permit'.

We' had the Treasury and the Post Office people over, and

the Post Officei brought with them a file of'-oh, I should think

& hundred documents, most of them printed or mimeographed,

representing vitriolic attacks on Catholics, Negroes and Jews.

These documents got into the hands of the Post Office De-

partment even though they were sent through the mails first-

class--which msp4 .tandatt is sacred and can't be opened--be-

cause the rQcipients of these letters wrote into the Post Office

CONFIIETIAL
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outraged- and said, "lWhy, this looks to us like treason; if not

treason, at least sedition. Won't you prosecute?" or words to

that-efot.

ee lor tI e t ost Office Departnent first as to the

administrat s and the basic philosophy which was

underiying'some legislation or regulations which would provide

that mail iir griantities over a hundred copies or fifty, or a

thousand--we d dnt epiore in detail--should have some kind of

a declaration on it a to who is sending; and no longer permit

anonymous material.

It was stated by one member present at the meeting that he

didn't know why two copies would be allowed anonymous. We ad-

mitted we had to allow anodimity in love notes,, but they are not

usually in 1uplicatb form.

The Post Offce1 going to explore further just what can be

done admiiistratively to expand what now exists in the statute

books. If you want cheap postage rd0es, you have -to disembowel

yourself and say, "Here is our subscription list. Here are the

stockholders and the bond holders."

We talked a, bit abott the difficulties of te 877 ment

of the legislation.

We then W~a'ae the Treasury Department to see how far we

could go to get information as to-the extent of the funds used
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in this particular fi&ld. They have no break-down at the momen

although their tax return forms that are sent out and are filed

do call for each &ax-exempt organization to state the name of

everybody who has contributed over three thousand dollars, in

any one year.

We got a statement from the Treasury Department that if

this committee, through the staff, could get to the Treasury DeLM

partment, as I said before, a hundred or more names of organiza4

tions, the bigotry organizations, the Treasury Department, litiqg

up to its obligations under the law and not ,being permitted to

divulge any person or corporations' tax returns, would make a

study to find out 'the extent of the operation, the oomplexities

of the operation; because, as we discussed it, Gerald L.K. Smith

who is operating as a private individual in business, claiming

to send out a million copies of a pamphlet in one year, so it

all comes into his individual income tax return, and he claims

no exemption.

They also pointed out in the Treasury that many of the or-

anizations don't claim expmption because they don't want to run

he risk of facing the Treasury in their request for exemptions

d would rather have the donors pay tax or not be allowed to

educt a gift from their tax returns than expose the organization,

As soon as we can get a hundred names

CONFIIENTIAL
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3,0.the Treasury has promised to have an

analysis offthose tax returns for us.

.think until we getthat information, we can't do more

than continue to ponder over the philosophy underlying it and

010- leae little in abeyance as to the administrative com

plexitie a-and difficulties.

Any law put through for disclosure will have a substantial

amount off deception and cheating back of itand people will try

to get around-it. It doesn't dismay me at all; non-bigotry

groups such as:XMrs.;Tilly works with are now going to reduce

themselves to the spy level of the bigotry groups. Practically

all of those worth awhile organizations are hiring spies, planted

in organizations such as the Columbians.

All the organizations that I have talked to seem to admit

that if you can once find out who is putting up the money, the

organization blows up.

In other words, I have always used as an example the Liberiy

League. There, was no .law that made the Liberty League and its
dissolve,

functiois/but as soonAk as it was kown by the American mass mind

who put up the, money, there was no more activity.
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I pointed out to the'Committee that a lot of my staunch

liberal fftiends like Arthur Garfield Hayes, believe that there is

a civil right in .honmity and you will find quite some opposi-

tion from that front.

I am also mindfulofthe fact, as shown in the discussions

yea couldn't limit disclosure only to the bigotry groups, be-

cause that in itself would be trying to do what the Dies Committee

kneffeetually, disastrouslywas trying to do saying, This is

un-American. This atis-sbve rsive .

In effec what we will ave o get tois that the market

place is only a decent market place providing a hope for truth

winning out in the end if everybody comes forward here and says,

"Here'a re our backers. Here are our officers. Here are our

directors." There1i no more concealment.

As far asrS know, the organizations that are in favor of

expansion of civil rights j ordinarily not ashamed at all to

say, Here is our budget" and usually do print their statements.

That is the problem in relationto the total field, which

will include the exposure of information of varying degrees

from trade unions, if you please, and particularly of the extreme

left and right groups, the Fascist and Communist groups, which in

my opinion-i*I am speaking for nobody but myself--would be blown

out of -existence in-.our 'limate merely byexposure and disclo-
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sure. If we don't go forward with disclosure, it seems to me

then we will go forward with suppression and will stoop to the

very techniques of the Pascists and Communists the totalitarian

foree st

We 6pect to get from'the Treasury in a week or so, after

,!t get the information over, the analysis, and then we will

know the extent of theproblem.

One thing I-ight'add,_my impression that both Post OfficeA

and Treasury seemed to think .tbattthere was an immeasurable

amount of material being pumped into the public mind by these

hidden groups.

MR. WILSON: Do you want to add anything?

MRSB. TILLY: Ithink he has covered it. We have found, as:

he said, the vay the Columbians were forced to breathe their

death breath was by exposure. We found out who it was, gave

it to the press, gave publicity to it.

(Discussion off the record.)

MR. SHISHKIN: ,I think the report is an excellent one. I

would like to add myown feeling in connection with the total

work of th'committee, that the big question as to what is the

source of the fuel that feeds a lot of hate, pre-judice and dis~i

crimination is one of the most important things that this

CONFIENTIAL
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committee can do. 1iiftk uOL- t o

One point Iwanted to make in addition on this, so there

won't be any misapprehension aince Mr. Ernst mentioned the trade

unions, .there )are: some bills in Congress now, a number of them,

that require financial accounting by unions.

The positi6nthat the American Federation of Labor eek is

that the financial accounting by unions required by legislation,

s. class legislation that we would support financial disclosure

f unions if it; Vas coupled with the same requirements applica.

le to trade associations) employer groups, fraternal organiza-

ions,, charitable organizations, welfare organizations, and so

n; thattthat squares with the premise that I think is inevitable

hat Mr. Ernst has ,-taken, that disclosure has to apply to every-

ne.

MR. TOBIAS: I bOticed an article in the paper yesterday

hat the P2esidentawas ,going to make a statement soon about the

employment of so-called subversives by the Government.

It seems, to me that .a point should be made that there are

ifferent kinds of subversives. The only group that has re-
that

eived particular, -attention by the committee has been dealing

ith this in the past, has been the Communist group. I don't see

how any statement could be made about subversives employed in

the Government that should not apply to subversives who are

CONFIEmnTIAL
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members of and; supporters of the Klan and the Columbians and

similar organizations, some of whom are elected to high office

and others, appointed to high office in government.

I think it. is quite inline with the thing Mr. Ernst has

been talking about. He has been talking about the way to get

after it.

Of '-co MeT& W~. I 1-t, b4' s-~i

The great difficultyM

dor can you find out who is a

klansman or a member of the Communist Party? These are under-

gvound movements. 

MRS. TILLY: tthopt being .an underground movement yourself

that is, the trag&dytof the thing. We found in our study of

conditions in the South that there is pressure brought upon busi-

ness firmsand individuals that almost forces them to make con-

tributions to these organizations, and I think they would welcome

something that would protect them from such a situation as that.!

MR. TOBIAS: I don't think 4al--income take approach to it

is the only approach.

CONFIfERTIAL
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-TOBrAS thin it is quite'possible f.e a

to find out after there have

been Aipoiiti as to what the actual connections of these people

are, what is Bilbo's -cnnet ion.

M ERNST: Ma I y the Post Office agreed with the Trea*-

tan ze a st they could how many or few of the

i., s h e an re will' give them o !Wt'

use bana66'm 1 1ig.g6 ii other vords, h seemed to be an

licato s I githbefed frbm the Post Office and Treasury)

that'prattically noie of these underground movements operate

wit-hout the as seoaf the mails. They cant do b st

imeetingd and vord of mitb, and so maybe the Poat Office powers

will -'sufficient.*

IABI TELH -N: Is it your thought, Mr. Ernst, that

this disclosure power rould be 'used only fer contributions above

three thousand dollars, or above a certain.

MR. RNSTI: . We discussed whether it should be over a

hundred, over fifty, or what. We discussed some of the diffi-

culties. There "is a mass meeting and $22,000 is thrown in the hat

and announced as raised at the meeting. It is not a simple

thing .
See

The 1 statute which is simple. That
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is getting stuck a hundred dollars

a share of- stock. .They ha e to publish a book every time they

want to-issue some stock.

MR. T(ZIAS: Also, Mr. Chairman, it isn't wholly a matter

of organization. A man-has to be sworn into membership in the

United States Senate. Deliberately from the stump, Senator

Bilbo insisted that governmental machinery within the -State be

set up actually to deprivepractically half of the people of his

State :of their right to vote,-in the presence of a reporter who

.was not permitted to testiffy in the hearing although he actually

had stenographic notes.of what had been said. The statements

were in directviolation off the spirit of the Constitution of

the United States,.

KR. ERNST: Ditto ffor forty other Senators.

MRS.. TILLY: -,There is one field we haven't touched on that

bothers me considerably, to find out how the political campaigns

of the South are financed.

MR. WILSON: Now, you have heard the three subcommittee

chairmen report--

BISHOP 8BERRILL: Mr. Chairman, I wouldlike to bring up

again ,that decision. It seems to me that after listening to

these reports jIfeel more strongly that this tax power and

spending power belongs- with Mr. Ernst' s committee rather than

CONFIDE TIAL
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with Number One. It is along the line of consultation with the

Treasury Department.

that vas postponed and I wound like to move that that ques-

tion be referred fronv Committee One to Committee Three.

WILSON: I think that 'was the motion and it was second(

BISHOP SHERRIIL: That is right.

M9. CARR: Is it' now clear, however that that does not

affect that subcommittee Two is doing?

MR. ERNST: No.,

.CARR:-,;It, would merely transfer from aOe to Theee the

techical.problemof howyo u could use the and spend-

ing-po rers as a basis for legislative control.

MR. ERNST: Get a list of the statutes that have been on

the books for years that are now being considered and relate to

spending and Federal money, and address ourselves to a theory

and program legally and socially of how that power could be

used to reduce discrimination, and turn that suggestion over to

Luckman and he will apply it against the ftots; is that your

theory?

MR. CARR: Luckman's committee makes the studies of the

problem of discrimination in education or in other walks of life

Your committee devils with the technical matter of how you could

implebnat recommendation -from ;htiomuittee that something

CONFINTIAL
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be done to prevent -it.

MR* ERNST: -We would send our recommendations so that the

people dealing with the facts could then have the veto power.

They would say this doesn t Apply because it is de minimus, or

for other reasons.- They are going to get the facts and use

our- theories against their facts.

MR. CARE!% As Iunderstand the motion my understanding

would be in'disagreementiwith your remarks, Morris Subcommitt e

Two would make its-report inthe field it has before it. Sub-

committee Three 'Vould make its report n ee including this

measure that was aust it, and the compilation of those

reports into the Committees report would take care of the ques

tion raised.

MR. WILSON: That was the original motion as I understood

it. That ,is the way I -was going to put the motion,-

MR. ERNST: -Does, he intend to include in the motion also

the question of -the treatment of restrictive covenants? I am

raising this -just southey don't get lost sight of. I am raising

very- different Federal questions. Federal housing is being put

up undel' restiietions. This is a very difficult field to get

into.-,

MRS. ALEXANIER: ' That had not been assigned to us.

MR. GARR: Discrimination is an area being studied by Mr.

CONFIINTIAL
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Segokman' s committee .

MR6 -LUCKMAN:I don't think it follows it should go to our

committee.<'It I the same as education You would say because

we are. studying education, why, this other about Federal aid

and g aVnts should with our- committee; but having the feeling!

that bhoud go, I think; the covenants should go also.

MR.TOBIAS: It is in the.. memorandum.

MR CAREY: Mr. Chairman, as a member of Subcommittee TwoJ,

I listened to the excellent report made by the chairman of our

subcoouiittee F'ortunately, I had the benefit of reading the

genda ve considered in our committee yesterday and feel that if

the other niembers of the committee had read that same agenda,

then the report of 'the chairman of our subcommittee would have

been complete. We had this matter covered in our agenda, and if

there Are later any questions arising requiring a further ex-

ploration of'that matter in the same form that you are dealing

vith 'thia question of tax exemptions--the question of tax

powers-. we, can do ,that; but I think the- matter 4s. well taken

care ofin'O - 'r

BISHOP SERRILL:. This isn't a part of the original motion.

Can't we pass this motion and take up the other later?

MR. WILSON: All right. You have heard the motion, which

is totransferrthe question-of these covenants, et cetera, and

CONIIZENTIAL
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the mechbnism necessary to implement this.

.BISHOP SHERRILL: No, it is spending powers.

MR. CAR:~ Spud~.ngand, tainpoes

MR-.": WL ON; bt~sright-*

BISHOP M&ERRILL* The sanctions.

.MR. WILSON Are there any further remarks? If not, all

who fayvr the motion, vote. aye--which is to turn it over to

subcommittee Three.

(There was .a chorus-of ayes.)

MR. WILSON. Any noes?

(No response.)

MR. VIL80- .It is a vote.

Now, do-you want to deal with the other subject the other

transfer? -

(No response.)

MR. WIL80N- No response, there being no desire to do that

forget it.

I think .before -we decide definitely that we can turn out

oese .reports for, the staff by April 15 if the dead line is May

15, it seems to me. that we should necessarily consider the other

subject of how often you are going to meet, because I think that

s a very definite .impact on this question. If you meet twice

s often, hy, maybe it can be done, or maybe the various chair-
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men would then decide 'it could, whereas they might think it

could not if vecontinue"the present schedule.

It has been' suggested that we meet twice a month, in other

words, four dayt per month. Four days per month, the suggestion

was, rat6r thah two s Spend two days every two weeks.

Pre stmably.-thiA'is for your de cision

'tesuboimittees meet one day, and then we meet as

we are now.

what is your desire?

MR. MATTHEWS: I move that the recommendation of the staff

be approved.

RABBI GITTELSIiN. I second the motion.

MR. WILSON: Any further remarks on that question?

M. MARTBRS: l will add to'that motion, with the consent

of my second, 'that we meet on Wednesdays and Thursdays.

Mit. WILSON: In other words, that would be, just so we know

what we are doing, thatwe would next meet on Wednesdayr, and

Thursday; Itho 19th of March and 20th of March.,

RABBI GITTELSOHN: That is satisfactory to the seconder.

MR. MATTEEWS: And every two v t aer

MRi.e WISON: The next. Meeting I take it, would be the 2nd

nd 3rd of April; is that right; and the following meetings the

00NPIDENTIAL
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16th ad 17th e Apil?

MR. MAT*TEWSt Right

T H The 3Oh 1A and the 1st of May a1o.

:DR.-, GRAHAMi~ thave a date'on the 19th and 3rd.

B O Itis very diffictilt for ne.- We won't

find a date for. :,everybody.

MR IL0N: It would- be the 30th and the 1st, the follow-

ing od & then t .14th -and 15th of May.

No a~sema ~ tere is one point still to be cleared

RAbIt GITftLSOAN: e haVen't passed that motion have we?

MR., Wf 01( ' so11 mean as to these being the dates? I

thought we did.

RABBI GITTEL80EN, -The motion was put and seconded.

MR.- WIL0TiS . I beg your pardon. Will all in favor vote ae.

(The. motion .Tras carried uninanimously.)

MRS. ALEXAnR: IMay we have 'the dates again?

(. il son listed the dates previously mentioned.)

MRS. ALEXANERS The- 30th of May is usually a holiday.

MR. ILSO: The report is going to be in the 15th of May.

I thought maybel'you Votld Vant to recess then. I didn't go be.1

yond that, if we arek going to get the report in by the 15th of

Mtay.
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MR. LUCEMAN: I have to ask to be excused, for a luncheon

engagement. X'.0Are meet,.ng, right after lunch?

MR.-WILSON: LI thinkvwe are-finished, unless you have some,

thing.

MR.CARR: I d4 like a little further clarification on

this. Point 7.Have.you abandoned that altogether? What would

your., vieqbe?t

*MRW -ILSON: If-lunderstood the trend of thinking here

this morning. zyoui, defe- d,hat until the committees asked, for

it:. w vhawas;u u oraIandin. -. 
..

BISHOP -EERILL:, even?.

MR. WILSON: Seven-is the question of this group of people,

bringing .them -before, the main committee.-Messrs. Baldwin, White

Cushman, loTston, and so on.A

MR. XATTE1W08: Don't. you think it would be well to hear Mr.

Hoover at our next meeting, that he be invited to meet with us

on the. .20th, -at our Thursday morning session?

M. 'WILSON:, That was the one exception. The Thursday

morning sejsion; that. would be the 20th.

R ABBI -GI7!TZls02N, I would suggest that each subcommittee

at the ,WReesday,comnittee meeting spend a little time talking

about the specific information that they would like to have of

Mr. Hoover; at-gleast prepare some kind~ of agenda of questions to

00NPFIflEWIAL
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fire at him.

MR.. ERNST: I 'think if the Chairman could let the secret

know in advaniceytheqpecifismaterial on which youwould like

Edgar over.-to or less prepared, that might be helpful

RABBI. GITTEL80HN The chairmen of the subcommittees.

MR. WILSON: - yould like to be sure we are in the clear

on one -thing. My Own recollection is that we are not; that the e

is agreemeAt now by Messrs. Luckman an' Ernst and Bishop Sherri 1

that reports

will be available from them by April I

15, for the benefit of the staff.

MRCAREY: May, I suggest that that be April 17, because

that would be the day the. full committee- will meet.

MR. WILSON: All right; Apkil 17; excellent. By Apii 17;1

you know, what we mean; that we can consider it on April 17. That

is what we want

MR. MATTHEWS: Is it settled, Mr.Chairman, that Mr. 'oover

will be invited on the 20th?

MR. WILSON: Your word is law, sir. He will be here on the

20th if we can get him.

CONFI ERTIAL
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l4II SE1BIN 'S f ust wanted to make a suggestion that in

the donbidbration A other persons that may be invited for

suoh inform~l oddbul atibnk as are suggested, a representative

of the Naional'Cound-il for aPetrmaent FEPO be so invited.

The national Council has held very extensive conferences

with Alarge number of members of Congress on this. Mr. Paul

Sifton or '"e1anbr Chatliers vold, it seems to me, be very useful,

one of the ho*beth, in giving advice to the Committee about the

urrent statust-f the situation.

RABBI GITTELSON: I would be glad to suggest Subcommittee

04--

M3R.- WILSON: I was just going to say, won't Subcommittee Two

to that job and that group. I don't see how they would pass

ip the opportunity to bring them before them.

MR. CARR: If the subcommittees are going to report by Aprit,

5 and want to hold any hearings of their own before then, let

he chairmen get in touch with the staff and let's make plans so

our hearings will be arranged and the people you want to have

efore you will be notified, sufficiently in advance to make it

possible.

a
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MR. ILSON There is onequestion before we break up,

however.48 "

o haen~ made a Aemnqnts fora press release. Do you feel,

i vibitof hat we decided today, that we have anything to re-

port-to the press that. is worth while? It wouldn't seem to me

that " hing awehave done wouldbe very illuminating to the

p clic at this stage off the game.

if there is "no 4 hire for it, we will forget it, and the.

meeting -is adjirned.

(Whereupon; at100- p.m., the meeting was adjourned.)
ereu ... ,
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The President's Commitee 

Civil Rights.

Washington, D. C.

The Committee met at 1:00 o'clock p.m., in the East

Wing, The White House, Bishop Henry Knox Sherrill, Presiding.

Present: Mr. M. E. Tilly, Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn

Dr. Frank P. Graham, Mr. Francis P. Matthews, Mr. James

Carey, Mrs. Sadie T. Alexander, Mr. Channing H. Tobias, Mr.

Boris Shishkin, and Bishop Francis J. Haas.

Also present: Mr. Robert Carr, M.. John Durham, Mr.

Joseph Murtha, Miss Frances H. Williams, Mr. Herbert Kaufman,

Mr. Milton Stewart and Mr, Edward Jackson.
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PROCEEDINGS

BISHOP SHERRILL: The meeting will come to order.

The order of business will be first of all to he .r re-

oorts from the sub-committees.

Subcommittee 1 met yesterday afternoon and this morning,

and this morning we had a conference with representatives of

the Department of Justice, including three representatives

of the Civil Rights Division and the Assistant Attorney G.n-

eral, Mr. Caudle.

I think all that it is necessary to report at this time

is that we have made very real progress in consider tion of

proposed legislation, and I think that at our next meeting,

or certainly by the lqth of April, we will be able to make a

full report in regard to these matters.

Has Subcommittee 2 any report?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: I have the report, in the absence of

bishop Haas.

As Subcommittee No. 2 reported to you on March 6th, they

decided to explore at this time three fields: Fair employment

practices, equal opportunity in public and private education,

and the right of all persons to an equal opportunity in com-

munity service.

The past two weeks have been spent in the main in evelor-
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Option of fair employment practice, though a beFinnlni hgs

been made on relevant factors to the area of equal opportunity

in oublic end private educ tion.

now 0re ort

- omma.S.ee.that common agreement among the members of the

subcommittee present indicates that by April 17th they will be

ready to bring to the committee as a whole a written report.

at does not mean to imply necessarily a

written report on all three areas, but we will have some -,rit-

ten report)f n the meanwhile 1 as wish to make the following

report.

Regarding fair employment practices: The subcommittee

agee...hetiw**ary-leg?tt er4wh rree

far-gene otee--n-etitWt"Megaggy recomnm end legi sl at i0.

for a permanent FEPC with judicial enforcement, thourch not

necessarily using the name FEPC. Since proposals for FEPC

do not cover practices in federal agencies the subcommittee

recommends that the President restate his position on fdr em-

ployment in federal agencies and provide for the imnlement-'-

tion of this by the creation within the- Civil Service Cjnsis=10

and the /erecnnel epartrnents of the various ge-ncies, on-the-

job training programs and such machinery as is necessary for

hearing and acting on discriminatory practices in hiring,I-- ~

(
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Dromotirg and transferring of federal employees.

Regarding public and private education: The subcommittee

has endorsed the principles of theAstin--Mahoney bill as

stated in the revised version of the bill. They discussed

'ossible recommendations that they might later wish to make

regarding discriminatory administration of federal aid for

education. Asia matter of fact we have gone beyond just dis-

cussing that and we have agreed among ourselves to recommend

thet In the apportionment of any feder-al monies for education-

al purposes it be understood thet such monies be administered

,,'thout discrimination. Report of the subcommittee's oositioc-

In this field will be given at a future meeting.

Regarding extension of areas which the subcommittee has

voted to explore: The subcommittee voted to extend its ex-

cloratory 'ork to the area of the armed forces. In other words,

we have added a fourth field following the -orevailing senti-

ment at the full committee meeting last time th.t we cusht

not drop the matter of discrimination in the armed forces.

Regarding a program for mass education on civil right s:

The subcommittee reviewed a proposal from its chairman, Mr.

Luckman, concerning the possibility of the full committee

holding local hearings. It was thought that by holding ex-

tensive local hearings - he mentioned holding them in the 48
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States - we would by that very fact be oubliciingthe mork

of the committee 8nd also be serving an educational function.

The subcommittee approved Mr. Luckman's proposal in orinciple.

They recommend consideration by the full committee of a lim-

ited number of local hearings in selected focal areas wltb

the clear understanding that the hearings should be conducted

by members of committee vdth or without the coooeratlon

of local leaders. We felt that Mr. Luckman's proposal was

on far too wide a scale in view of the time limitation, and

therefore while weaccepted the advantages of his prooosal in

principle, we felt welould have to limit ourselves to select-

Ing a few focal points for the holding of hearings.

In addition, the subcommittee recommends that the federal

agencies use their own media for education to the end that

the public acquire an understanding of their rights and re-

sconsibilities if civil ri hts are to become a reality in this

country.

I might add tht we have also directed the ReSearch

Staff, through Miss Williams, to start imrrediately securing

for us the w4ditional information :,e will need so that next

time, in addition to FEPC ve can extend our efforts to the

other three areas more largely than we have already. On FEC

we have scheduled subcommittee h aring on 1oi 2nd ith

OONFID ET TAL
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Malcolm Ross, if we are able to secure him; Cheries Tuttle

and someone from the New York State Commission on Discrimi-

nation if Mr. Tuttle feels it advisable to bring someone

from the Commission along with him.

In the afternoon we propose to have hearings in the field

of government employment agencies, for which pur oe 1 e are

consulting with 1r. Carey and we are goinr to have the CIO

Committee Against Discrimination, and in that connection the

United Public Workers, if Mr. Ca-ey so desires. Te are also

going to contact Mr. Shishkin to see whether there Is a par-

allel AFL group which would want to be heard just in that

field. We are not covering the field of intra-union discrimi-

nation because that would be covered, if at all, under t'e

FEPC legislation, but we are going to give both the CIO and

AFL an opportunity to be head the next time by the suboommit-

tee in the field of discrimination in federal emolcyment.

BISHCP SHERRILL: Are there any questions or comments?

MRS. ALEXANDER: I should like to ask if in connection

with federal aid to education you had in mind the already

established land-grant colleges?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Yes, we had in mind all federal aid

j to education whether as existing now or in the form of a

future naticdnal education bill. In the latter regard we felt

CONFIDENT IAL
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that we would be overstepping our proper limits were we to

recommend federal support for education, but that we would

not be overstepping our limits if we stated the grm t-

ing of any federal funds for education.nth tc t

.4-i-r , u lt discrimination.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Did you have before you the differential

in the grants to Negro land-grant colleges and white land-grant

colleges?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: No. We authorized Miss Williams to

get us all available information in that field, and I assume

that that will include discrepancies or differentials such as

you have mentioned. We just don't have the facts now, Mrs.

Alexander, but we hope to have enough to start work on.

MRS. ALEXANDER: In regard to the War Departmett, does

that include the Veterans Administration and the employment

of Negro personnel in veteranst hospitals?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Speaking just for myself, it certainly

should.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I would like to request that the com-

mittee explore that field.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: In that field we made less of a be-

ginning than in any of the others, because we just added it

this morning, but in that field we decided immediately to con-
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tact the War and Navy departments for their official state-

ments of policy, and also to check with such grous as the

American Veterans' Committee, and the NAACP, in so far as

the practical applIcation of the real or alleged principles

of the War and Navy departments are concerned, 'Te hav also

asked aiss Williams through Dr. Carr, to request of al ter

White when he comes to testify before t)'e full committee,

th&t he include in his testimony some information regarding

d iscrimination in the Armed Forces.

MRS. ALEXANDER: One further question and I will be

through. I should like the committee, if It has not already

done so, to request the Surgeon General to appear before

your subcommittee concerning the employment of various racial

groups as physicians in the Health Department. That is a

very sore spot and I don't think that the War Department

would reach it; I think you would have to ask the Surgeon

General. But before going to him Miss Williams and Dr. Carr

might get the information so that you would be aware of jtst

what is happening.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Yes.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I am sure that both Mr. Carr and Mies

Williams know that the National Medical Association, which is

the national association of colored physicians, could probably

CO T IDENT TAL
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be of great help in giving you information concerning that.

MR. CARR: We have been in touch 1vith them and have

data from them which we haven't as yet had a chance to analyze.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Your committee really Crosses into the

field that Mr. Ernst was discussing when it recommends no

grant in educational funds.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Yes we do, except that it was our

understanding on the subcommittee that we had arrived at a

line of demarcation the last time at the full committee meet-

ing, in that we said that subcommittee 2 would consider

more or less philosophically the problem of whether we wanted

to exercise such taxing and spending powers of the government

and having ascertained, if we do, that we do want to use

them, we will then throw the problem over to subcommittee 3

and say, "You work out the way to do it". We are just de-

ciding whether or not we want to lo it.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other questions in re-

gard to this report? Has Subcommittee 3 any report?

MRS. TILLY: Subcommittee 3 did not meet because I hap-

pened to be the only member present. I am rather distressed

about that because of the element of time that is in the pic-

ture, and I have asked Mr. Carr to see if Mr. Shishkin and

Mr. Roosevelt could meet in between this meeting and the next

CONFIDENTIAL
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regular one, and I will be glad to come back to Washington

for a day's eting, because I think it is vitally necessary

that we have something before we meet in subcommittee on

April 2. I sat in with subcommittee 2 and I w s very glad to

do it because it gave me a little clearer understanding of

the demarcation between the job of the two committees. "hen

they first picked up the question especially of federal aid

to education, I thought at first they were duplicating what

we were doing, but as they went further into it I did see the

difference between the work of the two committees.

1ISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other matters to come

before us in relation to the committee re ots?

The next order of business, then, would be to consider

what -hei+t-l-bo mtpe approach we should make in order to ob-

tain the greatest possible information from Mr. Hoover. Dr.

Carr, do you want to report on your conference with him,

Just to say what you have already told him.

MR. CARR: He asked me to come to his office Monday

afternoon to

w .. and I told him that I thought it would be appro-

priate for him to make an introductory statement. e com-

mittee is particularly interested in hearing from him con-

cerning the administrative problems that are encountered in
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enforcing Civil Rights legislation, and even more specifical-

ly, the problem of making investigations.

e ev rrh nr thaabchel*v

IQ_ E~'a and - MC 7uynte~t-C.~~h

I took up e .. pee th

matter of having a transcript ma-le of his testimony. He was

naturally a little reluctant but I think I persuaded him that

it would be a satisfactory arrangement. I had in m nd,

course, the knowledge that several members of the ocmittee

would be absent. So I think he will be willing to let some,

at least of what he says, go on the record. I would think

that you people should give thought to the questions you would

like to ask him, following his introductory stat ement, 4Aae

RABBI GITTELSOHN: We did that in Sybcommittee 2 this

morning. We drew up, for our guidPnce, a list of some of the

questions which members of the committee would like to have

answered, if they are not answered in his original presenta-

t lon.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other ma ttent to come up?

- . Why don't you read those suggested questions so that wes

CONF IDET TRIAL
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all have the benefit of th.pe?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: This is a pooling of all the questions

by the subcommittee:

Should the Civil Rights Section of the Justice Department

become a division? We are not altogether sure that that is

within Mr. Hoover's province, but felt that it might be inter-

esting to get his reaction to it.

To what extent does the FBI rely upon local enforcement

officers when making its investigations? The obvious purpose

of that is to discover to what extent they o to the very

people who are suspected of discrimination.

This next one is typed slightly stronger, I think, than

we actually expressed it. It says: Why is the FBI nAver

able to find any of the people who commit the crimes? What

we had in mind is that the FBI advertises that it always gets

its man, but it doesn't always do that in the case of racial

relations, and we are curious to know why the techniques-which

are so successful in other fields of crime, apparently fall

down when a matter of racial relations is involved.

BISHOP SFERRILL: A more tactful way to put it -roul9 be:

Why does the FBI occasionally fail to find people who commit

these crimes?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: The next two questions go together:
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Does the FBI have specially trained agents for Civil

Rights work or does it rely just on agents whose primary use

is for other kinds of investigatory work?

If not, what would you think of the idea of having such

specially trained agents?

How prejudicial is the appearance of the FBI in a local

situation?

How much does the FBI employ local people?

How independent is the FBI from the Attorney Generall's

office?

To what extent, if at all, are there Negro agents in the

FBI?

MRS. ALEXANDER: Don't put in "if at all" because they do

have them.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: All right.

To what extent are there Negro agents in the FBI?

The point there is that Negroes might be more willing to 4ive

information to Negro agents than they would be to whites, in

that type of situation.

MRS. ALEXANDER: May I suggest that you add there - and

in what capacities?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: All right. What efforts are being

made through the Police Academy and the other FBI contacts
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with local law forces to teach them how to deal with their

responsibilities in civil rights, and carry them out effect-

ively? I think that is a very important question.

That is the list as we have developed it, Mr. Chairman.

I would like to suggest that all the members of the full com-

mit tee hereinafter assume that this list is public property

and that everybody fire one question, instead of Just using a

list of this kind and have only the members of Subcommittee 2

do the asking.

MR. CARR: May I suggest that the first question you list

there be one of the later ones to be asked

MRS. ALEXANDER: You give as one of your questions one

that asks if they have agents specially trained in civil rights

matters. I would like to ask - do they have lawyers who are

specially trained, After all, it is important when a man goes

to investigate a c-ime to know what the law is and what makes

a crime in the civil rights field.

DR. GRAHAM: They do have a large number of 1;wvrr.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Yes, but are they trained in the field

of civil rights?

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other matters to clear up

before M". Hoover appears? Is there any further business to

come before us.bef-e

CONFIDENT IAL
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MRS. ALEXANDER: Would we want to ask Mr. Hoover his

opinion as to whether or not the Civil Rights Division should

have its own investigating arm?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Don't we know what his answer to that

will b e? You are asking the head of the FBI.

MRS. ALEXANDER: I suppose so.

DR. GRAHAM: I would like to ask him, or have asked, what

he has found from experience to be the cause for the la ck of

60nvictions in the civil rights cases.

MRS. TILLY: The answer to that is yeer local jurl".

DR. GRAHAM: And what suggestions he would have to im-

prove the situation.

RABBI GITTELSON: There is another question that just oc-

curred to me that was asked in the subcommittee meeting this

morning which didn't get on this typed list, concerning the

time element, and the questial is: What, if anything, could

be done to get the FBI into a local situation before a lynch-

ing instead of after? That is to say, where a Negro has been

arrested for an alleged crime against a white, and there is

reason to believe that something unfortunate might happen,

what possibility is there to alert the FBI before it happens.

MRS. ALEXANDER: It is a legal question as to what right

they have to go in.
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MR. CARR: To pin it down even more you might ask him

if the Monroe, Georgia, situation was of such a character

that an alert agency might have had a man in there before the

crime actually occurred. They certainly are free to send

their agents anywhere they want to, to observe what is going

on. I think one question here is whether these things take

shape so suddenly that it would be just inconceivable f or the

FBI to have a man on the spot; or whether there are a suff I-

oient number of advance warnings in an area like Monroe,

Georgia, 24 or 48 hours that a bad

situation ame developing.

RABBI GITTELSON It was probably known but the noole

who knew it wouldn't be-particularly anxious to have the FBI

alerted.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask this,

and perhaps somebody can answer me. Is the FBI in any way

responsible for the broadcasts that we hear over the radio

as to what the FBI is doing and how they break crimes? If so

I was wondering why we never hear of a crime involving civil

right s.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: You mean on the "thriller-dille r"

Programs?

MRS. ALEXANDER: Yese. I mean have they anything to do

CONFIDENTIAL
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with that? I don't know.

MR. STEWART: I can give a tentative answer. I think the

programs are planned and executed by either the advertising

agency or the network, but I do believe t. apserveSas techni-

cal consultants. I don't know whether they could, if they

wanted to, - 0 recommend that a civil rights investi-

gation be used as subject matter, but I think we might ask Mr.

Hoover in a general way whether he doesn't think it would be

&-good id3ea to publicize their work in that area.

Q A _ l; ~

BISHOP HAAS: Don't you think i..e ought to ask Mr. Hoover

whether in his judgment there is more law tht he needs, ar

less law; is he satisfied with the present status of the law?

BISHOP SHrRRILL: That is a good question.

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Chairman, is there opportunity now,

ihile we are waiting for Mr. Hoover, to bring up a matter that

our committee discussed this morning?

BISHOP SHERRILL: Surely.

BISHOP HAAS: There was, in the recommendation s that our

chairman made, reference to the committee holding local hear-

ings, and to me that seemed to me to be somewhat extreme. The

recommendation was that hearings be held in every large city

in every State. That covers a lot of ground. But the bigger

CONFIDEP1TIAL
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question is how should these hearings be conducted, by the

individual subcommittee or by the committee of the whole, or

by representatives of the committee of the whole? That is

what we would like some light on. Is that your understanding

Rabbi Gittelsohn?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Yes.

BISHOP SHEBRILL: That matter is open for discussion.

am wondering if some light could be thrown on it if it were

known that the committee would be willing to hold hearings,

depending upon the response from any community, as to those

who desired to appear. If., as a result of this communication

that you send out, there is evidence that in certain sections

of the country there was a great desire to be heard, that might

make some difference. I don't know why we should go out and

just sit in a place waiting for somebody to turn up, or try

to drum up trade, so to spes.k.

MR. CARR: We don't as yet have any evidence at Fll that

there is a desire for hearings in local communities. There

are certain organizations that have expressed a desire to be

heard. One reaction I have had to Mr. Luckman' s suggestion, in

the light of the full committee's action yesterday, is that

any public hearings ought to be run on a committee-wide basis

A explore * areas it may be considered desirable to
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exolorew Ytwould be a mistake to hold a series

of hearings just on FEPC or just on anti-lynching, ,T here

would not be economy of time and effort if it were done that

way. i trhoetetnaee n-ael

1e re -4 a etttT ahe~

as t Accordingly I think it

would bewlse to clear all phens for-

oublic 1-aring through the full committee, and it would

be well if subcommittee considered. Pt tis momn t.

181884that U authority to hold hearing s extends only to

private hearings to gain information for t own use.

MISS WILLIAMS: Mr. Carr, the subcommittee had that in

m ind , nal Zr,-w&a!tr e

an aTI1uS-e recom-end5

consideration by the full committee of a limited number of

local hearings in selected focal areas with the clear under-

standing that the hearings should be conducted by members of

this committee - meaning the full committee - with or without

the cooperation of local leaders.4 ---
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RABBI ITTELSOHN: eaCm

fI cEn resume to

read Mr. Luckman's mind since all we have is his written

memorandum at the present, I don't think that what he haS in

mind we& holding hearing for the purpose of adding" to our

fund of information. I am perfectly well satisfied, and think

he be, that on the strength of the public hearings we

have already planned as of yesterday for these meeting s, we

will get all the information we need. I think what he primar-

ily hag in min1 g. increasing public interest in v-rious carts

of the country in the work of this committee, and by increas-

ing that interest to help do the job of selling the public the

thing that we are trying to get across.

BISHOP SHERRILL: I must say that I have great difficulty

in visualizing any time schedule, with the ctvities of the

members of this committee, the difficulty of even Petting a

complete committee membership for our meetings here, which would

CONFIDENTIAL
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envision a great many hearings all over the United States

held by members of this committee. Practically, it seems to

me, it is almost impossible, particularly if we were going

to do it not for the purposes of gaining information but for

the purpose of calling attention to what we were doing.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: We felt that way also, and that is

why we said that if we were going to do it it would have to

be on the basis of a limited number, possibly only three or

four, in the crucial, focal areas where we would be able to

divide up the full committee and call on any one individual

member probably to attend only one such hear ing.

DR. GRAHAM: These would be regional rather than local

he arings, wouldn't they?

RABBI GITTELSOHN: I would presume so.

MR. CARR: Wouldn't it also depend somewhat on the nature

of the report as to how that report might best be advertised,

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Mention was made at our meeting this

morning, for example, of a suggestion which was on our ge-

pared agendailast te but which we didn't reach, that a

subcommittee go down South sometime later this month, I be -

lieve, to actually sit in on a police brutality trial. That

CONFIDENT IAL
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was on the agenda but I don't recall our reaching it in dis-

cussion. I think that was a little bit of the idea that we

had in mind, that we ought to reach out a little bit and not

just be a Washington committee.

MR. CARR: Incidentally, since you bring up that item on

the agenda we completely overlooked it. Fortunately, in be-

tween the time we put that item on the agenda, and the time

the committee met, a technical difficulty hada risen and the

case is now set for trial in May, so it would still be pos-

sible for the committee to attend trial, or discs the.

wisdom of attending it at a subsequent meeting, if it is

desired. We felt, I think, however, that if a group dld

go to such a trial that there had better be no publicity con-

cerning such a trip. The purpose of attendance at such a

trial would be to let the committee see just what is actually

involved in a police brutality trial, what the members of the

jury are like, how much difficulty the Government is actually

up against in trying to win a conviction in that sort of 4

case. I think you might get intotrouble if it were widely

heralded in advance that the President's Committee on Civil

Rights was coming to Montgomery, Alabama, to attend the con-

duct of the trial.

BISHOP,-ERIMLL: Have you anything to add, Bishop Haas?

CONFIDENT IAL
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BISHOP HAAS: No, I haven't, any more than that the sub-

committee asks the larger committee this afternoon what the

larger committee Aants to have done. It was our feeling

that outside of doing this thing, if it is to be done at all,

in a few unusually sore spots, that it is quite impracticable.

That was our general feeling.

DR. RAHAM: Yes, for this reason. We have difficulty

now in getting a large attendance every two weeks, aid if we

add five regional hearings I really think that would be too

much. If we attend the national te eting sI think that is

more important than that we substitute a regional meeting for

a national meeting, in the case of the members of this com-

mittee. I think it would have value and if it were practical

I would certainly vote for it, or if we had more time I would

vote for it.

MRS TILLY: I think it would be a right wholesome thing

to have one in Atlanta right now.

DR. GRAHA: You could hold a hearing in Atlanta, Mrs.

Tilly.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: In view of the fact that this prooosal

came/originally from Mr. Luckman, and that he isn't here now,

and apparently we don't know quite what to do with it, if I

sense the general feeling, how would it be to .efer any de-
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cision on that until hw hen he is here and

that will give us an opportunity to let him state his mind,

instead of guessing at it.

MRS. ALXANDER: Because we lose too much time. I am

all excited over what we cou2A do with a hearing in Atlanta*

It could be arranged.

MB.. CARR: The decision yesterday a rmit sa hearing in

Atlanta right away.

(At this point Mr. J. Edgar Hoover entered the room)

BISHOP SHEBRILL: Mr. Hoover, Mr. Carr tells us that he

has had a conference with you so that you know the purpose

of this Committee of the President, and we thought that if

you could open the question with any statement you felt. might

be helpful to us, then various members of the Committee have

questions that they would like to ask you.

MR. HOOVER: I would be very glad indeed to procee" that

Way.

BISHOP SHERRILL: In order that it may be clear all around,

on account-of the members catching trains or planes it will

be necessary for the committee to adjourn at 3:30.

STATEMENT OF J. EDGAR HOOVER,

Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation

MR. HOOVER I think I can make my statement comparatively

C ONF IDENT IAL
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short.

I am very happy, however, to have this opportunity of

being here with you folks and endeavoring-to explain to you

some of the problems that we have been faced with in the

s b investigation of violations of the Civil Rights

statutes. ,qpneaIs cf-.-4e ge*er&1- Wthi t Y

I think the greatest problem that we are faced with is

the lack of a militant attitude in the various communities

that could prevent occurrences of these acts that coie under

the statutes.

BISHOP SHERRILL: May I interrupt Jus t a moment. It was

understood, I believe, between you and Mr. Carr that there

would be a transcript made of this?

MR. HOOVER: That is correct.

BISHOP SHERRILL: And Iwant to say that if at any time

you want to go off the record please -so indicate

MR. HOOVER: Thank you.

I think if this militant attitude had. been prevalent in

these various communities where these conditions have arisen,

that the ins-tances could have been prevented, and where those

CONFIDEMT IAL
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instances have occurred, that same militant attitude I be-

lieve, would be very helpful in the solution of the crime.

We ,are faced usually, in these investigations, with what

I Would call an iron curtain, in practically every one of these

cases i the communities in vhich the inve stigations have to

be cond noted. Now we are absolutely powerless, as investicatore

unless e citizens of a community come forward with informa-

tion. jin other words, our function is to go out and get the

evidence& You have got to have sources of information, you

have rot to be able to go to citizens and have them talk

freely frankly to you in order that we may prepare the

case fo he prosecuting attorney.

Th in addition to that, the juries and the courts have

also got , have a courageous attitude in order that they may

do thei ties and perform their functions free from the pr'e-

judices 4:tprevail.

I w t to cite to this group today some of the cases

in which notwithstanding the overwhelming evidence presented

by our eau in the Federal courts, inadequate sentences

were im ed or acquittals rendered in the face, as I say,

of over 1ming evidence.

Fi I want to touch very briefly on the work we did

during e war on what we call the wartime investigations,

CIONF IDENTIAL
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"this group may be more interested today in the prob-

lems that are facing the country in regard to Sections 51 and

52 of Title VIII of the Criminal CodeAI do think it is im-

tortant to have a brief picture or what was accompolished dur-

ing the war period, and I am very happy and proud to say that

so far as the Federal Bureau of Investiration was concerned,

there was not a single violation of any civil ri ht or civil

liberty during the course of our investigations. e was

different in World War I.

Many ofryou folks will recall that there was a hysteria

that swept this country during World War I, with a lot of

volunteer organizations, well meaning but intent upon being

what I would call psuedoroSherlock Holmeses, going out and

trying to catch a spy, and many injustices were done, many

abuses were indulged in.

You will recall in World War I the so-called draft raids

here great groups of law enforcement officers and private

citizens would sweep down and effect arrests. That did not

occur in World War II.

At the beginning of World War II I was confronted with

the suggestions and offers of quite a number of patriotic

groups, offering to be of assistance, or wanting a badge to

go out and try to arrest somebody or investigate somebody.

' C ONFIDEYTIAL
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I tenaciously resisted that requests ... l c 'hy con-

ceotion of our function was that the enforcement of law should

be in the hands of the constituted law enforcement officers of

the country, the men who are trained by education as well

as by specific and technical training within the organization

to make those investigations. So we did not have any volun-

teers' it was all conducted by the constituted agents of the

FBI.

Now I would just like to read to the committee a

&6t that I think clearly prove that point, and then I

will pass on to the broader field.

Mr. Roger Baldwin, head of the American Civil Liberties

Union, conferred with me several times during the course of

the war on the problem of civil rights and civil liberties,

and I requested him, as he went around the country, to per-

sonally inquire into any acts or perhaps represents ions of

the FBI which might constitute, in his tic , a vio-

lation of those civil rights. He wrote me this letter from

which I will read the following:

"I have attempted to find out as I have come across the

country just what complaints there are concerning those very

difficult investigations of what are regarded as subversive

opinions and activities. I find that your local agents are

keenly awaz'e of the delicacy of these inquiries and faithfully
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reflect the Bureau's policies. Nothing could be fuirer from

the point of view of the interest both of t

the Government and the employee himself (referring to the

investigation of Government employees for loyalty) than the

procedure folland. It seems to me tha your Bureau has ac-

comolished an exceedingly difficult task with rare judi -ial

sense."

I very frankly treasure that statement of Mr. Baldwin

because he has been one of the great champions of civil rights

in this country and I knew, therefore,

that he would be alert to any practices that might be contrary

to the basic conceptions of what a person is entitled to

have and be treated by law enforcement officers.

I want to refer in a very few words to the investigation

of our cases falling under vhat we call the Peonage Statutes.

In the last ten years we had 770 complaints of a violation

of the De onage laws. There were 1 convictions, 7 of those 15

in the past 3 years.

Now I just want to take one typical case that was hand led

last year, in October of 1946, the case of a man by the name

of Biggers in Georgia. That man swore out warrants for alleged

debts owed to him/by negro employees. The sheriff made those

arrests and then the Negroes would be released to this man to

CONF IDEUT IAL
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work on his farm, to work out the Darticular debt thet was

charged. If they left that farm, as some of them did, they

wolld be rearrested and sent back there. We went in and made

a very thorough investigation and this man was indicted in

the Federal Court in Atlanta, Georgia, on 18 counts, and

promptly acquitted.

That is why I refer to the militant spirit that is

necessary in the communities, the public opinion that must

back up whatever laws we have today, or whatever laws may be

enacted in the future Without that you cannot qet convic-

tions.

'7e have today pending a case with which you folks are

no doubt familiar, the case of the Negro woman out in San

Diego, known as the Ingalls Case, where a woman by the name

of Dora L. Jones ha been held in slavery for over forty

years by a man and. woman, well educated people. The man at

one time was a member of the State Legislature of Massachusetts

and the woman has been active in various fields of public

work and civic work. They have kept this poor woman, who is

now well along in years, from the time she was a girl, as a

slave, never allowed her to go to a motion picture show, never

allowed her to have a frie6 - and that family has been ar-

rested as a result of our investigation, and has now been
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Indicted and the case will be tried within the near future.

Now I do want to refer to a number of the very definite

handicaps under which we work, as regards again to what I

refer to as the lack of that militant spirit. I can best

prove my point, for your information, by just citing a number

Of specific cases and the conditions prevalent in those cases.

Many times we are criticized because a Grnd Jury does

not return an indictment. The Federal Grand Jury is called

and wxve present all our evidence to them and then they return

a No Bill on the ground either that there is no jurisdiction

or that they don't consider a violation of law has been com-

mitted.

I want to cite this particular case which to my mind

was one of the most atrocious lynching cases investigated by

the FBI The defendant, an ex-convict, stabbed a woman ile

he was committing a burglary. The police efficiently located

the assailant, and en route to the police station the suspect

Pulled a knife and seriously stabbed the arresting officer.

In the course of the struggle the assailant was shot. Given

emergency treatment in the local hospital, the assailant we s

then taken to his home because of lack of hospital eccommo-

dations, and his critical condition. Mis family requested his

incarceration in/the local jail because they were fearful that
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someth Ing might happen to him.

A few hours later an angry mob, estimated at from 500

to 1000 persons, stormed the jail. They seized the pisoner,

tied his feet to a car and drag ed him over the streets

through the Negro section of town, here his body was satur-

ated with gasoline and burned. A couple of our A ents went

in and investigated the affair. Eye witnesses were inter-

viewed and made complete statements. The Federal Grand Jury

considered the evidence and no 'indictmEnts vere reported.

The Grand Jury issued a statement merely condemning the fail-

ure to afford proper protection to the prisoner. And a State

Grand Jury also refused to indict.

he1erehere was a lack of determination on the part of

the community to wipe its slate clean of this blot upon it

as a result of this murder.

Another case was a case where two Negroes were held in a

county jail on charges of vagrancy. Around t en o' clock at

night a group of men began milling around the jail. Then,

shortly thereafter, 15 or 20 men entered the jail with a key.

They entered the cells with handkerchiefs over their faces.

One of the victims was seized by the leader of the mob and

vigorously cursed, tied to the bars, gg red and crudely emas-

culated. The leader then seized the cher prisoner and, toI
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continue in the prisoner's own words, "dragged me over to the

door and bound me so tightly that I could not move at all.

Somebody put a hat over my- face and then began the worst pain

that I have ever experienced." He described the emasculation

and said that they "used a not too shp knife on e and he

identified the man who had performed the operation. The Jail

officials, by coincidence, happened to be out of town Then the

mob took the law into their own hands; they were conveniently

absent.

The mob leaders were nane a'by witnesses and the facts

presented to a Federal Grand Jury which ignored the case.

That case occurred in Texas in 1941.

All of these cases that I have referred to are within the

last five or six or seven years.

Now another pi'oblem that is equally difficult for us is

the inadequacy of the law. These two cases that I have cited

are instances of where the Grand Juries have been almost

guilty of malfeasance rather than non-feasance.

A few years ago we received a complaint that a young

Negro had been dragged behind an automobile and beaten into

insensibility after his arrest for the theft of an automobile

tire. An eye-witness acc

Inflicted upon this victim, and I am quoting the eye-witness:
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A"HIe waFis bloody and full of dirt and. he was unconscious

but crawling around on his all fours. The back of his head

was beaten to a pulp and he was in a pool of b1cod. His head

was swollen so that his eyes were closed. There was a big

hole in his right ear and back of his left ear. There wes

a hole in his left temple. There was a crash about an inch

and one-half in the top right side of his head. The skin was

off his forehead, nose both sides of his face and under his

chin. The skin was off about half his back in soots. There

were rings around each wrist where the skin was gone."

An ambulance was called to come to the jail and the at-

tendant from the ambulance asked of the jailer as to whetherr

the man had been in a wreck, end the jailer replied, "Yeah,

he was in a wreck". The man died a few minutes later.

The investigation we made in that case - and this case

occurred in Georgia in 1943 - revealed that the man had been

beaten by the sheriff, deputy sheriff and town marshal. Fol-

lowing their indictment, all three were convicted and given

prison sentences. The United States Circuit Court of Anneals

upheld the conviction, but the U. S. Supreme Court ordered a

new trial, and the three were freed after the Trial Court

in following the Supreme Court' s interpretation of the law,

instructed the jury that it was necessary to prove that the

COFF IDENT IAL
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defendants had a specific intent and purpose to deprive the

prisoner of a Constitutional right as it was not sufficient

to show that the defendants had generally bd purrcse.

That was the law that reversed thet case and released

these men who had committed this perfectly atrocious crime.

Now another instance where we also find the inadequacy

Iof the law. This case involves a little difference from the

usual cut of this kind of case, but a Southern newspaper,

ver civic-minded, was carrying on avery viorous campaign

against vice and gambling in the community, and one of its

employees was intimidated and severely beaten by underworld

char2~oters because of hie. crusade against the gambling inter-

ests. We made an investigation and were abe to bring them to

*tee

trial on charges of conspiracy to intimidate an American

citizen in the exercise of his right offreedom of the ress.

F ive of the defendants were convicted in the Federal Court

and given substantial prison sentences. On appeal, however,

the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals held that Congress was

- without power to protect the press in its discussion of so-

C CONFIDENT IAL
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called lal crime and corruption as against interfere nce by

ivate individuals. Accordingly, the conviction was reversed

and the Supreme Court refused to consider the case for review.

That was in Alabama in 1939.

Now I want to cite just afew cases to you on the inad-

equacy of sentences that have been imposed, because there

again I come back to that first premise of the necessity of

having an arous militant spirit to do something about this,

irrespective of what the law may be.

A 53-year old Negro farmer borrowed $15 from a former

deputy sheriff a few days before Christmas of 1945, so that

his wife and three children might have some Christmas, on

the promise to work out the money by setting out onions later

in the season. On February 1, 1946, he was arrested. That

night the former officer and another man called at the jail.

They cursed the Negro and told him that they would kill him

but for the fact that he ha too many relatives. The former

deputy sheriff declined to accept the 915 offered to him by

the victim mother-in-law in settlement of the debt. The two

men administered a severe beating to the helpless Negro. Le.ter

he was taken to another jail, ordered to undress, and given

another beating. The Negro was falsely charged with swind-

ling the officer out of $55 and finally, after six days of

beatings the former officer posted a $500 bond for the Negro

CONF DENT IAL
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and took him to his farm. He escaped.

Our investigation led to the arrest and conviction of

the former deputy sheriff, the sheriff town marshal and Jail-

er. Sentences were imposed varying from six months to one

year, and fines ranging from $500 to $1000. That is a great

weakne-sE of the Code in that the mximum penalty can only

be one year.

Another instance which has particularly revolting prac-

tices involved. In a particul r jail it was seldom that a

Negro man or woman was who was not riven

a severe beating which started off with a pistol whipping

and ended with a. rubber hose. Negro women and men viere placed

In the same cells. On o.ie occasion, after an 18-year old Negro

girl was beaten she was required to remove her clothes ba-Pore

being placed in a cell with several Negro men. The tragedy

of this case I think lies in the fact that the Jailer re-

ceived only one year in prison and on his release can carry

on the same sadistic tactics he had carried on before, pro-

vided he is reappointed.

Recently a local U. S. Attorney came to us with a story

about a 59-year old colored woman and her 10-year old son who

ere being held captive by a farmer. During the day both the

mother and the son were eompelladto work on the farm. At

sundown they were locked in a cabin with the door chained and

CONFIDENT TRIAL
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Padlocked. The cabin contained one bed, one chair and a

mall wood stove which was not connected with any pipe to let

the smoke out. There were neither windows or/Aights in the

cabin. The mother had made three attempts to escape but on

each occasion she was apprehended and brought back. Then we

investigated the situation we found the mother still locked

in the cabin, when we arrived there. She was freed and the

owner ws taken to jail, the owner of the farm.

He advanced the alibi that the Negro woman had asked him

to lock her up at night to prevent her husband from taking her

to another farm. He protested that she was free to leave at

any time she desired. Nevertheless this farmer pleaded guilty

to the Federal charges and received a 15-month probationary

sentence and a fine of fifty dollars for each of the two counts

In the indictment. That was an atrocious case, revolting

practices, and an inadequate sentence. That case occurred in

1945 in the State of Mississippi.

Now there is one other case I wan t to bring to the at-

tention of this committee, an. I think this is a particularly

atrocious one also. This occurred in one of the convict

camps. A grocery keeper had reported to the sheriff that his

store had been robbed. Seven men and a woman were arrested

as suspects brutally beaten and kept in the prison camp for
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long periods of time before charges were preferred. A sixty-

year old man w as taken from his hone and after a day in the

prison camp he was taken to a kitchen forced to remove his

clothes and lie on the floor. One trusty sat on his head

and another on his feet. He was flogged with a leather strap

five feet long and four inches wide. Then he lost conscious-

ness water ws dashed over his face to revive him and. the

torture resumed. He still refused to confess. Days later,

a trumped-up charge of gambling was placed against this 60-yeqr

old man. Others likewise were beaten. The most vicious of

all was the treatment accorded the woman in the case, a young

mother of a two-weeks old child. At ten o'clock in the even-

ing she was taken to a wooded area along the river. Her

dress was pulled over her head. She was forced to the ground

and held by two men while three others unmercifully flopged

her bare , . body. Blood streamed from multiple wounds.

Finally, the exhausted men relaxed over her prostrate form

after they had extorted from her a confession of a crime she

did not commit. Otherosimilar beatings followed in this

case. A nees of evidence was collected by our Agents in this

matter and the sheriff and four associates were indicted in

the Federal Court. They charged that the allegations were

unfounded-. In court, however, four of them pled guilty and

received suspended jail sentences of eighteen months, with
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fines ranging from A100 to $500. The sheriff entered no

defense and received only a 8500 fine. That was a case in

Missis sippi in 1943.

I cite those cases to you ladies and gentlemen merely

for the purpose of showing the tya of cases Y'ith whlch we

ar confronted the type of m oblems with which me are con-

fronted in rork of this/character.

If you will recall, in practically all these cases our

evidence was sufficient to bring about indictments in the

Federal Courts. Notwithstanding the evidence and the con-

Victions - in some cases the defendants even pled ilty

rather than stand trial - sentences of less than a year and

$50 to $100 fines were imposed.

You probably would be interested in having the statistics

in regard to what we call the Civil Rights cases. In the

past twenty years there have been 27 convictions totalling 30

years and 2 months. Twenty-five of those 27 convictions were

obtained in the last five years, and 14 of them in the last

five months. I emphasize that for the reason that I think

there has been an improved effectiveness in t he enforcement cf

helaw, which indicated that certainly y public op inion is as-

sisting in this matter). tit We are getting more convictions

in cases of th~is type now than were able to be obtained tr ev-
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iously.

Now I want to refer to what is known as the Monroe,

Georgia case with which no doubt, you are quite familiar.

That Is the case where the -our Negroes were killed in July,

1946. We had 20 Agents on that case and interviewed 2,790

individuals before presenting it to the Grand Jury. That

was a case in which t1 phrase I used, the "iron curtain", is

tyDical. The arrogance of the Dooulation of that county, the

Vhite population, was unbelievable, an. the fear of the Negroes

was almost unbelievable.

We went in there; we had no cooperation from the local

authorities. In fact the sheriff of the county boasted that

he intended to take no action. The State police made a per-

functory inquiry and we were left with the entire case. The

matter was presented to the Grand Jury; 106 witnesses appeared

before the Grand Jury, and they returned a No Bill,4 A

Nowy fortunately -

and when I say "fortunately" I fon' t mea.n it in the way of

what happened to one of the witnesses, --but it at least enable d

us to take some action in this case that might bring some re-

sults - one of the witnesses who testified fo" us before the

Federal Grand Jury was a Negro by the name of G. L. Howard.

After he had testified and after the Grand Jury had been ad-
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turned, he was beaten unmercifully by two brothers known

as the Verner brothers. (Off the record) This Negro came

to our Atlanta office and told us what had has ened. '7e re-

ceived word that if any arrests were attempted down in this

county that the Agents of the FBI would not come out alive.

My Atlanta office called me and advised me of this and I

ordered that two cars of Agents be sent into the particular

little town where the se two men lived, and that they be ap-

P.pPehended and that they be handcuffed in the public square in

broad daylight. I wanted to sher that there was at least an

authority of law that they could not deny. we went in there

and did arrest these two me,9 and did handcuff them in broad

daylight and did bring them out and there was no shooting.

They have been indicted and will be tried in the Federal Court.

They were tried by the State Court, however r, and acquitted,

and yet these facts were as clear and as overwhelming as any

particular case could be.

BISHO.'PSHERRILL: How can they be tried in two courts

for the same offense?

MR. HOOVER: Well, I imagine they were probably indicted

under an entirely different statute under the state law, and

under Section 52 of the Federal law. That is probably the

reason for the stility to take action.
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MRS. ALEXANDER: Will there be a change of venue?

MIR. HOOVER: That will be entirely up to the court.

This case won't be tried, probably,

until around the end of the Spring or the first of

Fall. But it was the only straw upon which we could jur

isdiction. We had no jurisdiction in the murder of the four

Negroes, the Gra d Jury had ruled on that, but the attack on

a Federal witness gave us the necessary jurisdiction.

I--imag-ne probably, to'answer. your au e'stioff Bishop

herrill, that-the trial in the State Court was D dedicated

upon assayult, whereas the charge in the Federal Court will

be for the intimidation and assault upon a Government -witness,

rather than under the Civil Rights statute.

Another case of rather well renown is the cpse of Isaac

Woodrd Jr., a young Negro discharged from the Army in

Georgia in February, 1946. According to the reports and

evidence he was supposed to have caused a disturbance on a

bus coming North, and the bus driver had him arrested at

Bateeburg, South Carolina, by the chief of police who claimed

that young WoodkardlI.esisted him.and that he therefore

had to hit him over.the head once with a blackjack. There

wereconf licting statements from all sidas the re. Never the le ss,

the fact was definitely established that Wood5Vard head re-
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ceived some kind of a blow that completely blinded him. There

was no question about that fact. 'e went into that matter

and made an investigation. I want to point out that in this

particular case we were between the devil and the deep blue

sea, ifI might describe it that way. We did not have the

cooperation of the local authorities nor did we have the coop-

eration of the National Association for the Advancement of

Colored People. It took us onemonth before we could get

access to Wood ard to question him, to get the facts. Couns el

for that Association ad advised him that he should not talk.

tothe FBI "because they ar'e not or /your side, they are on the

C-overnment' s sidel. It was only after I personally appealed

to Mr. White, President of that Association, that he finally

t"ff* made him available. I want to say that

we received magnificent cooperation on every occasion I have

1Jad to go to Mr. White personally to have the assistance that

he could render us.

The local authorities were, as I say, uncooperative. The

trial was' held and acquittal rendered in ten minutes after

the jury retired. After that trialwras over, one of the

sheriffs in South Carolina at the South Carolina Law Enforce-

ment Officers meeting, introduced a resolution to ban the FBI

from ever being invited to or attending any Law Enforcement

C ONF IDENT IAL
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conferences in the State ofSouth Carolina. That resolu-

tion was defeated by wiser heads, but I cite that as evi-

dence of the kind of attitude that we are up against from

the local law enforcement officers on many occasions.

ne morecase I want to refer to is the Minden Louis-

lana, case, where two Negroes were released last August from

Jail by the sheriff, were taken out and beaten, ad one died.

We made a thorough investigation. We indicted two deputy

sheriffs and three Drivate individuals. I think it was the

best case we hattever male we had clear-cut, uncontroverted
evit

evidence of the conspiracy. All five were acquitted in the

month of March. The friends of the defendants went around

and collected funds locally. I am now in a running contro-

versy with a Member of Congress, Congressman Brooks of

Louisiana, who has charged the FBI with high-handed tactics

in the handling of this case, and has stated publicly, and

has issued his letter to the press which he wrote to me, W

that we should be more interested in the welfare of the

citizens of Louisiana than appeasing the Northern N'egro orgen-

izations that bring pressure. Now his letter was a tissue of

mistatemente and untruths. I replied to him. The press heas

been trying to get a copy of my reply but he won' t release it,

and I know for very good reasons why.

Another case is the Pickens County, South Carolina, case
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which occurred within the last two months. A young Negro

there was seized by a mob and lynched. Within ten days we

had been able to effect the indictment a 31 taxicab drivers,

most of whom confessed to their participation, and they were

all inlictedAon March 12th of this year. We had fine local

cooperation, there was a fine militant spirit there of the

citizens and the Governor of the State who was desirous of

having this thing cleaned up and thp culprits brought to Jus-

tice. aaoieidrs 4t

Whether they will be convicted we ill have to ait

and see. However, indicative of some of the local attitude

is the fact that there are little collection boxes all around

the town and to date they have collected 2000 for the defense

of these 31 confessed murderers or participants in the murder.

There are one or two major problems that we are faced

with that I want to touch upon. For instance, take the pri-

mary election in Georgia. W had to make an invest-igation in

regard to the abuses that were alleged to have arisen there in

the prevention of Negroes from voting. We were assailed by

the Talmadge faction on the one hand and criticized by Negro

groups on the other. We have gotten a little calloused to

the fact that we get criticism and have to have a rather thick

hide.

CONFIDE!TT "IAL
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Our purpose and effort is to go down and get the facts

in th(ee cases, and I think the record will how that we have

gotten excellent results in most of these cases, but we have

to have the cooperation of the local citizenry to get evidence

in order to obtain convictions, In order to bring these people

o justice.

In the Columbia, Tennessee, case - those wer& the riots

in February, 1946 - we conducted an investigation and submited

voluminous evidence to the Graid Jury and the Grand Jury came

-to the conclusion that there wes no violation of a Federal

statute, and a No Bill was return d. Again we were criti-

cized by both sides for not having obtained a conviction. Our

function, which I think the public isconei is

merely to get the facts and to get any available evidence.

What the Gra d Jury does about it, or what a Pet it Jury does

at the trial is not within our control. I sometimes violent-

ly disagree, as in the cases I have cited tc you today, with

the action taken by juries, but that is naturally beyond my

control.

Now while have portrayed a rather gloomy picture in

regard to some of these cases that have been investigated by

us, there in ve been some very excellent accomplishments. For

instance there is what we call the Sami McFadden case. That
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iacase where a ormer city marshal by the nane of Ton

£ in Florida a very atrocious case, but a sin acase

where we got results had taken aNgro the father of ten

children, had beate him and then took him over to a bridge

acro ss a river sa id that he would give him a 50-50 chance,

and pushed him over. The pocr Negro, when he hit the water

he had already rece ived a seve re beating - grabbed hold. of

one of the girders on the bridge to try to asve himself, and

the town marshall commented t1t he thought he might have to

finally waste a shotr etmeh=e . However, he

slipped off the girder and drowned and the bdy was la er

aound. That case was tried in the S ate court and nothing ac

complished,

h e investigated it; ceiva founa guilty under section

asand gven one year and a fine of lf00 0

great travesty on justice but they imposed the maximum pun

ihment ostible under the statute

Tfe re was another case which occurred in anville, Ili-

noisjwhere e obtained the indictment of nine cesons, in-

cluding the sheriff and three deputies, for killing a Negro

en route from Tennessee to Chicago. They wereconvicted and

sentenced to a fine oft b200 apiece - no Drison sentence.

Another case like that occurred in Ashe County, North
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Carolim, which is known as the illiam McMillen case. He

was the registrar of voters an. he refused to register some

Negro. voters. We investigated the case under Section 52. He

was tried and fined $500.

I could cite you innumerable cases of that kind, but I

wont bore you. They follow a general pattern.

I do wait to give you a picture of'a me of the things we

are trying to do within the Bureauand he facilities of the

Bureau to handle this class of work. I think that the FBI

has done an exceptionally good job under very difficult con-

ditions and with very inadequate laws.

Te have 51 field offices in our organization; all of our

Agents have to be either graduate lawyers or expert account-

ants. By being a graduate lawyer they can evaluate evidence

and present it in court in the proper r manner so that justice

is done. I think the proof of' that is that in all our ca se s

that go to trial, all classes of cases, we obtain 97 per cent

convictions, and of that 97 per cent, 89 per cent lead

guilty rather than stand trial.

We give a special course in our training school - the

training school for A,.ents I am referring to now. In a few

moments I will refer to the police trainin- school. '"e give

a special training course on the matter of civil rights; how
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M e-theinvestigation should be conducted, how evidence should

be obtained, the legal ways of obtaining it, how confessions

should be obtained, what is the admissibility and inadmissi-

bility of a confessions, how interviews should be

conducted, and the Agents go out into the field service with

a very firm understanding, I think, of the requirements under

these particular statutes as well as under the other statutes

that the Bureau has jurisdiction over.

In our National Academy.for Police Officers, which is

maintained as a branch of the Bureau, and to which we bring

in three groups of ninety every year, police officers from all

over the country, we again go over with them the matter of

obtaining competent evidence; we outline a.ain the same prob-

lem of confessions and interviews, and we emphasize again the

jurisdiction on civil rights, and the necessity for ethical

tactics in law enforcement.

One of the things I have tried to do, as Director of the

Bureaujis to raise law enforcement to the level of a pro-

feasion, such as law or medicine) wea',thAea.

andthrough the National Academy of Police Officers we are

tryngto get over to them the necessity of being proud of

their work, the necessity off having good oublic relations, and

therefore the necessity of being fair and decent and honorable
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in their conduct.

I.wannot contending for one moment that all the law-

enforcement officers of this country are of that type.We

hlave good, bad and indifferent in the local law enforcement

officers of thief country. I think there has been an improve-

ment - but again public opinion enters that picture. You

will have no better law enforcement in any communitvT than

the community desires or'wants. If they want good law en-

forcement they can get it and they will have it.
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Now in regard to the statutes, I think - and I am saying

this probably gratuitously, because it is not my function to

recommend to you ladies and gentlemen the changes that should

be made in the statutes, but I am going to give you the bene-

fit of my experience and observation from our long 'ears of

handling these cases - I think Section 51. Title - is

entirely too general and too ambiguous, and is subject to var-

ious interpretations. There is a great confusion as to what

the Federal jurisdiction is. I think that that particular

section should be changed to be specific.

9f the Committee is interested either now or

later, I will be very glad to submit aghic

in regard to the

improvement of that statute.

Section 52 is,,agga a very broad statute. I think the

evil of Section 52 is the inadequacy of the penalty -AEthak

provides for one year~ $1,000 fine. We need, I think, a

clear-cut civil rights statute specifically setting forth the

various rights to be protected by the Federal Government as

opposed to.those which are protected by the States, insofar
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as the Federal Government and Constitution may have jurisdic-

tion. I think those rights should be enumerated.

As I say, I have a list of the rights I think should be

covered, because the difficulty today is that the various

Federal Courts of this country are in confusion as to that

particular jurisdiction.

I think this Committee might very well consider the neces-

sity of certain amendments. I think both statutes are desir-

able . I think Section 52 should be amended certainly as to

penalty, and $e e that penalty to 10 years and a $5,000

fine.

No doubt youwant me to make some comment upon the so-

called/anti-lynching legislation. There have been four bifls

that I have noted that have been introduced in.Congress. Of

Course, there has been an improvement in the problem facing

this country on lynching, but even one lynching is one too

many. From the statistics which we have available and which

we obtained from reliable sources, in the last 4-6 years 1,966

lynchings have occurred; in the last 10 years, 45 lynchings

occurred as against 172 in the previous 10 years. In other

words, there is at least a ray of light in seeing an improve-

ment, but one lynching, as I say, is entirely one too many.

These bills that have been introduced in Congress have

C ONFfIDENT IA L
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several defects that I see. The bills are aimed solely at

police officers and their misconduct or their failure to

assure the proper protection to the person in custody. I think

they should be aimed at all who participate in a lynching, -

private citizens, the constables, the sheriffs or any other

person. I don't see why those laws should be so drafted as

to be confined solely to the malfeasance of a police officer.

I think that the provision in the bills that provides that the

,AttorneGeneral should not be able to act or should not be

able to order the Federal Bureau of Investigation to enter te

case until an oath is prepared and submitted to him outlining

the violation of law, is also undesirable. I think if there

is a violation of law, the FBI ought to be in on that investi-

gation immediately. By the time you have some group or some

individuals prepare an affidavit and then have that sent to

Washington and submitted to the Attorney General, valuable

evidence can be lost. Witnesses can disappear, memories be-

come vague, and you don't have the opportunity of making the

case that you would have if you can get in freshly on the ground.

I say that from our experience in kidnapping cases, and the

other types of criminal violations that we have to handle, the

sooner we can get onto a case the better results we can accom-

plish. .Therefore, I think that restriction in the pending
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legislation is undesirable.

There are some questions of Cons titutionality on some

other phases of it, but I won't go into that because that is

not in my jurisdiction.

But I will just outline the five points that I think,

if there is to be an anti-lynching bill, should be included:

I think there should be a definition of what a mob is,

and I think that should be three or more persons.

There should be a definition of a victim as one formally

charged with a crime, either in custody or on bond. Certain-

1 under our Constitution that man has a guarantee of a fair

trial. Anyone who takes any action to prevent that should

1b investigated and prosecuted if found guilty.

There should be a definition of lynching, I think, as

any action by a mob which might result in death or in the

maiming or disfigurement, and which action is taken as punish-

ment to the victim for the commission of a crime charged. In

other words, I think it ought to cover the maiming of a man,

the disfigurement, such as these cases of emasculation. That

is just as vicious and probably more inhuman than killing a

man.

Fourth, I think that all persons participating in a lynch-

ing, whether -they are present or whether they have connived
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with it or b7 lack of the proper performance of their duties,

should be included in the violation of the law

Fifth, I think the penalty should certainly not be less

than 10 years and a $5o,000fine. My recollection is, from an

eexamination of these bills that are pending in Congress, that

the p6nalt7 is five years. I think that is totally inadequate.

A murder is committed. I think at least 10 years ought to be

the penalty imposed.

That covers, Mr. Chairman, my statement I wanted to make,

and I would be glad to answer questions.

BISHOP SHERRILL: We are very grateful to you, Mr. Hoover.

One question. Of course, our subcommittee on legisla-

tion has gone into 51 and 52, and while we would agree as to

the desirability of the goal, we are up against a very real

question as to the Constitutionality of any legislation.

There is no need of passing anything and then have the Supreme

Court throw it out, and that is where the limit is. You can't

just assume certain things, because you have got certain

Supreme Court decisions that make it perfectly clear that the

Supreme Court would declare it unconstitutional, 'which is a

great limitation on approaching this problem from a new point

of view., don't-you, think so?

MR. HOOVER: Yes. I think the matter of that penalty of

CONFIDENTIAL
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Section 52 should be certainly corrected. I think that one

year is totally inadequate as punishment.

BISHOP SHERRILL: The Committee, I know, has questions

they would like to ask Mr. Hoover, and they now have the field.

DR. GRAHAM: Our Committee, on the suggestion of Mrs.

Alexander, took up the question of why three rather than two,

MR. HOOVER: I have no vrW strong view on that. Usual-

1y three is probably viewed more popularly as a mob than two.

The real thing you are trying to hit at is the taking of a

man who has been in custody or is in custody, and lynching

him as a punishment outside of the control of the law. Whether

that is done by one or two or three men --

DR. GRAHAM: Two could do that.

MR. HOOVER: ,Yes.

DR. GRAHAM: Two could do it as agents of a larger mob.

MR. HOOVER: Very true. That is why I think that the

present bills that have been pending in Congress are inadequate,

in that they do not take in individuals who might be very re-

spon.sible for the lynching to be committed. It is directed

solely at the law enforcement officer and not at the private
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citizen.

MR. TOBIAS: Has the FBI the right to go into a community

on its own initiative on the report of a crime that might

lead to lynching?

MR. HOOVER: No, it has not. As a matter of fact, the

procedure in the Department today is that we do-not go. into

any civil rights case until L4Lhas been reviewed by the

Civil Rights Section of the Criminal Division of the Depart-

ment. -thedias-r And then if -they determine that there

should be an investigation, they #bn direct us to proceed

MR. TOBIAS: Would there not be an advantageif that

could be remedied, in going in in time so that valuable evi-

dence that might be lost later could be secured.

MR. HOOVER: I think that is a very good point; it is

a point that I make in regard to this oath requirement. The

delay of even a day or a week can be fatal to an investiga-

tion. If we had to vait, for instance, in a kidnapping until

the matter could be reviewed by a group of lawyers in Wash-

ingtonby the time we

got to the 44 of the kidnapping there might be a delay of

a veek, and fingerprints and all those things have disappear-

ed, Therefore, I think there is great value in getting to a
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violation of law promptly.

In this particular type of violation, civil rights cases

and labor disputes, and antitrust cases, the Department directs

that those must be passed upon by the Department legal head-

quarters . They cannot even be directed by the United States

Attorney until the Department has reviewed it and determined

that there should be an investigation

MR. TOBIAS: How long a hiatus is there?

MR. HOOVER: That varies. Sometimes it might be a week.

or two or three or four weeks.

MRS. ALTANDER: Is that a Departmental ruling, or based

on some law?

MR. HOOVER: It is a Departmental ruling, no law requires

that.

DR. GRAHAM: How soon did you get into this recent South

Carolina case of the taxicab lynching?

MR. HOOVER: Within almost 24 hours afterwards. There

was very prompt action there by the Department authorizing us

to proceed. As a result, we got approximately 31 .

DR. GRAHAM: If you had waited 10 days, you wouldn't

have gotten them?

MR. HOOVER: That is right.

I would like to say this off the record.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(Discussion off the record.)

MRS . AIANDER : What is the bas is of the Departmenta .

ruling?

MR, HOOVER: I think, Mrs. Alexander, that probably is

due to the fact that b' reason of the delicaety of these cases

and the controversial character. that arises out of civil

rights cases, of labor cases and antitrust cases, they desire

to assure themselves before the Department enters it that it

hassat least in their estimation, jurisdiction.

MRS.AIEANDER: Does it apply to robberies of trains,

for instance?

MR. HOOVER: Not to kidnapping or bank robbery or any

other Federal violation of law.

MRS. AIE ANDER: But it does to lynching?

MR. HOOVER: Yes, to violations of civil rights.

RABBI GITTEISOHN: In a case like a kidnapping case, it

is possible, is it not, for the FBI to be alerted even before

a kidnapping? If, for example, there is reason to suspect

that a kidnapping is to occur, the FBI can get on the job

even before it occurs, can it not, can be alerted?

MR. HOOVER: Oh, yes.

RABBI GITTEISOHN: Is there any way in which we can make

it possible for the FBI to be alerted in advance of a lynching

C OFIDENTIAL
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case, for example?

MR. HOOVER: Well, of course, if a Federal lynching

statute was passed, as we would under all of our statutes that

we investigate under, if we obtain any information in advance

of a contemplated violation of law. we would take steps imme-

diately to be prepared to gather the necessary evidence on

that particular move of a violation under that law. We of

course wouldn't wait until the lynching took place, but we

would anticipate that by taking a eps, through either local

authorities or ourselves, to prevent it; and if it can be

proven that it is a conspiracy that is planned. That might

be a phase for this committee to give thought to, as to whether

a conspiracy planning such a lynching should be covered.

Usually lynchings are spontaneous, and are the result of some

frightful passion or surge of the emotions of a group in a

community, usually ignorant people, who then go out to take

the Negro or whoever they are going to lynch, and take him

out of the custody of the law enforcement officers. But if a

Federal law was passed, we would handle it just the same as

we would a kidnapping statute or bank robbery statute.

RABBI GITTE180HN: But you couldn't be alerted in that

way in advance without a specific Federal law?

MR. HOOVER: That is right. Of course, if any information
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came to any one of our 51 offices that there was to be a lynch-

ing in a community, we would at once notify the Governor or

the State Police or the local authorities. We would not ig-

nore that information, but we couldn't act upon it.

DR. GRAHAM: You couldn't go in with one of your men

even as an observer?

MR. HOOVER: No, there would be no jurisdiction.

MR. CARR: Can't You send an agent anywhere you want to

in the country?

MR. HOOVER: We can send him, but he has to be on a

mission involving a violation of a Federal statute. In other

words, there has to be a contemplated violation of law. We

cantt just send a man in to observe a situation that has no

Federal aspects to it.,,

MR. CARR: You mean he has a headquarters and can't leave

them?

MR. HOOVER: No, no. For instance, we have headquarters

at New Orleans, which is our big office in Louisiana. Through-

out Louisiana the agents of the Louisiana office are working

through that area, all through the State. If they hear any

rumor, even though it doesn't come within our jurisdiction,

* I like a proposed lynching, it would be their duty to at once

report it to the local authorities or the State Police or

C ONFIDENTIA L
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Governor. But we would have no power, if we heard that there

was going to be a lynching, to send a man up there to observe

it or be there at the time it was to take place, unless there

was some evidence that there was going to be some violation

of the statute involving a law enforcement officer.

MRS. AIEANDER, Even then you would have to wait for

clearance from the Department?

MR. HOOVER: That is very true, the same way as on labor

violations.

MR. TOBIAS: Suppose one of your men, as you say, who has

been cirQulating in connection with his regular duties through-

out the area, heard of this crime that he might suspect would

lead to violence. As you said, he could report it to the

Governor or the police. But if he remained in that community

and happened to be there when it,..actually took place, what

value would his testimony have?

MR. HOOVER: Well, if it came under one of the Federal

statutes that we have, it would be of value to us, ee Ah

provided we were then authorized to go in on the inves tiga-

tion. In other words, to answer your question, ,Mrs. Alexander,

Mpi-whwhile technically we would have to get

clearance from the Department before going into an investiga-

tion, practically and actually we would not be blind to that.

CONFIDENT IA L
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Thatwould be perfectly asinine for us to take the position

that we cantst even know about it untilwe ask the Department

whether we can know about it. That is what the rule would

provide, but we would not follow that particular procedure.

We would apply the practical solution.

On the matter of the admissibility of that evidence, if

that agent had any knowledge of it, saw it or was in the com-

munity, if it was a violation of the State law we would

authorize him to testify in the State Court. If it was a

violation of the Federal law, the informationhe got would be

a part of the investigation we would make and submit to the

Federal Grand Jury.

MRS . ALEXANDER: Your agents knew what was happening in

Monroe, but they couldn't move in and get the evidence?,-

MR. HOOVER: We didn' t know about the four people being

murdered before they were murdered.

MRS. ALEXANDER: But as soon as you knew they were murder-

ed, you knew it.

MR. HOOVER: Yes.

MRS. ALEXANDER: But you had to wait until you could move

in?

MR . HOOVER: Yes . The point I make is that if an agent

of our Bureau happened to be at that bridge where these four
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Negroes weretaken and murderer -,he

would not have ignored it, he would have obserVed it Cnd would

have been able to 'testify in the State or Federal court.

After the murder was committed, and with no knowledge in ad-

vprhce that they were going to be murdered, then the Depart-

ment in due time rdered us to proceed. We could not initiate

the 1nYeE nation.

MRS. ALEXANDER: And if he were standing there he could

not send for more men to help him take the various prints.

MR. HOOVER: Theoretically not, but practically, yes.

MRS. ALEXANDER: How can we help in this regard; what

is the process by which we should ask the Tepartmnent to change

its ruling so t1t the FBI can move in in such cases?

MR.. HOOVER: I don't know whether the Attorney General

has appeared before you or not, but if he has not I would in-

vite him to come over. There might be some very good reason

that Iam not cognizant of, which he could give you. He might

want to give consideration to a change.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Would we be at liberty to state that

ynur department feels that it would be helpful?

MR. HOOVER: Certainly. I am perfectly willing that that

be statedtecause it is a thing I sincerely feel; 121, the

sooner ,e ca.n get onto the scene of a crime, and conduct the
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investigation, the sooner the evidence is available. Mem-

time if you hae endless delay, the people who have been oar-

tidipants in the lynching will go aroun to the Ni-roes liv-

ing in that area who might have been eye-witrsses, and will

so terrify them that they wouldn't talk to you for anything.

That is the problem we are faced with; that terror is a def-

inite thing.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: May I forward to you a question which

has/been asked of many of us on this committee, and which we

are obviously not prepared to answer. To what extent, if at

all, does the FBI, in making an investigation under civil

rights statutes, rely upon the local law enforcement personnel

who might themselves be involved in the deprivation ofcivil

rights?

MR. HOOVER: I can answer that right now for you.

Would like to say this off the record. (Off the record)

MRS. TILLY: Mr. Hoover, I -ant to ask you possibly a

double question. You spoke of your police training schools.

How general is that, and how fargreriching is it into communi-

t ie s?

MR. HOOVER: That has growni remarkably well, and I think

it has been ea very fine influence. We started it in 1935 and

we started it for several purposes. In the first place, up
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to 1935 there was a great deal of Jealousy bet-een local

authorities and the FBI, because we would go into community

and we wouldn't ask the police to go in ith us. As I have

indicated, there were some very Rood reasons for that. Onthe

other hand, many of them were inept and not properly trained.

So I felt that if we could' have a school established here at

iashington, without any cost to the Federal Government that

these men could come on here and receive that training. We

don't profess to make a man into a police officer. The men

picked are already captains, inspectors or chiefs of police.

They come here, pay their own way, and are here for three

months, and receive special training - in fingerprinting,

laboratory work and other thin e. Then they go b.ck to their

communities, and in turn we encourage them to establish local

training schools in their own police departments, to be run

by that pa-7ticular officer. If he wants our assistance and

wants us to send lecturers out we are willing to send a

specialist on ballistics, or on fingerprinting, or whatever it

may be, 1 lecture without cost to that police school.

Since 1935, to date, there have been 2600 graduates from

that academy, and we have a long waiting list of applicants to

come into it. We started out with a cool of about 40, and

now it runs to 90. And from many parts of the country I am
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receiving letters almost weekly from mayors and city managers,

asking me to recommend someone for chief of Dolice. In mak-

ing that recommendation I select not one name but generally

two or three names, and they are graduates of the academy who

have had that special training.

It has been 12 year since that was started, but already

we have seen a marked improvement. It won't be perfect in

another ten years, and maybe will never attain the perfection

that we hope for. But I see in the type of off icer who is

coming to the academy today' w

men of higher standing,

ti --- men who are making great sacrifices to go into law

enforcement. As I say, these people pay all their own ex-

penses, including railroad fare. One man' s wife went down to

the tourist camp on the Potomac Park and took in washing so

her husband could stay here and take that training course.

MRS. TILLY: That is juIst for city police?

MR. HOOVER: No, it applies to all types.

MRS. TILLY: You do have county officers and sheriffs?

MR. HOOVER: Oh yes. Every class is divided into four

groups, the city police officer, the county officer, the small

city officer and the state police, so that this group of 90

officers is a cross section of the United States, and that is
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one of the values of it for t reason that iThile they are

here they live in the barracks at the Quantico Marine Base'

they live together, 'work together, and get to knor each other,

so that thepolice officer from a large city begins to under-

Pt9nd that the police officer from the county has his problems.

Furthermore, our men who are in training are in bar"'&ks

there arn they get to realize that 77e are not a so-called

bunch of stuffed shirts, and we get to realize that they ae

not the ordinary common flatfoot. And by the time that three

months is over there is meeting of minds, an understanding,

and then we arrange, once a year, for a reunion, where they

come back, and instead of having just social activities, we

have a week of so-called refresh courses, and a police

officer from any part of the country can come back to this

reunion and. mey indicate in advance the specialty that he

rants to be assigned to. Maybe it is fingerprinting, or tr.f-

fic, .or juvenile delinquency, or something of that kind.

So in a period of 12 years I think we have now raised

t tone of the local law enforcement officer. What I hate,

alwAa in mind, frankly, a that when you have something

wrong with your eyes, you ro to the best occulist, and when

you have something wrong with your stomach you go to a. stom-

sch specialist. And when your life and liberty and trooerty
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are threatened you ought to be able to turn to the best minls

in the community td protect and aid you - and that is the

purpose of this National Academy.

MRS. TILLY: The final quest ia I wanted to ask is this.

Since life is at stake andJ civil liberties are at stakeis

there any way in which law enforcenext officer e be re-

quired aLu" 1! to take courses before they enter

upon their duties?

MR..HOOVER: I an a very strong believer An that. I don't

think that any man ought to be handed a badge and an author-

zati on card and gun and billy and allowed to go out and en-

force the law. He ought to be required first to have certain

educational requirements. He ought to be thoroughly investi-

gated as to character; he ought to be fingerprinted; those

prints ought to be checked at the National Fingerprint Bureau

which we maintain; and then he ought to be put through an

intensive course of training. Most cf the large cities are

doing that, such as New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and San

Fr'ncisco.

MRS. TILLY: I am from Atlanta and I know all the Monroe

situation; I know these things and know the type of men you

are talking about. Is there something this committee could

d.o to make that a requisite?
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MR. HOOVER I think that certainly a recommen.aticn

from this committee would be very helpful along the lines

of insisting that law enforcement officers be properly chosen

as to character, training and background, and insisting on

them receiving certain training. That m eight add t be impe tus

that is needed.
DR. GRAHAM: In North Carolina Mr. Hoover and the FBI

cooperate with the University of North Carolina in the train-

ing sch ools.

MR. HOOVER: That is correct; it is part of the outside

training work.

BISHOP HAAS: Mr. Hoover, I understood you to say that

your contact with the Department of JJstice, in going into a

case, let us say in Mississippi, or Alabama, is through the

Civil Rights section?

MR. HOOVER: Of the Criminal Division of the DeDartment,

yes.

BISHOP HAAS: Maybe you would care to answer this and

maybe you wouldn't. In your judgment should that section have

more prestige, more standing in the Department, have more men?

MR. HOOVER: Well, I frankly wouldn't want to express

an opinion cn that because it is outside of my juristction.

I have 10,000 personnel that I have to handle, so I have my
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headaches.

MRS.ALEXANDER: Mrs. Tily raised the question of 'hther

or not enforcement officers should be required to have cer-

tain training. I am going to put it the other way - should

e lso allowed to have certain training With that in mind

Want to know whether or not Negro officers have an oppor-

tunity to come into ycur training course, and if so to what

extent?

MR. HOOVER: Te have ii the Bureau --

MRS. ALEXANDER (Interposing): I don't mean in the Bureau,

I mean in your officers' training course.

MR. HOOVER: In the officers training there is no re-

striction on race or creed. The selection of the officer to

come here is made by the local police department.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Therefore, unless he is selected Mamma

he doesn' t get to your school?

MKR. HOOVER: That is right.

MPS. ALEXANDER: Isn't it possible for your Department to

reach out and ask for a because we do know

that we have Negro policemen in certain sections, and they

7need to be trained to handle certain problems. I therefore

ask whether your Department can't do something about that.

MR. HOOVER: The is a very good idea. Of course what we
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have been fearful of with this National Academy is that we

don't want to try to impose upon a community a direction or

a supervision by a Federal Government agency. There is a

great resentment, state rights and so forth. So in the Nat-

tonal Academy all we set down are ce tain qualifications as

to age and experience and background training before the man

is selected. If he is selected by the local chief of police

or the mayor or whoever wants to send him in, we accent him,

-orovided he meets the qualifications we hnve specified.

MRS. ALEXANDER: He cannot make an application him-elf?

MR. HOOVER: He can to his local mayor or police chief,

but not to the FBI.

MRS. ALEXANDER: So therefore I presume, from what you

say, that you have rever had in your Academy any Negro officer"

MR. HOOVER: That is right. I will say that lre have had

officers from China and from South American Reoublics3 several

of them, and from Mexico.

MRS. ALEXANDER: But I am talking about my own race.

MR. HOOVER: No.

MRS. ALEXANDER:. Have you any suggestion to us as to how

we might make that possible?

MP. HOOVER: Well, again I would think that that would

be a very proper recommendation of this committee in regard

COlFIDENTIAL
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to the training, that the local communities select officers

without regard to race or color.

RS. ALEXANDER: Wouldn't it be very suitable for your

Department to make the suggestion that they be Felected nith-

out regard to ay reqirement as to race or color?

MR. HOOV: I have no objection to making it. As I say)

I religiously try to avoid injecting myself into telling

local community what to do. That is by reason of e con-

flict of the so-called local and state ori4 eand state rights.

But there would be no reason that I can see why a Negro should

not be designated to come to the National Academy. As you

say, and it is a fact, in many of our communities there are

Negro officers of high rank in local police dete rtments. 'Pe

never take a patrolman, Te take an officer, and the restriction%

are that it be a man who is inwlinet&ehave in mind,

frankly, with the graduates of the Academy, Is that ultimately

they will become chiefs of police, and I think one-third of

all our graduates are now chiefs of police in various communi-

ties in the country.

MR. TOBIAS: You say that you recommend that they conduct

schools in their local communities.

MR. HOOVER: Yes.

M?. TOBIAS: It seems to me that a suggestion of ourricu-
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lum content would be both acceptable and helpful to them, and

I can see where it would do a lot of good. If of course all

the emphasis is on law enforcement then it wouldn't, but if

your curriculum carried in i1 course, lectures and talks on

respect for law and order, and hoe to promote that in P com-

munity, I think it would be very helpful.

MR. HOOVER: As a matter of fact we do give to them Pug-

gested curricula; they don't have to follow them of course.

But we do furnish them with lecturerss who will. soeak on the

subjects we recommend covering those points. I know in our

own school we had the former chief of police from Milwaukee

who has given lectures on the handling of minority gro-os. A

Freat many of these officers that go out seek advice from us,

and we encourage that. The cu.ricula in most of these local

training schools are not limit ed strictly the police function.

For instance they cover juvenile delinquency and public rela-

tions, and the matter of handling minority groups - acn9 frankly

I don't like that phrase "minority groups" because we are all

minority groups if you come to analyze i<

MR. TOBIAS: To make it concrete, there is Dr. -re.ham at

Chapel Hill; there is Durham nearby. If the police training

. group at Durham had as a part of its conrSe of instruction, the

calling in of who are well known and respected -
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suppose at Durham they called in Dr. Graham or some other

professor, some professor of social science at the University

of North Carolina, or Duke, to talk to those men on how to

encourage law and order in the community, that Is aproaching

it from positive side.

MR. HOOVER: That is an excellent idea. Our faculty is

composed of our own experts, and then we have a great numb r

of outside le cturers who come in and" lecture on soecial sub-

lects. We have several men who come in from the prese lec-

turing on the matter of press relations and public contc s.

Ye have several members of the clergy who come in and lecture

on special phases, both to the National Academy and olr own

Ap-ents.

I think in North Carolina that is followed to some ex-

tent, if I recall correctly, because they have a kind of

travelling conference arrangement. They get not only the

police officers in North Carolina, but they uet the jidges pnf

the prosecuting attorneys, and they have at times invited our

men to go around with them, and they have outside lecturers

in to make talks to them.

I think, not because Dr. Graham havens to be here, but

North Carolina and California have been probably the two most

outstanding States in progressive work in law enforcement
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training and raising it to the level of a profession. Usiualil.

a person expects to have one mention one of the Nc-thern

States but A North Carolina and Calif ornia

have been far ahead of the other States of the nation in that

resp ect.

BISHOP SHEPRILL: Are there a number of Negroes in the

Department?

MR. HOOVER: Oh yes, we have them as Agents and as

experts in regard to subversive activities, and matte's of

that kind.

MR. CARR: Is that generally known or do yol prefer that

it not be?

MR. HOOVER: Their identity is not generally known.

(Off the record)

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Are these Negro Agents ever or fre-

quently used in cases involving lynching, for example, where

Negroes might be more willing and leps afraid to talk to a

Negro Aqent than to a white one"

MR. HOOVER: I am glad you asked that question becOuse

that very definite ly would be a thing that I would think Fh oul'

not be done frt9rc~ 4ou send into, let us say,

a community like Monroe, Georgia, .Negro Agent~ t Negro

Agent is like a sore thumb right away; he is immediately going
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to be subjected to terrorism by the white Froup in the com-

munity that a-guilty Of the lynching. Of course he is a

Government Apent and we cEn protect him, but obviously we

rn-ve had Agents killed also, and he might be killed. Secondly,

the local Negro I think would be more disinclined to talk to

him because the peticular type of Negro living in Monroe was

a very ignorcant type of Negro, and for that reason they Tpre

scared they wouldn't talk hardly to anybody, and I don't

think they would talk to a Negro Agent.

'e have utilized the Negro Apents to greet value in the

metropolitan areas; they have been doing excellent work. In

Los Angeles we have agents who have done excellent pieces of

work there.

RABBI GITTELSOHN: Don't you think it might be worth

while, notwithstanding the objection you raise, which we rec-

ogniz e to be a valid. one, might it not be worth while to try

it once, at any rate, to see whether the local Negroes would

talk to a Negro Agent?

MR. HOOVER: I would like 1hisoff the record. (Off the

record)

MISS WILLIAMS: Is it not possible, though, that if you

had a Negro on ycur Southern Regional staff, or in the groups

of Agents who work all the time in the South, 'to help the

- '~white men - I wouldn' t use him as a front a for testimony,
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but to help the staff get an interest, and learn how to be

skillful, who would build up contact in the Negro community

who would help the white man know when you re'ly pot into

the thing, and if he lived an- worked in the South and became

oart of the scenery of the South, I can see how you miht

find thatadvantageous. I can also see how you couldn't sen

a Negro from New York City to Monroe, Georgia, but I think

this is quite different from a Negro who lives in and of the

South.

When you become part of the coloring of the South it is

amazing what a Negro can do, and if the Negro is a person of

character and skill and zeal who really would qualify and

have the respect of his fellow officers, he might do the beck-

ground work and let the white men do the front work, the testi-

fying. e

ity tha ine tisto pti"n za-g
r o Ce Ir DTI
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I don't think you should

close your eyes to that possibility.

MR. HOOVER: I haven t closed my eyes to it becouse I

recognize all too well the great work that has been lone by

the Negroes. For instance in New York they have done magnifi-

cent work.

I think that that point you make might very rell be tried

Of course we have such a comparatively small force and yo,-!

can never anticipate where one of these cases involving civil

rights is going to breqk. Let us say that we might assign

a Negro Agent to the Atlanta Office. There might not be an-

other case involving civil rights in Georp'ia for three or four

or five years. You would have great difficulty in using the.t

Negro Agent on other investigations in Georgia by re son of

the prejudices that actually prevail. The same thing is true

with regard to other racial groups. (Off the record)

MRS. ALEXANDER: We have such a variance of complexion

in our race that it is very difficult often to know just what

we are. As Booker T. Washington said, it is the strongest

blood in the world, one drop makes one a Negro.

Walter White has certainly investigated many lvnchinge

and no one has known what he was. You certainly have avail-

- able men of his complexion, who would have what Miss Williams
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refErs to as the zeal for it, and whose racial identity nied

not be known to anyone any more than that they were FBI Agents.

MR. HOOVER: That idea that you have advanced probably

could very well be 1rled.

MRS. ALEXANDER: And couldn't it be on the besis of his

complexion? They wouldn't even know.

MISS WILLIAMS I think there are two ideas here that

should be explored, Mr. Hoover. I was thinking not in terms

of a man who would not be visibly colored. I think the other

is perfectly possible.

MR. HOOVER: In other words your suggestion is that this

particular agent might be utilized as we term it within the

Bureau as a kind of undercover man or bird dog; he gets the

scent of Rthing and things it in, as we utilize them in some

of our other criminal cases.

MISS WILLIAMS: Yes, and I am saying that his daily con-

tact with his fellow workers would make them a different kind

of men; they would be different because they had lived and

worked with someone they respected, but who had an unusually

keen scent on these things.

MR. HOOVER: So far as MM 4n the bureau is concerned there

is no problem involved because the colored agents in our

large metropolitan offices are reecected and acce t ed just like
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any other agent is respected.

MISS WILLIAMS: I meant thE t they would build kind of a

new approach and help you on this particular problem in the

South.

MR. HOOVER: There might be something well worth trying

on that; I am glad to have your suggestion.

MRS. TILLY: I am trying to think of that type of man

in the South, in Smith County, Mississippi, or Walton County,

Georgia. I don't think they would even come from Atlanta and

go doln to Monroe.

MR. HOOVER: May I say this of f the record. (Off the

record)

MISS WILLIAS: But the very fact that Negro police a-'e

now functioning in Southern cities would mean there would be

some opportunity in the large places to use them.

1M. HOOVER: Yee. Of course most of those Negro police,

and I think very wisely, are being ueed with the Negro rocu-

lation, where they undevetand the psychology and ,her- there

is not that arrogance that sometimes is manifested by a white

officer.

MR. TOBIAS: You regard that as a good move and worth

enc our aging?
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MTR. HOOVER: Yes.

MISS WILLIAMS: I was thinking again that in getting co-

ooer .tion with local police

riots and sa t ca

4=wthe Eervices of Negroes would be encouraging1

MR. HOOVER: That would certainly be worth tr-ing, but I

must say that I share somewhat the view of Mrs. Tilly. (Off

the record)

MRS. ALTXANDER: Mr. Hoover, cculdn' we also wcrk th-owt

the radio? I had raised, before you came in, the question ns

tc whether or not these gangbusters programs that I hear my

children listening to, might not at some time portray a civil

rights case?

MR. HOOVER It would be a very excellent idea.

MRS. ALEXANDER: Does the information for those programs

in any part come from your department?

MR. HOOVER: No. We have, from tire to time furnished

to various programs of the country what we call our closed

cases. They come in and want a case on kidnapping or a bank

*1 9 robbery or any other type of crime.

- MRS. ALEXANDER: They might not ask for a civil rights
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case but 'couldn't it be suggested by your Department?

MR. HOOVER: That could very well be done. It has been

done in the motion picture business in regard to the evils

of the chain gang in the Southi

MRS. ALEXANDER: But civil rights is never touched either

by the movies or by the radio.

MR. HOOVER: It is a thing, however, that I think could

readily be done.

MRS. ALEXANDER: When you referred to the fact that 97

per cent of your investigated cases resulted in convictions,

I resume that the other 3 per cent must be lack of convic-

tions because they come within this field of civil rights?

MR. HOOVER: Some are in that field and some arein

others. There would be some of these civil rights cses that

would be in that field.

MPS. TILLY: The Southern Regional Council is reorganiz-

ing the Southern Association of Women for the Prevention cf

Lynching, ar. there are 18 women's orgenizations in Seor a

the t are pledged to take this education down to the last com-

munity.

MR. HOOVER: That is an excellent idea. If that could

be done in every State in the South it would be fine; tha~t is

an excellent thing.

C ONF I DENT IAL
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BISHOP HAAS: Who fixes yar appropriation?

M. HOOVER: The Bur ea of the Budget so-.n action it

first and then Congress comes along a little later.

BISHOP HAAS: I presume that you feel that you need ro-e

money?

MR. HOOVER: Oh, most certainly. We felt that with the

cessation of war our work might diminish, but of course what

happens is that Congress passes innumerable laws n never

,gIves us the money to enforce them. For instance in this

atomic bomb appropriation we h-e the requirement of invest ig

ing all personnel and all violations of the Atomic Enrergy

Act, but the matter of funds had to be dealt with afte, the

law was passed. Our funds are very meager for what we have

to do. We asked Congress for a 935,000,000 appropriation an,

we turn in through fines, recoveries and other savings that

are effected, about $75,000,000. So we are more than a self-

running organization.

DR. GRAHAM: How much do you need?

MR. HOOVER: Well, we asked this time for 042,000,000

and the Budget Bureau cut it to 835,000,000, and Congress he

indicated that they are going to cut it 20 per cent more.

The evil of that, Dr. Graham, is that you ve to fire

qualified men. Now later in the year when you have this rer

COFF7IDENT IAL
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backlog of work you come in for a supplemental approoriation

and maybe Congress will give it to you. Then yc have to hir

green men, and it costs us 86 000 to train a man; :o invest

gate him, train him anft put him out into the fiel.

DR. GRAHAM: And you train a highly efficient person,

which costs you money as you say, and then fire him, which i

notice to other high-calibre men who were thinking about mak.

ing it a profession that the tenure is precarious?

MR. HOOVER: That is ve-y true, and that is the very

problem that we are always faced with. I would much rather

retain the experienced men and do the job. As I said, the

expenses of the Bureau are always more than doubly exceeded

by the returns which we make to the taxpayer.

BISHOP SHERRILL: Are there any other questions?

We have come to 3:30, the time agreed.upon for adjourn-

ment. Are there any other questions?

Mr. Hoover, we are very grateful to you. I am sure the

members of the committee found this discussion most helpful

and most illuminating.

MR. HOOVER: Thank you very much; I enjoyed being here

with you also.

(Whereupon, at 3:30 o'clock, p.m., the committee ad-

journed)
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MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Ross, will you proceed in your own way,

please?

STATEMENT OF MALCOLM ROSS

MR. ROSS: I will take advantage of your suggestion, Mr.

Luckman, and I would like to talk from the final report that

we made last Spring, as my text. Have you one of those;

have you seen that?

MR. LUCKMAN: Yes, we have. it.

MR. ROSS: he circumstances were these. FEPC

was really through actively six months before its demise, but

we thought that the record of what had happened would be val-

uable and we stayed in business as long as we could for that

purpose, and wrote this final report up.

We had to rely very largely on private agencies to col-

lect a good deal of the data. oA fagenes.

they were 1giiotT6 i. The only piece of

* government data that we were able to get was a study made

by the Census Bureau in St. Louis, and I commend Ih at to your

interest because it shows the same results as our informal

an o-uhrttv xloain ita gosafter

thewar vime6atlyaftr, n he hane-oerperiod, lost

thei sklle an sei-sille jos ad te wgesthat went
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with them vastly more in proportion than the white workers did.

That hd astabe1n that sti-y1and in everything we know

aboutXt-

Of course I think that that is the fundamental thing that

a fair employment practice act gets at. They we-e in skilled

positions and doing perfectly acceptable work, but beea-ene-of

.theei-raee they had to step down afterward for no other reas-

on than their race.

FEPC tried, in its whole career, to keep this thing on

the industrial base. That is wher6 we think it belongs. The

fulminations of some of our aversaries would lead you to be-

lieve that we had mixed into the social affairs and other

things - we didn't. That was merely byplay and a necessary

part of any agency that tries to do ah effective job in this

field is tnund to be to cateh unshirted hell. I say that

with warmth because I felt the hazards of doing this job all

the time we were there, and I think those hazards would be

inherited by any agency which tried to do it.

Now in this final report we reached several conclusions

which will be found on page 6. We recommend that the Presi-

dent continue his eff ts to get Congress to consider this

and pass some sort of legislation. I-would like to talk

about the- Congress6nIl relationship a little later because I
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ink it is very important. In other words, the committee

unanimous tra ,sthat an act in this field with strict en-

forcement powers, isas itial as th summation of their ex-

perience nI will show you a little later why we arrived

that conclusion.

Secondly, we say that the mere existence of a Federal

policy of non-discrimination is not effective. The national

wartime policy cf non-discrimination was not cancelled by

the enforcement agency,. FEPC, going out of the picture. That

is still there, but it is not observed.

I had occasion to see the immediate results when FEP 7

folded up last Spring. We had left perhaps twenty able people,

Negroes, and I personally went to the top, to the White House,

to all the heads of departments I could find, to try to place

those people, and Tom Clark, taking one of the lawyers, was

the only one who came through. They are now mostly out of

the Government service. That is one example of what the ex-

perience of Negroes in Government service has beEn.

We may be as pious in declaration asneaed be, but without

any knowledge ha onecete regulation 1wabe upheld and

that Verriill be checked on, subordinates follow their own

inclination.

I do think the Civil Service Commission has this very much

CONF IDENT IAL
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in mind. They have some quite effective regulations still

on that, and I think that is ene point in Government where

the effort is still being made.

My third point was a commentary on the lack of ability

to know what is happening in this field. During the war the

Government, at FEPC's. request, through the various departments,

did send reports in of their ±hegro and vb ite employment. That

has been abandoned, We know nothing of the picture on the

industrial side. we don't know where the tens of thousands

and hundreds of thousands of Negroes who came alorg are, and

how they are doing; are they in Partlant , Oregon; Muskegon,

and all the places where they came in and did war jobs, or

what has happened to them? We have no data on that. Unhap-

pily, I think, Congress is not in a very statistical mood,

but I do think that has got to be faced.

With your permission, Mr, Chairman, I would like to run

through some of the points that are observations, or a summary

of this report, and I do it in relation to any legislation

that you may consider what the wartime experience was worth,

A broad base is necessary. We seqrheredrhainthe w ntime

gaino, of theNegro .Mexican-American and Jewish-workers -- I

think, t qre, is a dIis t. ion that should,.0 made. The 15

million Negroes and the million Mexican-Americans are more

or less in the same boat; they are both easily identifiable -
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high visibility. They are subject to all the going prejudices

there are, merely on sight. That 16 million people is the

bulk of those who need protection in industries not in home

industries. I think any new bill that comes up should have an

exemption for an employer/up to at least fifty employees. So

i hi 8g .1T1 track in the lig field of industry where

mot .AhesO.people.-who are discriminated against nee'd a fair

deal.

On the matter of religion, I don't think there was any:

mass discrimination against Jewish people during the war. The

most we found was in big Jewish centers, New York particularly.

It wasn' t a question of turning down a number of Jewish work-

ers at a plant gate, but it was the individual matter, hap-

hazard and sporadie.

The growth of interest in the Negro by religious bodies,

the Catholic Church and the Jewish Church, isnt so. much, of an

interest in their own people in passing it is - but it is

a knowledge that the outbreak of prejudice against any group

traditionally in this country has spread to the religious

field. I r emise this on the broad base the ory that it mustn'ts

remain purely a Negro problem. The Mexican-Americans we are

inclined to foz~get. One reason for that which we discovered

is this. They ar~e not seimilated as American citizens. They21. CONF IDENTI AL
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are afraid of United States officials. They will go to the

parish priest, they will go to a Mexican consul, even if they

are United States citizens, rather than take their troubles

to the authorities that should b ve them in hand, The segre-

gation of Mexicans and the general more Wof the Southwest and

of part of California toward them, keep them a people apart.

And they filed fewer complaints of discrimination with the

FEPC during the war by far in proportion, than the Negroes.

And I think the answer lies in the explanation I have just

made,

That doesn't mean that it isn't important. They had

many intelligent, forceful leaders, and all of them have very

much nd the treatment that the Mexican field hand and inO

dustrial worker gets. The Texas drugstore clerk and hotel

clerk doesn't discriminate between the Mexican field worker and

a visiting South American notable. So that the educated, the

lawyers and theothers among our own citizens, of Spanish ori-

gin, catch it in the necks and they don't like it; and the re-

verberations of that in Mexico and throughout all South Ameri-

ca get into the international field in a big way, I think. You

can' t have a city lile New Orleans, trying to base its whole

economy on Sottth Ane rican trade and not feeling the foolish

act of some prejudiced person in Texas or New Mexico or

CONF IDENT IAL
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California, becau se those incidents are picked up in the Mexi-

can press, they are blown up into something big all over South

America and we have got to learn to mind our own manners

before that relationship, on a strictly dollars and cents basis,

can be as good as it should be.

Now FEPC settled about a hundred cases a month for cer-

tainly three years. Those settlements were all made by our

field agents - quiet persuasion on a union, on an employer.

We never gave that to the newspapers, it wasn't known. In

many cases where we dismissed an invalid charge, the employer

never knew that a charge had been launched against him. That

part of our experience was not known to Congress.

The people who were the recalcitrants went to the papers

and made much of .-their being harassed by this "outrageous

agency".

Father Haas and myself, in the first six months of our

experience there, saw this happening. We went out against the

Southern railroads.

it is here aa Immediately we did so the

railroads sent a highly inflammatory letter to every Congress-

man and every Senator, and they complained to the Smith Select

Committee that they were be ing br'assed. That committee held

a hearing and gathered material which was later used on the

* ICONF IDEN TIAL
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floor of Congress to attack FEPO.

There is a triple play there that was worked In several

cases - in the case of the railroads, the seafarers' union

and in the Philadelphia Transit case which later resulted in

a strike and the Government taking over the plant there.

Now that is good tactics but it had an unhappy final

result because it d~mredited FEPC at the very beginning. The

railroad case, through privatelitigation, finally wound up

in the Stkle decision of the Supreme Court, which completely

upheld what the FEPC had said about the case.

The Philadelphia Transit case was later shown to be the

workings of a disgruntled company union group in a union fight.

But everything they said and they said very harsh things,

was launched against the committeeand- ag '-kt'-anzitial two

strikes.

I don't say this to explain FEPC, but I think it is

important basically - and I may be repeating myself - that

any committee is going to find the same kind of opposition.

Very early in the game several freshmen Congressmen from

the South undertook to criticize the staff of FEPC primarily

on the basis that there were in it many Negroes and some Jews.

That was, ipso facto, a sin in the eyes of these people. Now

I pe rsonally think that FEPC worked out a microcosm of democ-
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racy. We had a Catholic priest on our payroll - he didn't

take the money, it went to his church; we did have Jews; but

the majority were Negroes. But we worked together and, I

think, proved something up. But that fact was used by Con-

gressmen who wanted to make an impression on the folks back

home, to give the dog a very bad name indeed. "We were Com-

munists" - we weren't. I can assure you that there was no

Communist influence that I know of in that staff or on the

committee.

That bad reputation lingers on to the point where Senator

Ives, in introducing a bill lately disclaimed that it was an

FEP Obill.

You have got two inheritances from the wartime FEPC,

One is the fact thF its public enemies distorted the industrial

aim into something else, concealed the real chances of coming

out on this thing, the quiet work where Negroes were introduced

into a plant against initial opposition, and after they were

there it was discovered that the annealing process between

whites and colored work.

In the Detroit riot, while hoodlums were beating each

4 other' s brains out on the street, the workers in the plants,

Negro and white, who were used to each other - and you ecan' t

hate a man so much if you work beside him - protected each

CONF IDENT IAL
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other in that riot. Some of the white boys took some of the

Negroes home through the streets.

There is dynamite in those situations and by "situations"

I mean the, attempt to introduce another minority,.against the

active opposite of some of the hoth:A-ds of a plant and

against what is usual in those cases, the quiet acquiescence

of an employer. 11 the prop i~wles of disaster if we went

into this or that case I would say washe out except in the

Philadelphia Transit case.

There were no serious racial troubles during the war.

The strikes were short. FEPC itself helped to settle forty

of them. The intervention of a third party was necessary.

Many of them were union cases, as you know Mr. Carey, where

the union had a top policy that was good and the rank and file

were prejudiced; their fellow union members didn't give the

Negro as good a break as they should have. So the Negroes

struck. The War Department, Manpower Commission, FEPO, every-

one went in there, and I say with authority that because we

had a Negro field staff who could go in there and be immediately

accepted as Negroes by the dissident Negro groups, we were

more effective than some of the other agencies.

Now this is the Ross the ory of how thesee things work. I

have evolved the idea of a triangle with three sides. Now
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two of those sides have got to be together to make the thing

stand up. Where both the union and the employer said "no",

either publicly or privately, we didn't have any success.

Government alone couldn't do it because we had no final en-

forcement powers. Where the employer was wh us we could

get. the union around, or the workers if there were no union.

Where the union was streqg y with itwe could persuade the

employer. Now with Government out at the picture you only

leave two sides of that triangle, and unless there is an ex-

traordinary interest of either the union or the employer the

thing won' t work out. The National Smelting Company, for

instance, ever had to have FEPC suggest anything to them;

they did this thing by themselves years before FEPC was there,

and worked it out beautifully with their union. But we are in

a state now where there is a vacuum in that third side, and I

think a Government agency with enforcement powers is the only

answer. You don't have to enforce every case. The normal

case will mend itself by education and persuasion. The re-

calcitrant, if allowed to remain recalcitrant, with nobody

finally slapping him down, can ruin the whole underpinnings

of quiet, persuasive work. Certainly we have had enough ad-

ministrative experience in this country to know that.

@heoiatio ~akabo eisti KifAc ew~titthrough. a. course
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of apra3Vts that I would su gest might be somewhat similar to

any FEPC that-might be established, I lived ;thr6ugh that,

and the years of 1935 to 1934were very litter ones as you

will remember. The oppostion to NIRKwas tremendous and

vocal. But during that time the field agents were working

out theseBases. Then the Supreme Court held the NIRA un-

co esi tut ional.

T14 .bem&as nt that the way to work out labor

problems a all be.between argantred abo an o

gani1sed n&ustry. I think any FEPC would have to go through

some very hard tine s indeed. You have the racial element in

addition to the industrial one that NIRA fixed. I am not

sanguine at all about the easy acceptance by the South of this

thing. I think that there are many in the South who would

welcome a concise, firm law, not running down to the small

businesses'ao-: 3att""at- first;

I was in the South during the last week in December ari

was talking to a group of workers. This may b? an exception-

al story but I will give it to you for what it is worth. This

was rather late at night and the mood was around the fire-

place with everyone letting his hair down and talking things

over. One of them told how he as a workingman'sa boy in a

workingman's district in the South had been on friendly terms
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with Negro children until he became a big buck of sixteen.

Then he joined the boys at the drugstore and would .stand

the re and when a Negro came by, "Let' s get himN, and they

would go off and beat him up. That was his Saturday after-

noon's pleasure for some years, until one time a Negro was

prepared for him and cut him very badly - and he quit. Now

that is not unusual as an adolescent experience in the South;

but the unusual thing is that that man is now a union cr ganizer

who is getting Negroes into his local on even terms with the

whites..

There is that in the South, in the union movement, that

is bound to be important in the next decade, because the

South is the last remaining verdant pasture for unions to or-

ganize. There is a certain saturation point outside of the

South; and the Negro, one-third of the South's working force,

is the man that unions are going after, both the AFL and the

CIO. And organization in the South can be more peaceful,

sounder, on a more stable basis, if the unions have help from

the Government in seeing that the Negro becomes a man with

an opportunity four-square with the white in the South.

. qThere are all kinds of straws in the wind on this thing

and one of them is that same Stele decision that I mentioned

previously. That says in effect that a union having a majority
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representation must give to the non-union people the same

benefits that they get. Well that- of course applied to a

union which excluded Negroes. That is now our national doc-

trine. Unions must follow that,

On the West Coast, in the Janes decision, the Supreme

Court of California came down with a decision that a union

having a closed shop has no authority to pick what members shal

be allowed to work there. That again is a case of a white

union with a closed shop that was giving Negroes second-class

membership.

The,1 e.s a lit tle ahe ad of practi q1Jn- some of these

things now. I thiz it a the Government's business to catch

up with the law.

If a law is to be passed it has got to be extremely

carefully, ld to Congress and the country- We couldn t do

that. The vicious circle happened during the wartime FEPC.

We were called names when we first began. There was no de-

fense 'a* against the prejudiced who made those remarks.

We couldn't have information people, or the mechanism by which

you make a thing known, because, being suspect, Congress

doesn't like that kind of thing anyway ari wouldn't allow it.

Ergo, help has got to come from the outside, an educational

campaign to the churches, to industry, to the chambers of

CONF IDENT IAL
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commerce, and to the NAM. There are really terrific reasons

why, in the next decade for our dome stic security and for

our international good face with two-thirds of the world com-

posed of colored people, this pattern should be worked out in

the next ten years. This is the time.

After World War I no one even thought of any controls -

either during the war or after - and the result was a dog

fight for bread and butter between black people and white

people, and you had your 26 race riots with hundreds killed in

that year. We are doing much better. I think the national

policy mt of FEPC alone because the national policy applied

to the War Department, Navy Department, Manpower Commission,

Maritime Commission and all of them - that is all to the good

educationally. We have full employment now but just as sure

as shooting, unless you do arrive at some good solution of

this thing the first time employment slumps the old diffi-

culties are going to come back, and the only real stop-gap

is unions who have admitted Negroes fully to membership. They

will stand by their guns, I am sure, when it comes to senior-

ity rules, in treating the Negroes fairly.

It is not fair to the unions, however, for the Government

to a ad by and 1let thesee things run into the ground, as the y

very likely could.
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I have talked a good deal, sir, so I will sit quiet now

and let you ask me questions.

MR. LUCKMAN: Well, that isa very comprehensive and

penetrating statement, Mr. Ross. I will Just arbitrarily sug-

gest to my associates here that in the interests of recogniz-

ing.the fact that we do have some time limitations, and in

order to give everyone a chance, I have noticed that we have

all been making notes of questions we would like to ask, aid

I would like to suggest that each member of the Committee

limit himself to two questions to begin with, until each has

had an opportunity - then if we have any remaining time, and

if you are still indulgent with us, Mr. Ross, we will go on

beyond that point.

If you don't mind I will abuse my prerogative as chair-

man and ask my two questions first.

You made several references to the earnest consideration

of enforcement provisions. Would you be willing to amplify

what view we might take as to those provisions or mechanisms?

MR. ROSS: Surely. Let's talk in terms of bills. The

Norton-Chavez Bill tried to put it on the basis of tested

administrative procedures. I think, unhappily, they chose

the NLRA as the specific model, because NLRA is still a con-

troversial subjectt, h And that
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didn't have anything to do with the argument, The desideratum

is the best administrative procedure, and you now have the Ad-

ministrative Procedure Act which is a good one and has been

accepted by Congress. An bill now should have all of the

provisions in it, with which y are familiar affecting due

pr ocess, examination and cross-exami ion, and be a full

record. The aims are to go to a reoalltftat, bring him to

public hearings where man y, tmes these things ar e ette d and

if not, go on to df4 ings of' fact and conclusions cf a Ifedy

then anot opportunity for your recalcitrant to accett and

the court review.

There is only one procedure that can be followed. The

details can vary but since the 1880' s we have been perfecting

the experts who go into these matters, and then have a curb

of the courts on t heir final conclusions. I don't care what

the words are; that can be worked out.

I have seen what I think is a draft of the Ives Bill. One

was sent me in confidence six weeks ago. That meets what I

have been tryirg to say here. I am not certain that the Ives

Bill as introduced is the same as that; I' would rather not

comment on that because I haven't read it. But I think every-

one is protected, I think unions as well as employers ought

to be under the hand of Government if they don't obey what
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everyone has agreed to as the proper policy to conform to our

Constitution and our Bill of Rights.

MR. LUCKMAN: I wrote down a sentence here which I think

is a verbatim quote, in which you said that it would. be a

serious mistake to regard the FEPO as an instrument for solv-

ing just the problems of the Negro minority. Would you mind

indicating those minorities that you consider the most import-

ant to be properly safeguarded under any FEPC program?

MR. ROSS: I have named them, Mr. Chairman.

MR. LUCKMAN: Not necessarily in the order of their im-

portance.

MR. ROSS: This country has had in-migrations of Irish

who worked for a dollar a day, who got into all kinds of bloody

brawls. That has worked out; we don't any longer have an

Irish problem. And the Canucks and the Hungarians who came

into the steel mining regions in the 1890's and the early

1900s are now on flying fortress crews and football teams and

they are no difficulty - they have gone through the American

educational process and stand on their own feet; they will

not ask for much protection; they don't need much more proteo-

tion. The people who need it are the ones who are identifiable,

such a the Negro, the Mexic an-Ame rican, and in some cases the

Jew. I think if you do that, the rest will come along.
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MR. LUCKMAN: May I ask whether you hae purposely ex-

cluded the Japanese-Americans?

MR. ROSS: I beg your pardon, I had forgotten them. I

would say that the Nisei were eminently under that high vis-

ibility characteristic, yes. Of course the reason I forgot

them is that they aren't in industry very much; they are mostly

agricultural workers which any bill of this kind couldn't touch.

MR. LUCKMAN: Thank you. Mr. Carey?

MR. CAREY: No questions.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Tobias?

MR. TOBIAS: Yes. Out of your experience with an admini-

stration that did not have enforcement powers during the war,

and in view of the expressed difficulties on the part of the

proponents of the present legislation in getting consideration

for any kind of a'bill, favorable consideration for any kind

of a bill that had strong enforcement provisions in it, would

you think it better to proceed with a bill that had weak en-

forcement provisions, or none at all, putting practically all

the emphasis on the educational features, rather than have no

bill at all?

MR. ROSS: I think violent disorders will be saved over

the course of the next decade if strict enforcement is provided

for at the very 1Oeginning, not relying on the administrative

CONFIDENTIAL
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laws that we have already tested in other fields. I think,

if you will visualize the administrators of a purely educa-

tional bill, that they would to very unhappy people. The

churches and the schools, for all ofVAmerican history, have

tried to inculcate this democratic rule of fairness to all,

and they have failed. We are much better, as you know, than

we were; we are much better than we were in the days of our

grandfathers and fathers, but this is an industrial problem

which can be solved in the same way as were social security.

and child labor. All of the inequities thathave troubled

the country and have come under this kind of procedure have

only come through in the long run because of strong enforcement

powers. Theze is no difference between this as an industrial

p ro ent is placed thera nd p Ieole ars made

a't aact toue eliminate prejudice

"±ou can't outlaw prejudice but you can

create a situation where people themselves can come to a

better understanding through working side by side.

I do think, Mr. Chairman, that FEPC's experience in one

segregation problem would probably have to be faced again.

We were grosel~y misinterpreted on it. We as a Committee, in

a case at Sparrows Point, Maryland - the Bethlehem Steel -

said that where they had no segregation of toilet facilities
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at first, and ,they were rebuilding the plant and proposed to

build them, that that might be a barrier to shifting people

,around the plant, Negro workers were uded in all departments

and if they made any rule of that kind we said that it mIght

make it physically difficult for the taking on of employees

because they had some facilities and they needed more. There

was a barrier there and on that factual basis we said that

hat was against the intent of the Act, and for it we got our-

selves into very hot water indeed for recommending things in

the social field, in which we weren't. But I think you ha~e

to touch it in that respect.

MR. TOBIAS: Would you say, then, that such a committee

as this has the responsibility for recommending a bill with

strict enforcement powers, even though there may be small like-

lihood of getting favorable consideration for it from the Con-

gress?

MR. ROSS: Yes.

MR. TOBIAS: Then just this one thought. Suppose there

is a comeback on the part of those who will not support en-

forcement, but are willing to go along with an educational

program, who would say to you that you had no enforcement power,

but according to the report you did a good job, should you de-

prive the people concerned of what would come of such a program

as you have carried through, simply cause you cannot have a
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bill with strict enforcement powers?

MR. ROSS: I feel-so strongly that the strict enforcement

power is necessary that I would suppose you would-be wise to

recommend that to the Congress. If the Congress changes its

own mind that is up to them. But suppose an educational

bill, it certainly would bave authority for the commissioners

to hold a public hearing, to examine a charge of discrimina-

tion. .Suppose that went to Birmingha/, for instance, and all

the me bears of the Commission sat there; they would have all

the disinclination of some of the local people to abide by

that policy, and all the fireworks that might go with that,

without the final dignity or dignified authority to do some-

thing about it. I think you would have the manifestations

of unwillingness to obey, and that your commissioners by and

large would be very dacouraged people in the course of a

couple of ye ars.

MR. TOBIAS: It would be true, however, as was true in

the case of your organization, that those facts were brought

out so that the public knew what their attitude was, and they

were in a sense an aid to the creation of a growing public

sentiment in the interest of fair play for all, and that they

expose these positions taken by industry and the labor unions?

I am simply trying to anticipate the arguments on the other
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side.

MR. 58: I think exposure per se can have the general

nature of a witch hunt, and subject the commission to greater

criticism for its choice of going in here or going in there.

Now I do want to say this, and I think you will understand

met* Mr. Tobias. It has to bea very wise personnel which ad-

ministers an enforcement act of this kind. In its first years

it would have a few outstanding cases on their way up to the

court to define the law and see what the Supreme Court thought

about the conformity with our Constitution. During that pe-r-

iod I wouldn't think the Commissioners would go about stirring

up hornts' nests all over the country, and I think that the

Negro and the Mexican-American and the Jewish people would

have to be very patient indeed if this thing didn't work like

a charm right off the bat. It won't. There are years ahead

of any commission that is going to come out of this thing. But

I think it would be true that it wouli cost less in the long

run to meet it firmly, even in the South, because there are

numbers of people in the South if they are sold on the idea that

this thing is industrial only, if they realize that they are

going to have, let us say, a million surplus field hands when

the cotton mechanism comes in, what are they going to do with

them. I think this is to the South'se ultimate advantage, but
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they have got to have that proved to them both by educatkn

and by the wise handling of enforcement.

MR. LUCKMAN: I would like to go on to the others, Mr.

Tobias, if you don't mind, and we will come back to this if

there is time. I am sure there are others here who may have

questions. Mrs. Tilly?

MRS. TILLY: I have no quesions. I had one in mind

which you covered.

MR. LUCKAN: Mr. Carey. do you still pass?

MR. CAREY: I believe I do have one question. I am talk-

ing in terms of the advisability of this proceeding, which is

your total objective, in one bill. Could we do here in the

form of' legislation for fair employment practices what we

found it necessary to do, say, on Wage and Hour legislation,

by taking it in steps, although enacting in the original leg.

islation the provisions for fair employment practices, and

providing for enforcement procedures that would be applied at

some later date? For instance, a bill would contain pro-

visions that would say that one year after the enactment of

this legislation the machinery for enforcement shall be estab-

lished and shall apply.

MR. ROSS: I had never thought of that. I rather like it

at first blush. If the time period were definite, if' it were

certain that that was to go on in a year , it might give the
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commission time to find its feet and to do some exploration

and to hold some hearings which would advise others of

what they were in for when the enforcement came along. I

rather like it.

MR. LUCKMAN: Are there available in the FEPC office s

here, or wherever those office files may be now, case histor-

ies of companies where these FEPC principles have worked very

satisfactorily?

MR. ROSS: The files are in Archives, and I am afraid

they don't show the thing very well, and I had better tell

you why. When Father Haas first came in there we were short-

handed. You can write up a case history in one of two ways.

By putting down every step in the procedure as it goes along,

or in a shorter form which merely gives the charge and some

details of the interviews, and then the final conclusions.

Unhappily they are in that short form ari don' t really tell

very much.

MR. BUCKMAN: Did the Committee at any time deem it ad-

visable to go out in terms of research in order to attempt to

find companies in which all of these pinciples were already

working satisfactorily?

MR. ROSS: Yes, and I think if you will get somebody to

work through the first report and this report, yuu will find
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a number of examples. Now we didn't name companies for the

same reason that we didn't issue publicity on charges. So

they areless impressive by virtue of the fact that they are

just in a paragraph form that that incident happened. They

are all there in Archives and it would be a very difficult job

to go through them. I believe some research scholars are at-

tempting that right now.

MR. LUCKMAN: Mr. Tobias?

MR. TOBIAS: Iwant to go back to vhat you said about the

South. You mentioned giving assurance that social problems

o2 elationships would not be involved necessarily, which I

think is substantially correct. But I don't think that that

is the whole problem of the South in dealing with the question

of the recognition of merit when a position is applied for.

When a person applying is fully cpalified in every respect, and

he happens to be a Negro, and it is a position thzt has never

before been held by a Negro, how are you going to avoid running

into the objection on the part of the South to that, even

though it is entirely right and according to the law, End how

can it be enforced when, as a matter of fact even before you

get to the question of enforcement how are you ever going to

get the support of the South for it as long as they feel that

there is that danger that Negroes may be forced upon them by

law for positions that the South has never considered to be

positions for Negroes?
CONFIDENT IAL
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Civil MR. 8ROSS You are presenting the ultimate in tough
Rights
frs problems; and the shorter answer is that you cannot do that
Grover
11:30 and please the South,

May I suggest this: Let's take a specific city

Natchez; Natchez, if you please. There are long-established

social strata. There is a top-white ex-planter group who are

very proud of their forbears. To crack into that level is

difficult for the whites below them.

There are lower levels somewhat on the economic level

and somewhat on social tradition.

There are the Negroes of that town. They have their

social strata also.

The people this kind of a law is trying to reach are

the common laborers, the Negro on the bottom of the economic

and social strata of the South, the ones who, as among very

poor whites, tend to sink down to the criminal class.

You want to raise the common laborer of the South

economically. It is ridiculous fOr the top Natchez white man

to pull this social equality business because a man gets a

little better Job. Certainly, you will run into the point

where a Negro is qualified to be a foreman and there will be

white workers who are working with them, but it doesn't touch

the executive in the plant or the planter or those people at

all, except ideologically. It is a working ~ a problems

and ta4 &a problem for unions as much as anyone else to
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WLC2 work out.

There vill be difficulties. You can't escape it.

MR. LUCKMAN: I am curious about something that is not

important}as to the numbers involved, but it may be important,

Mr. Ross, in the final presentation and selling job that we

will subsequently have to do. We are all aware that there

are certain companies which are owned by Catholics and where

the top executives are Catholics, and as a result where all

the employees are Catholics.

Likewise, we know there are some companies which are

owned by Jewish people and where the top executives are

Jewish people and the employees are Jewish people.

In your experience, have you ever had any complaints

against what might rightfully be called these minorities

by people who could not get employment in those companies

because they were not members of either one of those religious

faiths?

MR. ROSS: Our problem was in war plants, and I think

that it did not arise. That is the answer -- it didn't arise.

I don't know if you have in mind a big industrial company --

that goe all the way down that way -- that would be rather

rare.

MR. LUCKMAN: I was thinking not of the larger companies

.. but of the smaller companies, and, for instance, the office
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per sonnel.

MR. ROSS: It is a problem more in theory than in

fact. There is a problem of religious houses, and so

on. I think a due amount of exemption should be made in

any Act for that. This should touch the big mass industries

and give up some of the other things for the sake of getting

it there.

MR. TOBIAS: You would run into that in one instance.

It wouldn't be an industry, but it is a business. In the

City of New York, for instance, the big banks seldom if

ever employ Jews in the top spots, which is a source of

very great irritation to Jewish citizens of New York.

That isa very difficult thing to got after.

MR. ROSS: But wouldn't you agree that the higher up

you go the more reasons there are to be found by those who

do not want people as their associates on the skill and

background?

speaking again about N. L. R. A., onforeement

was made 4ay' at first because they didn't expect the

Supreme Court o 1 1t; so everybody violated the Act

who wanted to, openly, and went to court t o At.

N.-L. R. A. oases now are subtle. Discriminato

against union mei very hard to prove up. They are

tightlyoontested law cases.

a.ota k~dnd wouldhppph@ee You want to
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LC4reach the masa of the working people, and in these upper-

bracket cases, if they want to avoid the law, they probably

could and not be too bad, but procedurally it would run its

cOurse.

MR. TOBIAS: I mean it is a question whether it would

come under the law as drawn up or as it may be drawn up now

because it is moryor less economic discrimination as against

racial discrimination.

MR. LUCKMAN: Do you have any reasons to consider that

the American Indians were a minority under this problem?

MR. ROSS: We had a half dozen cases in war plants.

I don't believe it would be a very serious one.

MISS TILLY: Mr. Ross, one of the problems in thodouth

is the coercion part of the bill, that the South rebels

against; and there are several other factors in the picture,

too.

When there is necessity for the employment of labor

or shortage of labor, the South doesn't pay any attention

to the racial question. For instance, when Lane Drug Stores

tried to put on Negro waitresses at their lunch counters

just before the labor shortage, there were signs on the

sidewalk in front of the drug stores calling on all white

people to boycott them. Then the war came along, and there

was a necessity for employment of Negroes, and nowadays

throughout the South'Negro and white yaitresses are working
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5 together in the drug stores without anybody thinking anything

of it. In a good many instances a Negro woman is the head of

it. If we have a depression, then you have that racial

flare again, and the Negroes would lose their jobs.

So it is part of the economic pattern of the South --

that feeling that there isn't enough to go around is part

of the picture.

And then another thing is the race question is a vital

part of our political campaigns. Your Southern Congressmen

use their speeches against F.E.P.0. to help them. It really

is not real. If you could push that away, the race question

is usually a smoke screen in political campaigns.

Those are the problems, as I see it, in the South. It is

economic.

MR. ROSS: I would agree entirely. There is the matter

of getting the South used to what kind of approach is being

made-- that it was in industry--and when the test comes

of a slump and the time-honored cus tom of pushing the Negroe s

out first, that would have to be met. But isn't that what

the objective is -- to let people by their skill and good

behavior -- nothing would touch anything except race and

creed. Anybody can be fired, of course, for cause, and

that principle was upheld by the Supreme Court in the Assoc-

iated Press case.

The employer under the National Labor Relations Act

CONFIDENTIAL
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could fire/n employee for just cause. None of his managerial

functions were impinged upon by that Act, except for one thing

and that was union membership; and that is adhered to, except

that one thing, creed or race; and certainly a wise commission

would use southerners for their regional office staffs,

southerners of the highest possible caliber who were known

there and could sell this idea to the South.

If it is sold as an educational idea, I think it would

be a tough job. If the force of the Government was firmly

and fairly back of the thing, those things would eventually

wash out.

MISS TILLY: That is the trouble of getting a bill through

Congress.

MR. ROSS: Mr. Chairman, I put down some of my ideas

of where Congress stands. That is a commentary to appear

in the April issue of the Comet Press.

I think the political situation is ripe for a law to

go through before the Presidential campaign in 1948. There

are commitments on both sides, and the Negro vote -- it is

no secret -- it is a balance Ia some of the big industrial

states of the North. They are going to be wooed very much.

The Negro vote is volatile and may go one way or the

other; and it goes -- correct me, if I am wrong, Mr. Tobias

to that party which they believe is most forthright in up-

holding their fundamental rights.

CONFIDENT IAL
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There never was a time like the present Presidential

campaign of 1948 not this year, but next year - that is,

a good chance -to get this bill through.

MR. LUOKMAN: Would it be agreeable to you if we make

this part of the record?

MR. ROSS: Yes, sir

MR. LUCKMAN: On behalf of our committee, may I express

our sincere appreciation for your help today.

MR. ROSS: Thank you. I feel very deeply about the

question.

(The document submitted by Mr. Ross is as follows:)

AdJourned
11:40 am
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.la.4/2 FstTERN SESSION 2:00 p.m.
BaAtto

Present: (In addition to those present at morning ses-

ilon) Rabbi Roland B. Gittelsohn.

MR. IC MAN: The Committee would be very much indebted,

Mr. Richardson, if you would take over. We have approximate-

1 an hour altogether, and you can handle it either by a

verbal statement o' a written statement, or both, whichever

on see fit. We understand Mr. Weaver will be in later.

MR. RICHARDSON: I think it will be a combination of both.

I have prepared a brief statement bore which I would like to

read.

MR. LUCKMAN: Proceed.

STATEMENT OP MR. TOMAS RICHARDSON,
International Vice-President,
United Public Workers, CIO.

MR. RICHARDSON: Job discrimination by Government against

minority groups, particularly Negroes, has reached serious and

alarming levels. The sultlety with which this discrimination

is being practiced does not reduce in the least its widespread

effectiveness and makes it all the. more sinister. The inclina-

tions of the Civil Service Commission and other authorities

to deny the existence of racial discrimination permits those

prejudiced persons who conduct such practices to work with

additional freedom.
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As a esits thousands of Negroes are suffering serious

econoite hardships . Bitterness and disillusionment on the part

of Negroes concerning Governmenta protestations that every

citizen has a right toa Government Job according to his abil-

Sity is growing. And the great feeling of unity between Negro

and White which was achieved during the war is being rapidly

erased.

Sharp discrimination- against emplo ment pf

Negroes in Government in the pre-war period.

Until the beginning of the war, the right of minority

8roUPs, particIlarly Negroes, to Government jobs according to

their ability, was in large measure simply an academic one.

The major sections of Governmnt employment werelily-white,

with the exception of the custodial workers, many of whom

were Negroes with Bachelor, Master and Ph.D. degrees. This

condition arose because of the Government's unillingness to

maks the right to a Government job according to ability more

than just an academic right. Moreover, the Civil Service Con-

aission regulations and procedures were so constructed as to

make it possible for prejudiced hiring officers to give full

vent to their desire to keep Negroes out or Government jobs.

The July 19'5 re pert of the Presideent'sa FPO shows that

in 1938 only 10% of all Negroes employed in Govern~mat held

CONFIDENTIAL
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Jobs other than custodial. The well-known fact that large

num bers of. Negro college graduates had taken and passed Civil

Service examination afor clerical and professional jobs in

the 130's and the significant umber of Negroes with college

training in the custodial force indicates that it was not a

lack of qualifications which kept these people In Jobs below

their abilities.

Negro job gains in Government during the war

ears.

With the tremendous job or convers ion from peacetiime to

wartime operations, Government agencies encountered a serious

manpower problem. Many of the government agencies which here-

tofore had not employed Negroes in clerical and professional

categories were forced to do so because of manpower pressures,

the activities of President Roosevelt's FPC, the activities

of the 010 and a strong public sentiment. In addition, the

creation of many war agencies which operated under a more

liberal personnel policy than the old-line agencies, brought

about the hiring of additional Negroes in jobs tber than cus to-

dial.

The total number of Negroes employed in Government during

the war rose to an unprecedented t al of 300,000 as compared

to approximately 40,000 before the war. (These figures include

COP"IDENTIAL
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industrial as well as white-collar orers). Sixty percent

Of the total number of Negroes employed in Government in 194

ere in clerical and professional categories . It is univer-

sally acknowledged that these employees performed their duties

capably and efficiently.

The fact that the aise of Negro employment in the white-

collar grades increased so considerable, indicates not only

that Negroes wee ready and willing to serve their country

durg its period or crisis but also that they had always

been available and that the only reason their skills and abili-

ties had not been used by the Government service before on

such a scale was the unprincipled and prejudiced discrimina-

tion against them as a minority group.

Never before in the history of this country had its

Government service come so close to reflecting the basic

principles and rights set down in our Nation's Constitution.

The unprecedented job gains made by Negro citizens in Govern-

ment employment was an achievement of which Government and

the Nation should well be proud. For here in concrete terms

were made real the rights of *life, liberty and the pursuit

of happiness" regardless or races color or religion.

Wiping out of Negro job gains in Government

r in the post-war period.
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Hoevera the Major portion of the job gains made by

Negroes in Government employment during the war came in the

"War Service" category; that is, the major portion of the

clerical and professional workers were hired for the duration

ad x months Moreover, in the main, they ore 1hied by

the War Agencies hich, on the whole,, operated unde more

liberal personnel policies than did the old-line Agencies.

Since V-3 DaY these Agencies have been rapidly liquidating,

thus cutting Negro employment by large numbers.

For tbe Negro War Service government workers who fished

to make a career out of Government work, it was necessary to

secure a job ii another Government agency which was hiring.

The major Agencies doing the hiring during this period were

the permanent, old-line Agencies which, before the war had

exhibited such reluctance to hire Negro clerical and profes-

sional workers.

Consequentl7s when the Negro clerical or professional

worker, laid off from a War Agency, attempted to secure employ-

ment in an old-line Agency, he began to run into the subtle

but effective Negro discrimination which had been a character-

istic of Government hiring during the war,

So, then, we have two factors which serve to reduce sharp-

17 l Negro job gains in Governmnt employment. ~OIR~
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Evidence of discrimination against Neroes

in post-war Government hiring.

The United Public Workers, aCO, has called the attention

or the Government to case after case of such discrimination

an to this date, the basic problem has not been corrected.

Instead, *e have en on the part of the Civil Service Coa-

mission And various Government officials a concerted effort

to excuse the actions of prejudiced hiring personnel and a

general unillingness to apply firmly the President's policy

against discrimination.

I ish to present now evidence which has been brought to

the attention of the United Public Workers of America, indi-

eating conclusively that discrimination is being practiced

by Agencies of the Federal Government.

The Case of the Ten Agencies.

The case of discriminatory policies of these ten agencies

arose when the Wage Stabilization Board, a wartime Government

Agency, was/liquidating. The personnel office of this Agency

sought to place its employees in comparable jobs with other

Agencies . The discrimination against Negroes which was en-

countered during this situation is clearly outlined in the

photostat which I now present to your Committee. This is a

memorandum which recorded the replies which the Wage Stabili-
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Hanes of Agencies having Cleri.cal Vacanciesor I 'hit('Y -,s not for Ne ,roes(With Nares o,,.A. Placement Officers carrying, oijt Ar-ency Policy)

General Accounting Office - Mtro Snvdpr (quota)
Commerce - Bureau of Standards Miss Soper

Patent Office - 71r. T!cCabeTreasury - Internal Revenue - ?Tr. WallaceFederal Security Agency - Plzblic Hpalt-h Service Visq Russel and
Miss T!cGilHcudd-irFederal. Works Agenc, ' e . .-Jr - Public Buildi -n s - Miss 87,,Ivia BaldingerJ11stice - Alien Pronert7r Custodian !!rs. Kri-,! fsranNavy - ,Trs. J.T-*-.Lldred King

International Bank Doyle
Government Printing Office - 1,,'.rs. Lawson (quota)I"lar Department - Arm,,r Securit,.r JTiSS ?"'cKenzie,State Department - U . -liolcor-lb-e
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nation BoardS, a vartiSme agncy, received when it tried to

place its employees ith other agencies,

(The photostat referred to is as follows:)

/

-. 7<
'1~ /

/
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M.RICHARDSON: I would also like to introduce some

facts with regard to Government Agencies which are not in-

cluded in the photostat Just submitted. You will see that

there are ten agencies included in that photostat.

Post Office Department.

In Birmingham, Alabama, only two Negroes were included

among the scores of temporary workers added for the Christmas

rush which is a tremendous hiring period for the Post Offices.

Veterans Administration.

Regional offices of the Veterans Administration use vir-

tually no Negroes in Jobs other than custodial or the lowest

clerical grades. Individual Negro Job seekers have faced

dela7, evasion and ultimate failure in their search for Jobs

ix the Veterans Administration in Washington.

I introduce for the record the report of the Civil $er-

vice Commission Ninth Region in the case of Jaeas H. Miles,

a returned war veteran employed by the VA at Jefferson Barracks.

I seem to have overlooked bringing that, and I will get that to

you.

(The report referred to, to be furnished by Mr. Richrd-

soR, is as follow: ) , /* -
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MR. RICHARDSON: Despite this report which states that

a wide atmosphere of prejudice and racial discrimination

exists in this facilitYR the Civil Service Commission in

Washington, under its regulations, permitted the VA to appeal

the Ninth Region's decision that Mr. Miles should be returned

to his job. As a result of this appeal for which the VA spent

considerable money - bringing in some of its highest-salaried

personnel to Washington - the Civil Service Commission in

Washington has concurred with the VA in the decision that Mr.

Miles should be fired.

However, even in its decision, the Civil Service Commis-

sion notes that . . . Charge No. 1, 'Inefficiency in the

operation of the dish washing machine' be disregarded as

resulting from the pre juice of his s upervis or, Mrs . eilmann

. . ." This statement, together with the findings of the

Regional 080 with regard to the density of racial prejudice

and discrimination in this situation, certainly indicates

that whatever Mr. Miles' actions were, he was driven to them

by the determination of his supervisor to drive him from his

job because he was a returned Negro veteran who did not pro-

pose to tolerate the contemptuous treatment accorded him and

other Negroes at this facility,. Moreover, it is apparent that

the Civil Service Commission ignored the findings of its

Regional Office and cooperated with the Veterans Administration

in this discrimination* CONFIDENTIAL
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State Department.

This Department has had one of the worst pre-war records

on discrimination. Ironically enough, it applied to the FEPC

itself during the last days of that Agency, for an employee

qualified for fiscal work and specified White onl.' Upon

inquiry, this specification was expanded in the following

words "Just didn't think of a colored person as being able

to do that kind of work any more than you would think of

asking for a white Jaitor T his quotation is entirely

typical of the atmosphere in the State Department for years.

In addition to being included in the list of 10 Agencies

which I have submitted, I introduce for evidence this copy of

a State Department inter-Agency application form. You will

note the space calling for race. Moreover, it is common know-

ledge in Vashington, D. C. that a high State Department per-

sonnel officer who had taken a forthright stand against Negro

discrimination has now become extremely unpopular with his

fellow officials because of his position on this question.

(The application form referred to is as follow:)
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1MR. RICHARDSON:

Treasury Deprtment.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue is one of the 10 Agencies

listed as having discriainatory hiring policies * Reports to

UP from individual Job seekers in the Treasury Department

indicate delay and ultimate failure to obtain clerical pos i

tions.

The Bureau of Internal Revenue in Washington witnessed

several weeks ago an illegal and most shameful expression of

racial prejudice, when over 50 white employees engaged in a:

work stoppage because a Negro Was placed in their section.

The Agency has so far failed to create the kind of atmosphere

which would eliminate this sort or fricsion. By atmosphere,

I mean the complete abolition of segregated sections, segre-

gated parolls, and segregated lunchrooms. The Agency has

demonstrated no insistence whatsoever that President Trumants

policy on this question mnst be observed by all government

workers. As of this date, the situation which gave birth to a

race-hatred work stoppage still prevails in that Agency.

The Brons Office of the Bureau of Internal Revenue, Pro-

cessing Division, has recently come in for considerable public

criticism because of the anti-Negro actions and statements

of the Chief of the Pr ocessing Divis ion, J. H. Cappbell. Here

in this Division can be seen the very essaence of disor imina tion

GONFIDENT7IIA L
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against Negroes. Over 80% of the approximately 3,000 employ-

0e in this Division are Negroes. In fact, it is suspected

that such a high proportion of Negroes are employed here be-

cause during the war this was the aoat unattractive Agency

from the point of view of working conditions in the New York

region.

Workers are being hired f or a six-month period onl1 at

the lowest clerical grade in the Federal Service a grade

practically non-existent in other Governmert Agencies in the:

New York area and elsewhere. At the end of six months, a

large number of the workers are fired instead of being pro-

aeted to the next grade for which they are eligible, In

this way the Read of the Division continues to exercise his

preference for not having Negroes employed in classifications

higher than CAP-2. Some of the employees are rehired a few

months later, together with many new employees, all at the same

low grade - CAP-1.

Many veterans are included in this unfair hiring and

firing practice. Veterans vho have 10% or over disability

are entitled to permanent status. Many veterans have not

been given permanent status .

Now that the Government is returning to a peacetime status

and examinations have already been given in that region, the

CONFIDENT IAL
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Negro/emPlh7y** in that AgencY are being intimidated and de-

moralized by Mr. Campbell'a statements that very few of them

will be able to pass the exams and that they have no rights

to the jobs which thy have filled and performed adequately;

and that as far as he is concernedA since the ratio of Negro

to White is 1 to 15 in that area, he is discharging his re-

sponsibility with regard to carrying out anti-discrimination

policies sby employment of Negroes in that same ratio. This,

of courses is an admission on his part that workers are chosen

not according to their ability and experience, but, on a dis-

criminatory basis, according to color. Moreover, since more

than 80% of his employees are now Negroes, it is clear that

his policy of one of every 15 would mean serious job losses

for the Negroes presently employed in this Agency, with a

corresponding slash in the purchasing power of that group of

citizensXrepresenting millions of dollars.

Imagine the uneconomic results of this policy of dis-

criminationt Not only i the low morale a real hindrance to

maximum efficiency, but the program of constant hiring and re-

hiring necessitates repeated training of new employees.

Interior Department.

The adminia trat ion in this Department was one of' the few

old-line Agencies which made a definite effort to overcome the
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dia criminatory pattern. Nevertheless* dia crimination pers is to

there. I would like to cite the instance of a Negro veteran

-ho travelled 2,000 iles with his Vife to take a job in the

Indian Service but on arrival was rejected on the grounds

that Indians are prejudiced against Negroes. A displaced

employee qualified for a CAF-3 job reported to the UN here

repeated visits to the Bureau of Mines and to the Interior

Department personnel office after having been told of definite

vacancies. After various delas ahe was informed in both ifLn-:

stances that the vacancies did not exist.

Labor Department.

UPW was informed in the latter part of 1945 that the

Labor Department personnel office, after indicating interest

in laid-off CAP-3 employees, reversed itself and said there

were no Jobs after being informed that the individuals involved

were Negroes.

To this must of course be added the segregated procedures

of the District of Columbia United States Employment Service

which persisted through the fist year of postwar readjustment

and helped to restrict Negro opportunity during the period

when a number of old-line Agencies were bringing staff up to

normal strength after having been restricted by the wartime

manpower shortage. This practice of segregation in the District

c our zDE:ITAL
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USES has nov been eliminated.

Federal Trade Commission

UW recently handled a grievance of a whole group of

employees being transferred from OPA to FTC. Sixty percent

of the employees were Negroes and it was the intention of

FTC to retain none of these. Union action brought some satis-

faction in this matter .

The usual experiences of Negro job seekers in these

agencies, as well as in such places as General Accounting

Office, Library of Congress, Department of Agriculture, Nation-

al Archives, which have not increased their total employment

since the war but nevertheless have been doing some hiring,

follows a definite pattern. The job seeker is informed of

vacancies in his grade either through the Civil Service Com-

mission, personnel office of his former agency, or USES. He

visits the personnel office or individual supervisor concern-

ed and is immediately put off by statements that there are no

vacancies yet, that there may be vacancies in lower grades,

etc., etc. He is told to leave his application and will be

notified, or else to return in a few days or a few weeks.

He may be sent to various individual officials who give

varying reasons why he cannot be hired immediately. But the

ultimate result is the same. Somehow the exactly suitable

vacancy is never found for him. CONFIDENTIAL
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Agriculture Department.

As an example of how this vorks, I submit the case which

arose some veeks ago in the United States Departwent of

Agriculture

(The-do6n ients & eree to are as ollv
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MR RICHARDSON: The Personnel Office of the Wage Stabil-

ization Board, still seeking to place its laid-off employees,

referred four Negro clerical workers to the Agriculture

Department The employees were interviewed by the Agriculture

Department, were told to leave their applications and that

the would be contacted. Several daya later one of them re-

ceived in an official, postage-free envelope from the Agri-

culture Department a batch of four applications , including her

own, of Negro applicants. submit now the photostats - I

have just given them to you - of the memorandum which was

attached to the application forms, along with photostats of

the applications and one of the envelope. These applicants

have not yet been hired by the Agriculture Department and we

have been informed that, although the personnel office of

Agriotklture knows the identity of the writer of this memorandum,

no disciplinary action is contemplated. In other words, dis-

crimination is clear, but the Agency shows intention of

carrying-out the President's policy on this matter.

For every case which has come to the attention of the

Union, we realize that there are at least 15 or 20 undiscover-

ed cases which occur, working hardship on members of minority

groups and remaining undiscovered, withthe perpetrator going

free to continue his minister activities.

A
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The Civil Service Commiss ion has demonstrated on1 half-

Ak hearted willingness to clear up the discrimination against

Negroes in Government. Between October, 1941l and March., 194f6

the Civil Service Commission handled 1871 complaints of dis-

crimination based on race, creed, color or national origin.

Of this number, it made a finding of discrimination in only

58 cases.

Not only have more recent cases been presented to the

Civil Service Commission, but they have also been carried to

the White House by the Union. Our charges have been substan-

tiated by wrious Government officials . This problem has re-

ceived widespread discussion in the national press and radio.

Yet, no apparent change has been observed. Negroes are still

being discriminated against by the Federal Agencies.

There is serious doubt as to whether or not the Civil

Service Commission is interested in carrying out the Presi-

dent's policy on this matter if it means a conflict with the

individual Government Agencies.

The U01 proposes the establishment of a central

hiring register for the discharge of Civil Ser-

vice responsibilities in regard to temporary jobs.

It is clear that the responsibility for the maintenance

of the principle of equality of opportunity reats squarely

C 057FIDENT IA L
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upon the shoulders of the Civil Service Commission and the

Government. It is ridiculous to argue that such pedestrian

problems as lack of funds and the principle of decentraliza-

tion in Government personnel operations prevent the Civil

Service Commission and Government from acting to correct this

problem. The UP -CIO maintains that the problem of discrimina-

tion against Negroes and other minority groups in Government

hiring is so basic as to warrant any corrective steps which

may be found necessary. We have consistently advanced that

position without any favorable response from the Civil Ser-

vice Commission. In fact, despite serious warnings that

practices of discrimination by the various Agencies were

imminent, the Civil Service Commission prepared an Executive

Order for the President's signature which gave the Agencies

the right to hire temporary workers without prior Civil Ser-

vice approval. This order Is now known as Executive order

9691. The warnings our Union gave are a ubs tantiated by the

body of evidence Just submitted.

Union had advocated that the Civil Service Comission

create a central hiring register which would serve to reduce

he violations o the ri so Negro ob applicants. Such

central hiring register would have centralized applicants

and centralized Job referrals, so that Agencies would not be

C CONFIDENT IAL
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able to pick and choose according to the prejudices of the

individual hiring officers.

Our Union contends that a central hiring register could

V611 be utilized during the period of hiring for temporary

jobs, which will go on for at least another year and a half

for a sum of approximately $100,000, a small cost for the

solution of such an important problem. The failure of Govern-

ment to institute such a central hiring register is partly

responsible for the fact that there is an unofficial but well-

known policy of discrimination on the part of the ten Ageneies

listed above, despite the efforts of the Civil Service Commis-

sion Inspection Division.

UP proposes that laid-off Government workers

vb pass Civil Service exams be given preference

in the filling of permanent jobs.

The vaste of trained manpower brought about by the policy

of discrimination represents a most uneconomic approach to the

question of Government administration.

The Civil Service Commission states that it is holding

as rapidly as possible examinations for permanent jobs in

Government. The United Public Workers of America contends '

that the experience and training of laid-off War Servi ce

workers should be utilized by Government by granting themiv.. -
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some preference in the getting up of listo for permanent obs

InI Executive Order 9691,, a laid-off War Service worker,, if he

has taken and passed the examination,, may be given a prefer-

once of five points if the Ageney so desires. The Union con-

tends that, like other provisions regarding the rights of

people who worked for the Government during the war, this

should not be an optional provision but that the Government

should guarantee such a provis ion by making it ompulsory.

Tb waste resulting from the failure to apply this policy

can be seen by the example bf the Processing Division of the

Bronx Bureau of Internal Revenue.

UPW proposes the establishment of an FEPC in

Government,

The looseness of Executive Order 9691 which permits dis-

crimination in hiring for temporary jobs and the general lack

of concern and sensitivity on the part of the Civil Service

Commission and other Government authorities to the problem of

discrimination, presents the country with a situation which

will mean the almost complete elimination of Negroes from

Government jobs if allowed to continue.

For example, with the return of the "Rule of Three", an

Agency will have certified to it three job applicants who are

at the top of the current list for a particular job. The
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Agency can choose any of the three for the job. If a Negro

is Number 1 on the list, and the Agene is so disposed, it

can pass over his name and pick Number 2. If the first

and the second names are both Negroes, the Agenc can pass

over these names and pick Number 3. Thus, even within the

framework of Civil Service regulations discrimination is

completely possible. UPW proposes that the Agency be com-

pelled, when passing over the first and second names, to give

its reasons for doing so in writing and to make these reasons

available to the job applicant or his representatives.

The Civil Service Commission states that its Inspection

Division vill prevent discrimination in both temporary and

permanent jobs. The Inspection Division is totally inadequate

to deal with this problem, It is responsible for the handling

of veterans' problems. It is responsible for the policing of

examinations * It is responsible for the general application

of Civil Service rules and regulations. The staff of this

Division is small. It has so far failed to handle satisfac

torily the problem of racial discrimination0

The statement cfthe Civil Service Commission that its

Inspection Division can adequately handle this problem is

merely} bother indication of the Commission'sa refusal to ad-

I dress itself directly to this problem.
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In order to narrow as much as possible the areas which

permit discrimination, the United Public Workers proposes

that the President create by Executive Order a Committee to

guarantee adherance to his fair employment practices policy

in Government, a Committee which would have the authority to

adJust problems of discrimination brought before it. Such a

body need not be an elaborate one but would consist of three

Commissioners and a staff of seven, which could operate under

a minimunbudget of $85,000. Such an action by President Tru-

man would serve as a warning to all that he intends to see.

his statement against discrimination in Government brought

to life firmly and with determination. Such an action by the

President would come as a ray of light to those hundreds of

Negroes who today are facing a dark picture of disillusion-

ment with regard to achievement of their basic rights as

Americari citizens.

Summary.

It is our contention that Government as an employer has

the responsibility of setting an example for all other em-

ployers in carrying out those basic citizenship rights which

are set forth in our Contitution. The existence of diacrim-

ination against Negroes which has been described abovr, is a

clear indication of Government's faioure in this field.

C ONFIDENTIA L
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Government cannot convincingly attack the problem of civil

rights for the nation as a whole unless it, first of all'

grants full civil rights in the operation of the Government

Service. By civil rights in this case, I mean the right to a

ob. Otherwise, the great body of discrimination which has

arisen in this country in the state, county and municipal

governments and in privateindustry will continue to grow and

the American nation as a whole will continue to be guilty of

repudiating those principles for which the last war was fought.

I, therefore, reiterate the recommendation which my

Union makes to correct this cancerous situation:

A9 That a central hiring register be established imme-

diately for the recruiting of temporary workers on the basis

of service and experience.

B. That War Service workers, laid off from Government

jobs, who take and pass the coming Civil Service examinations

for permanent jobs, be given preference over all applicants

from the outside, except for veterans.

C. That there be created immediately by Executive Order

aa ir Employment Practices Committee for Government hiring.

D. That the "Rule of Three" be corrected to require the

Agency to submit in writing reasons for passing over names

of applicants and to make available these reasons to the job

I
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applic ant or his representatives.
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Es That Agencies be penalized for violation of rules and

regulations.
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MR. LUCAMAN: Mr. Richardson, that certainly is a very

comprehensive and clear statan ent of your position. If agree-

able I think we will withhold the questions which I am sure

we all have, in the interest of hearing first from Mr. weaver

who has now joined us, and then pe-haps we can combine our

questions to both of you.

MR. RICHARDSON: That is perfectly agreeable.

MR! LUCKMAN: Mr. Weaver, will you proceed, please, ard

make whatever statement you desire, amd then we will ask you

both questions.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE L. P. WEAVER
Director, CIO Committee to Abolish Discrimination

MR. WEAVER: I have brought along with me, Mr. Chairman,

three documents for the information of the Committee on the

activities of the CIO, the first of which is entitled "To

Abolisj Discrimination", of whic h I think I have enough copies

to go around.

(The pamphlet is a follows:

CONFIDENT IAL
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MR. WEAVER: For the purpose of saving time, as I under-

st~nd there is a time limit -

MR. LUCKMAN (Interposing): Yes, we are unfortunately

faced with that necessity.

MR. WEAVER: I have attempted to summarize this statement

and I will read the summary which I have prepared.

This report represents a factual statement of the activ-

ities of the Congress of Industrial Organizations to extend

democracy to Americans of every race and creed, and is being

submitted to the President' aCommittee on Civil Rights in

the hope that it will point up the need for specific legisla-

tion designed to implement the Constitution and Bill of Rights.

In order to save time we would like to summarize this statement

rather than read it in toto, and present additional factual

material.

I would like first to call your attention to the first

objective in the constitution of the Congress of Industrial

Organizations, which is:

"To bring about the effective organization of the work-

ing men and women of America, regardless of race, creed,

color or nationality, and to unite them for common

action into labor unions for their mutual aid and pro-

tection."

CONFIDENT IAL
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The 010 Committee to Abolish Discrimination was created

to implement this policy by rendering active assistance to

our affiliated unions with a view toward achieving this ob-

jective throughout our movement. The Committee's activities

among our membership and in our cm cities and the influence

it. exerts on government agencies, represents a practical at-

tempt to translate this policy into every-day reality.

I might also add that it was felt and demonstrated

during the beginning of the war that this constitutional ob-

jective or statement of policy in many instances was just a

pious declaration of intent rather than a practical reality,

and that bore heavily on the creation of this arm of the 010

to implement this policy.

The day-to-day program of the Committee falls into the

following categories:

1. Formation of committees to abolish discrimination

within the framework of each 010 industrial union coun-

cil - state, county and municipal - as well as in eada

CIO international union.

Dissemination of educational material to our member-

ship and to the general public.

5. Establishment and maintenance of contact with gov-

ernment agencies, in order to eliminate the traditional

CONF IDENT IAL
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practice of denying participation of minorities in

the administration ani integration of the programs of

these agencies.

I might point out here that the function of this commit-

tee in comparison with that of the United Public Workers'

interest in activities and efforts with Govemment agencies,

is more in line with programming than it is with personnel

policies. We feel that that falls more exclusively within

the jurisdiction of the United Public Workers. So our efforts

and activities have been devoted toward programming.

4. Cooperation with social, civic, educational and other

groups whose programs are consistent with that of the CIO.

In order to consider the Committee's functions in their

proper content, it might be well to examine the structure and

the powers of the 010 and its affiliated agencies. The 010

is composed of autonomous international unions. The National

0IO and all 010 national committees are the creation of these

international unions. It should be kept in mind that none of

these subordinate committees possess mandatory powers over

any CIO international union. Their powers lie in negotiation,

conciliation and persuasion. In order to underline that fact

for example we cannot, our committee nor any other committee

cannot issue a directive, so to speak, or a mandatory order

CONFIDENTIAL
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to any CIO union, any international union, and expect com-

pliance. We are the creation of the unions rather than the

uniohbeing the creation of the national body. So a good

comparison, and one that we sometimes facetiously make, is

in compwing the structure of the CI with the relationship

between the Federal government and the State governments, and

some of our discussions too closely for comfort resemble some

of the debates upon the Hill in relation to states' rights

and powers.

It was felt, therefore, in order to give substance to

this national policy, that machinery should be created extend-

Ing these policies into the local unions and local communities.

Consequently, committees were organized in state, county

and local industrial union councils and it was recommended

to the international unions that fair practice committees be

created in each international union, composed of top elected

officials, with adequate personnel.

I would like to speak off the record for a moment.

(Off the record statement)

The educational phase of our pr ogram is a very vital one.

The section on educational mate rial deals with a few of the more

important educational activities in which we engage. In sup-

plementing this section of the report, it mt ht be well to point

CONFIDENT IAL
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out how much the resources of the Committee are drawn upon

by universities, colleges and other educational institutions.

The Committee has received numerous requests for its members

to speak before college classes on labor programs, in addition

to receiving many requests from students writing term papers,

for specific material on the experiences encountered and tech-

niques used in attempting to make CIO policy in this field

a reality.

In an attempt to strengthen our public education system,

we have presented in testimony before Congressional Committees

on various bills for federal aid to educ tion which have been

introduced from time to time; articles have been prepared by

our Research Department in this field for dissemination through-

out our movement; localunion officials have been actively

working in their communities in an effort to strengthen and

democratize local school systems.

In the section on GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, I would particularly

like to call to your attention the section on the United States

Employment SerVice which, in light of our experiences, we feel

is one of the key government agencies. If properly utilized,

it could be of tremendous aid in advancing democracy in industry

The discriminatory practices which have and still do prevail

in U.S.E.S., highlight the need for state and fedr4l fair ea-

C OqF IDENT IAL
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ployment practice legislation.

Next to employment, we believe that provision of good

housing for everyone is one of the imperatives of the post-var

period in this country, the need for which is tremendous. In

order to fill this need, experience has shown that it clearly

involves a publi)esponsibility which must be met by govern-

ment action. We feel that the critical housing problem facing

Negroes is more difficult of solution than providing decent

housing for other groups in our population.

It has been demonstrated that there is need first for. an

accurate definition which would bring about an understanding

of the real nature of this problem. To fill this gap, the C10

Committee to Abolish Discrimination and the CIO Committee on

Housing and Community Development, together with other national

organization wring in the field of race relations, agreed

upon and published a definon of this problem in the fort of

a pamphlet titled FACING THE JOB OF HOUSING NEGROESvhich we

are glad to pass on to the Committee.

During this transitional period from a wartime to a peace-

time economy, the CIO, in addition to many other groups, has

been tremendously concerned about the dangerous indications of

a growing trend toward the abridgment of civil rights and due

process of law. This trend has manifested itself in increased
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lynchings and resort to police brutality, and has made more

conspicuous the helplessness of local and federal officials

in such instances.

There has been an obvious campaign to abridge civil

rights and resort to violence during our current drive to

organize in the South. Since our drive began, many of our

organizers and local union leaders have been beaten. Two CIO

representatives in Alabama were ambushed and shot at and

their car was set on fire. In several towns, CIO members.

have been denied the right of public assembly. The right of

free speech has been abridged in several instances. Forgeries

in the name of our Committee have been circulated in an at-

tempt to foment racial disturbances.

It was called to our attention last week by one

of the organizers in Georgia that a letter was being circu-

lated over a fac simile of our Committee stationery, circu-

lated tothe white members; and there was a covering handbill

with it pointing out that the CIO's main purpose was to bring

about social equality rather than to organize workers.

We have followed the custom of printing up the Com-

wittee reports and circulated them among the members, and

we received complaints sometime ago from CIO members in the

South taking us to.sak at the national office f'or sending

CON? IDENT IAL
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out printed material without a union label. They sent a copy

of the pamphlet in, and we discovered that the Textile Insti-

tute, an employers' organization, had our pamphlet reprinted

and bad circulated it pretty widely in the South to the white

workers, pointing out that as an indication of the 010O's inter-

es-t in American society, being one of bringing about social

equality rather than organizing.

This type of activity represents quite a problem in or-

ganizing, but we haven't minded it too much, because it has

aided us in circulating our material; and we feel that in the

end more good will come of it than harm.

In many instances we have received reports, which have

been substantiated, on the denial of public assembly. These

inciden~5 rt neatly into a pattern which has been developed

by southern industrialists to prevent the organization of

workers in the South, who try to use the racial question as

their weapon in stirring up trouble between the races.

In conclusion of this summary, I would like to say that

our experiences, both during and since the end of the war,

have emphasized the need for federal legislation guaranteeing

fair employment practices in industry. In addition, we feel

that this need could be emphasized and highlighted if the

Executive Department of our Government created a Fair Employ-

CONFIDENTIAL
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went Practices Commission to guarantee the carrying out and

implementation of this Administration s oft stated policy of

non-discrimination. In our opinion, this could be accomplished

by an Executive Order of the President creating a cowpt s ion

of this description with jurisdiction over the executive

agencies of the Government, which in many instances set an

unhealthy example for American industry to follow.

I have had many instances working on problems in the

South, particularly here the President's Fair Employment ?rac-

tice Committee was in operation, by union rank and filb members

on the floor,, generally veterans, who would stoutly deny that

the Federal Government meant what it said in their policy

setting up the FEPC or the directives issued by the committee;

and the would say, "When I was in the Army" -- particularly

those in the Navy -- "that Negro troops were kept separate

from the whites.

They would point to instances in the community and in the

Federal Government. We have had employers say the same thing:

If the Government meant what it said, they would take steps

to implement their statement of policy.

I would like to astr ongly emphas ise the point Mr . Richard-

son made, that we think the first step in this field is for

the Government to demonstrate -- the Administration part iou-

C ONFIDENTIAL
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larly demonstate that they mean this policy by the crea-

tion of machinery to handle discrimination in Federal employ-

ment,

In this instance I don't think that a valid argument is

one of having to go before Congress because it can be done,

according to some of the authorities in the Department of

Justice, by executive order.

I vouidfalio like to present to the Committee a memorandum

from the United Automobile Workers' Fair Practice Department,

which is a somewhat lengthy explanation of the machinery in

the United Automobile Workers and calls the Committee's atten"..

tion to a specific problem that they are facing in the field of

recreation.

The UAW, which by the way, of all the CIO unions, has

probably gone farthest toward implementing in practical fashion

the policy of no discrimination -- they set up by a constitu-

tion a Fair Practice Department and they allocate a portion

of the per capita tax each month to this department.

It has a fairly large staff and is doing an excellent job.

The director jihj t able to be here. He was called out to Kansas

City and he asked me would I present this memorandum for him.

The United Automobile Workers probably has one of the

most comprehensive. recreational programs of any of the unions

C ONF IIENTIAL
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and one of the chief recreational activities is bowling. They

have run into a good deal of difficulty because the,'American

Bowling Congress, which has a practical monopoly lover bowling-.

and\they even control the equipment and all of,.-the tournaments.-

theY ar by constitution anyone from partic1 n in er1ca

Bowling\tournaments except white Caucasiand. We have had a

good deal of trouble with that.

We have statement from one of the UAW members, who

happens to be a Chinese war veteran1 and lives in Beloit, Wis.

consin, who vas denied the right to bowl with his union team

because he did not quality as a1 white Caucasian.

It is quite an import problem with us . We have at

last counta rough summary indicated we have about 2,800

bowling teams, and though they can, bowl, they can't participate

in any tournaments. l the tourna nts have to be approved

and sponsored by th' American Bowling &9ngress, and it quite

effectively null.es a large portion of O%, program.

Ve have hSA to approach this problem fr a very practical

and sort of pragmatic way because we done t have much time to

theorize aid philosophize. For example, I received a telephone

call. da( before yesterday. The director of the UAW Pair Prac-

tice Department explained he couldnl t get here because he had

a case in Kansas City; and upon inquiring vbat type of case it

C ONFIDENITIAL
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I found that e union had upgraded within the scope of

their contract three N1osin a departmierW 4 in which they had

2- never worked, and the res kt,%were all white members of the depart-

ment and they refused to vor.

The union insisted that the be fired. After they fired 16,

they went back to work. I received that call this morning.

We have to meet problems in that way. We cantt do too

much anticipating except in a broad and gendmal way e could

anticipate,,tereased tensions increased problems as a result

of layoffs after the war, but we could prepare somewhat fqr it;

however, it had to be on a more or less broad and general plane.

So our experiencesas .. of whatever value they are -- are

* what a private organization Operating with only the nominal

powers (or mi~nmpowers of individuals are willing to give up

to organization can accomplish in this field.

Statement of William H. Oliver, Co-Director, Fair

Practices and Anti-Discrimination DepartmentPUAW-C 10

referred to by Mr. Weaver, is as follows:)

C ONF IDENT IAL
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p
FAIR PRACTICES AND ANTI-DISCRIMINATION DEPARTMENT, UAW-CIO

to the

PRESIDENT'S CO ITTEE ON CIVIL RIGHTS

for

INITIAL HEARING

Apr il 2, 1947

This statement is submitted as a supplement to the report of the

National CIOC committee to Abolish Discrimination and covers only the aspect

of discrimination in the field of recreational activity as it affects our

membership. The general report submitted by the National Committee to Abolish

Discrimination covers economic and other issues posing problems of a discri-

minatory nature in the union and community.

William H. Oliver, Co-Director
Fair Practices and
Anti-Discrimination Department,
UAW-CIO

I
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It has long been the thinking of the UAW-CIO in the area of inter-

cultural and intergroup relations that all groups which comprised the American

scene should not be prohibited from availirg themselves of all the facilities

in the framework of our democratic processes in every field of American life.

America is a comanity of minority peoples - all working towards a

fuller realization of economic, social and political democracy. The American

labor movement in our country, has been the machinery through hich all people

who toil for existence have affiliated for the accomplishment of these common

objectives. Our organisation is comprised of practically every minority

element in American life.

Our concept and belief, as set forth in the first paragraph, is well

demonstrated in view of our union' s action, in that we have this principle

enunciated in our International Constitution under Article II, Section 2,

which reads as follows:

"To unite in one organization, regardless of religion, race,

creed, color, political affiliation, or nationality of

employee, under the jurisdiction of the International Union."

We have held steadfast to this position and at our last convention

at Atlantic City, the UAW implemented this principle by unarimously approving

the setting up of machinery designed to abolish discrimination within our

ranks. This was in the form of an amendment to our International Constitution

which created the Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Department. This

amendment not only provides for the setting up of a department within the

International Union, with adequate financial support to carry out the Union' a

policies of anti-discrimination, but also includes machinery to protect all

- minority groups, including a special section devoted to women's problems.

The following is a direct qi otation from our Constitution which pro-

vides for the operation of our Anti-Discriminablion Dqpartment:a
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"Section I. There is hereby created a department to

be known as the Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination De-

partment of the International Union.

"Section II. The International President shall appoint

a committee composed of International Executive Board members

to handle the functions of this Department. He shall also

appoint a director who shall be a member of the 7 nion and

approved by the International Executive Board. He shall also

appoint a staff which shall be qualified by previous experience

and training in the field of Inter-Racial, Inter-Faith and

Inter-Cultural Relations.

"Section III. One cent (10) per month per dues paying

member of the per capita forwarded to the International Union

by local unions shall be used as the Fair Practices and

Anti-Discrimination Fund of the i nternational Union as pro-

vided in this Constitution.

"Section IV. The Department shall be charged with the

duty of implementing the policies of the International Union

dealing with discrimination, as these policies are set forth

in the International Constitution and as they may be evidenced

by action of the International Executive Board and of Inter-

national Conventions, and to give all possible assistance and

guidance to local unions in the furtle rance of their duties as

set forth in this article, and to carry out such further

duties as may be assigned to it from time to time by the

International President or the International Executive Boards

"Section V. It shall be mandatory that each Local Union

set up a Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Committee.
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The specific duties of this shall be to promote fair employ-

ment practices and endeavor to eliminate discrimination

affecting the welfare of the individual members of the Local

Union, the International Union, the labor movement and the

Nation.

At the first International Executive Board meeting following the

1946 Convention, President Walter P. Reuther appointed the Committee as

directed by Article 25. Chairman of the Comnittee is International Vice-

President, Richard T. Leonard, with the following Directors named Committee

members: Arnold Atwood, Joseph Matts on, Jack Holt, and Emil Mazey.

Our basic endeavors have been in the area of establishing equality

of job opportunity for all workers regardless of race, color, creed, sex, or

national origin. During the war years, we made a determined effort to inte-

grate all minority workers into the industry where we maintain contracts.

Women in general were victims of pre-war patterns of denial of employment

based on sex. When they were employed, as a result of the union's protests,

they were subjected to lesser pay than were male workers. We are constantly

elimimting this form of discrimination against the women in industry.

-It is significant to point out that Negro women were faced not only

with this differential, but because of their race, they were the last to be

brought into the plants during our war program. Negro men, during the war,

experienced difficulty in acquiring assignments comparable to their skills.

Now, the Negro mala worker is still deprived of equality of job opportunity

based on his qualifications.

This pattern was created and is maintained by management and is being

gradually eliminated by negotiating the following "no-discrimination clause"n

in our agreements:

"The company agrees that it will not 'discriminate in

1 .f



the hiring of employees or in their training, upgrading,

promotion, transfer, lay-off, discipline, discharge or

otherwise because of race, creed, color, national origin,

political affiliation, sex, or marital status."

This clause has been successfully negotiated in about fifty per

cent of our contracts.

Here too, the job of educating our membership has been a tremendous

one, because of the old traditions and conmnity patterns which had to be

broken down. We have, however, emerged with an attitude of pro-democratic

thinking in most of our local unions under UAWf-CIO jurisdiction.

Another problem confronting our organization today, is that one

which affects the recreational activities of our workers.

The Union provides a carefully planned recreational program and

our Constitution provides that funds be set aside, specifically earmarked for

this purpose. In accordance with the provisions of our Constitution, such

activities mst be made available to our entire membership regardless of race,

creed, color or national origin.

Prominent among the activities of this program is t1e national sport

of bowling. The Union's Recreation Department developed an extensive program

in this sport, only to be faced with a most serious problem insofar as par-

ticipation by certain minority and national groups are concerned.

The American Bolding Congress is a tightly knit and monopolistic

organization which controls sanctioned bowling throughout America and the

world. The constitution of the ABC proclaims that it will only admit into

membership those people of the Caucasian race, which is a repudiation of the

basic democratic concept of fair play. This in effect excludes the partici-

pation of such minorities as(Chinese., Mexicans., Hawaiians,, Indians and Negroes.

It was pointed out in our meeting with the ABC that, notwithstanding the fact

A
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that the U. S. Government accepts Indians to be a part of the Caucasian race,

the ABC does not consider them eligible for membership.

It is the belief of the International Union, and we are sure of all

fair-minded people, that true American sportsmanship should know no color line.

The aforementioned minority groups as well as those people of the Caucasian

race are equally entitled to participate in recreational programs sponsored

by the International Union. This is a situation which our labor organization

cannot affectively cope with alone.

In December 1946, the International Union, UAW-CIO adopted a policy

regarding the ABC. A copy of that policy is attached.

Also attached is copy of a statennt from one of our local unions

in Beloit, Wisconsin, which conveys the extent to which the ABC discriminates.

In view of the seriousness of this problem, the UAW-GO's Recreation,

Education and Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Departments, along with

the National CIO Committee to Abolish Discrimination, scheduled a conference

in Chicago, Illinois, on April 1, 1947 where a group of national organizations

were invited to participate in the formlation of plans to persuade the ABC

to delete the undemocratic language of the "membership eligibility clause"

from its constitution. Attached is a list of the organizations participating

and a copy of the program for this conference.

We have been in constant contact with the officials of the ABC and

have received an invitation to appear before its Executive Board meeting in

Los Angeles, California on April 16, 1947.

We wcadd like to make the following recommendations to the President's

Committee on Civil Rights:

a) Request the appearance before the President's Committee

of the officials of ABC towards the end of securing

information as to wly the ABC maintains such an

A

<I
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un-democratic clause in its constitution.

b) That the Committee examine the question of the ABC

monopolistic control of the national sport of

bowling in a determination as to -whether or not they

can maintain such a cort rol and outlaw the partici-

pation of the minority groups mentioned in this report.

c) That the UAW-CIOts Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination

Department be permitted to appear before the committee

regarding this question.
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Detroit, Michigan
December 10, 1946

To: UAW-CIO International Executive Board Fair PractcAoes Committee
Richard T. Leonard, InternatiorAd Vice fe'ert and Chairman
Members of the Committlee

Emil Mazey International Executive Board Member
Joseph Mattson
Arnold Atwood
Jack Holt

From: Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Department, UAW-CI0
Walter P. Reuther, International President and Director
William H. Oliver, Co-Director

The UAW-CIO is perhaps the only CIO union sponsoring bowling as

part of its recreational program. This activity was coincident with the

formative period of our union and has been an increasingly popular form

of recreation among many of our dues-paying members in various locals

throughout the country.

Although bowling,, as such, accounts for considerable portion of

the recreation program of our International Union, it does carry with it

the evil of discriminatory practices due to the influence of he American

Bowling Congress' rules, regulations, and constitutional provisions.

The Constitution of the American Bowling Congress (under Member-

ship Eligibility, Section 4) reads as follows:

"City associations shall be composed of teams
with the membership of three or more individ-
uals of the white male sex who are members of
a league or leagues bowling a game of American
10 pins weekly or bi-weekly. "

Despite the fact there has been considerable correspondence and

discussion with the American Bowling Congress, that organization did

reaffirm its discrimina tory-rules in April, 1946, at its first convention

since the revocation of war-time restrictions. Former Recreatior Director

to
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Melvin West and former Fair Practices Director George W.. Crockett had both

corresponded and conferred with ABC officials and requested them to revise

their policy. Because of alleged constitutional limitatiohs, however, A13C

declined to act,1 p ending a convention of their national organization.

in 1944, the UAW-CIO International Executive Board adopted aresolu-

tion condemning the action of the ABC and, due to theefact that the tournament

season was close at hand, the Board did not effect withdrawal of UAW-CIO

teams in tournament. play.

Walter P. Reuther, International President, directed the following

communication to the Secretary of the American Bowling Congress in Buffalo,

New- Xork, as follows:

"Our Recreation Director, Mel West, had made
repeated but unavailable protests to your
Congress about your denial of membership
to Negro UAW bowlers. At its meeting in
October 19 44 our union's Executive Board
unanimously condemned your organization's
position onthis matter but decided not to
withdraw IAW teams from sanctioned bowling.
We did this in the hope that your present
meeting would correct this injustice. May
we again urge that ABC remember its position
as a national organization with a nation-wide
responsibility to all of our people. And
that your Congress at its present annual meet-
ing repeal that provision in your Constitution
which excludes persons from membership and
participation in sanctioned bowling merely
because of their race or color."

The Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Department seeks to avoid

re-occurrence of union participation in violation of our Constitution and

Democratic precepts. Thus, it is our opinion that this question must be

f ac ed s quar ely in advance of ABC tournament s this coming s eason.

- 2 -
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Recommendat ions:

1. The International Executive Board shall declare that our member-

ship shall not participate in any union-sponsored activity which encourages,

condones, or permits discrimination or segregation because of race, creed,

color, sex, national origin, or political affiliation.

2. The International Executive Board herewith directs the Inter-

national Unionls Fair Practices Gommittee, the Director of the Fair Practices

and Anti-Discrimination Department, and the Director of the Recreation Depart-

ment to enter into a discussion with officials of the American Bowling Congress

to advise this organization of the UAW-CIO Policy on Bowling, and to determine

during these discussions the willingness of this organization to comply with

the'basic democratic precepts of our union and our country.

3. If, at the end of this 1946-1947 bowling season, the American

Bowling Congress is unwilling to put an end to its discriminatory practices

against Negro bowlers, the International Union Executive Board shall take steps

immediately to sever from the American Bowling Congress relationship of all

bowling teams sponsored in the name of, or by, UAW-CIO and its respective locals.

The UAW-CIO shall, at that time, authorize the Recreation Department

to establish the JAW-CIO Bowling League; and, all local unions who officially

sponsor bowling shall be encouraged to participate in this activity.

The UAW-CIO Fair Practices and Anti-Discrimination Department and

the Education Department shall assist the Recreation Department in the educa-

tional aspects of this program in order that our members who participate in

bowling wil more fully realize the policy of the International Union and the

spirit of merican Democratic Sportmauship.
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Beloit, Wisconsin (Local 77) - Gim Cham Wong is a member of Local 77,

UAW-CIO, and was born and lived his entire life in Beloit, Wisconsin. Vfas

graduated from Beloit High School; following that, he worked at Yates American

Machine Company from 1942 to 1944. He was inducted in November 1944, served

eighteen months overseas in the Philippines, Asiatics, Pacific Theatres of opera-

tion. He was also on duty in the Philippine liberation campaign and in the

Philippine occupation forces. He was awarded two battle stars for his service

during the war in the anti-aircraft artillery brigade. Woing was discharged Novem-

ber, 194+6, and returned at Yates and became a member of the Union's bowling league

as well as the Company's team.

Of the forty-five members of the local union's league, ong ranks fifth

with an official average of 157. During the 1914 season, Wong bowled two and one-

half months. At that time, he was issued an ABC card and his eligibility was not

questioned. He still has a card and is providing this office with photostatic

copies.

During the month of January, 1947, D. B. DeNoyer, local ABC Secretary,

corresponded with Mr. Baumgarten, National ABC Secretary, as to the eligibility

of Brother Wong. It is yet undetermined who prompted DeNoyer to initiate such

an inquiry; however, DeNoyer made available to Wong and to the Chairman of the

Bowling League (Charles Meyers) the reply from Baumgarten as well as a refund

of fifty cents from the Beloit organization.
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Mr. Weaver: In conclusion, I would like to pass these

two pamphlets on to tbeCommittee. This one, "Pacing the

Job of Housing Negroes.. has been used quite extensively

throughout the CIO because housing represents, next to employ-

went, probably our most important problem, because we find

that union members bring their community problems in on the

job and into the local union hall the same as they take their

union problems back to their communities.

In many instances the union is the only source of help.

that they have to turn to. We have come to the conclusion

that housing -- to really basically attack segregation and

discrimination in this country -- that your first and most

important job is in the field of housing because no matter what

you are able to accomplish, for example, on the job or what

you are able to accomplish other ways, as long as we have

segregated and discriminatory and neighborhoods, we are going

to have the problem of segregation.

For example, New York City has in law an integrated school

system, but because of the neighborhood patterns you have in

fact a reasonable resemblanace to a Jim Crow school system;

and you will find all the evils to a lesser extent in the New

York school system than you will find in any other segregated

set-up.

C OIDENjTIAL
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We feel it in the unions. For example, something as

simple as handling a meeting, holding a meeting -- we have a

lot of difficulty in finding a hall, making provisions for

holding union meetings that are accessible to all groups; and

most of our problem can be traced back to these segregated

and discriminatory neighborhoods.

We have been forced to devote a good deal of time to

the field of housing, and we feel that this one of the best

guides to collective.action that tas been prepared in this

field.

h~pamphlot~Zo1lovs ~)

CONFIDENTIAL
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Mr. Weaver: The other pamphlet is entitled "What is the

Law?" We found a great need to bring sharply home to our

membership their rights under the civil rights statutes that

have been passed by northern States, because of the difficulty

we have encountered in attempting to arrange conferences and

conventions and meetings; so this is a laymants interpretation

of the civil rights status in the various States, with a few

suggested techniques to follow out in order to enforce these

statutes.

There is a little tragic irony about this pamphlet. It

was completed just a few weeks ago, and the first time it was

introduced was at a CIO educational conference in Columbus,

Ohio a couple of weeks ago. It was introduced because we ran

into discrimination in this hotel. We had had difficulty with

this hotel about two years ago and sued them under the Civil

Rights Statute of the State of Ohio, and we secured an agree-

ment from the hotel management that they would not discriminate

in the future.

With that in view in looking around for a hotel to hold

our national conference, we decided on Columbus because we knew

the hotels were all right; and we made arrangements with this

hotel there for the conference. We made the arrangements in

November, and in February the management changed hands and the

Hilton chain bought it. We didn' t know it.

*C ONF IDENT IA L
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We had a letter to the effect that all of our delegates

would be served and be accorded equal treatment and all the

facilities would be open to them.

It was a rather peculiar situation because there were

three dining rooms in the hotel and only in one dining room

did they refuse to serve Negroes. So this pamphlet was

introduced at this conference and was put into action immed-

iately.

The whole conference went down to the dining room for

breakfast at 7:30 in the morning, and we were still sitthg

there at 4:00 trying to get breakfast; but we held sessions

of the.conference in the dining room and were fortunate to

get nation-wide publicity on it.

I think that demonstrates a technique we have tried to

follow also because we realized we could have -- and some of

the: delegates suggested that we pull out of the hotel and

put a picket line around it in order to notify the people in

Columbus of what had happened -- but we realized some of the

delegates were from out of town and that the Columbts people

would have to handle it if it was to be brought to a successful

conclusion.

So we hit upon the idea of sitting in the hotel trying to

outsit the management, which we weren't successful in doing;

CONPIDENTIAL
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but in the process we got nation-wide publicity on it. The

Associated Press and United Press picked it up. and two or three

of the Sunday evening commentators on the radio; and so that

evening we met with some of the leaders of civic groups in the

community and it was decided to set up a city-vide committee,

a rather imposing committee, and pretty well representative of

all religious groups and some of the fraternal groups and the

civic organizations working in this field.

The chairman of the committee happened to be the pastor

of the mayor, and we decided to continue each day to go down

to the hotel as a mixed group, to go into the hotel and attempt

to get service. We were trying to build up enough suits to

really make it mean something to management, because the penalty

under most of the civil rights statutes is so small that large

corporations do not mind too much paying the damages once or

twice a year.

So we decided to try to work up at least a hundred or

150 suits, but a group went down on Tuesday, the next day

after tiis meeting, and the mayor called right away and he had

begun to get a lot of repercussions throughout the country.

Five conventions scheduled to be held in Columbus immediately

cancelled on that Monday. So he asked us would we hold ofif

any further action until he had a chance to consult with the

.C ONF IDENT IAL
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Management; and they are in the process of negotiating with

management now.

The only thing that we are asking .. we are not interested

in suits we are asking a public statement from the manage-

ment that it is not the policy of the hotel to discriminate

and assurances that they Vill not in the future.

So we have found that his pamphlet has more than justi-

fied the cost and effort of the publication so far.

We are looking to the President's Committee for quite a

good deal of implementation and help. There was a good deal of

interest exhibited throughout the CIO when the commission was

appointed, and it was felt that at last we would probably

get some i plementation from some of the very fine and

stirring statements that have been made over the last three

or four years towards the strengthening and extending of

democracy.

I think that just about concludes the statement of the

CIO. I would like to pass these pamphlets around.

(The pamphlet Antitldd Miat is the lavr?" -follovs:)

C OMPIDENTIAL~
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Mr. Luckman: It certainly is a beautifully documented

presentation. I think that it vill be in order for us now to

haVeca brief question session. Rabbi Gittlesohn, starting

around the table, would you like to ask any questions?

RABBI GITTLESOHN: I am curious to know from Mr. Richard.

son whether the United Public Workers have taken any stand

or adopted any attitude by vay of reaction to President

Trumanl a t directive of recent date.

MR. RICHARDSON: Yes. I vill talk to that point, if

you wish. I had not anticipated discussing that.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: I don't know if that was broitt up

this morning, Mr. Chairman, but I feel certain that that is

fundamental to the very purpose for t ich this Comittee was

created and it is something we will have to deal with along

the line.

MR LCEKMAN: The subject was touched on, but not

thoroughly

MR. RICHARDSON: What is your feeling, Mr. Luckman?

MR'. LtCDMAN: Could you do it somewhat briefly, even

though it is a very comprehensive question?

MR. RICHARDSON: I could say that we don' t think that

the order was necessary. We feel that on the books now are

* sufficient laws under which subversives, spies, saboteurs,

-CONP2DENTIAL
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Violators of the Constitution, and those who wish to over-

throw the government by force or violence can be handled;

we don't feel that the order is helping the situation at all.

As a matter of face, we feel that this sort of order is

the kind of thing which a spot or saboteur or any of the

categories mentioned in the order could well use as a guide

to action. All he has to do is not do any of the things the

order says he should not do and he has complete freedom for

the carrying out of his activities.

Our feeling is, as I said before, the order was not neces-

sary in view of the lavs already on the books, and in view of

the machinery available already.

MR. TOBIAS: I would like to ask Mr. Weaver a question.

On page 2 of your statement, you say, explaining CIO policy,

"It should be kept in mind that none of these subordinate

committees possess mandatory powers over any CIO international

union. Their powers lie in negotiation, concilation and per-

suasion. It was felt, therefore, in order to give substance

to this national policy, that machinery shou3dbe created ex-

tending these policies into the local unions and local com-

munit ies ."

Now, I know, of course, that the situation I will mention

is not wholly analagous, but it seems to me that could be

SC ONFIIETIAL
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used by the opponents of enforcement powers in a Federal em.-

ployment practices bill who feel that the whole program should

be negotiation, conciliation, and persuasion*

While you are expressing here what is. your national and

local structure, there would be those who might say, "Well,

what right has the Federal Government to possess mandatory

powers over industries that operate within States and within

local communities?"

Why not express the objectives in a general way, as you

do through your national committee against discrimination, and

leave it up to the international unions that compose your

national structure to actually get the vork done?

MR. *VEAVER: I could only comment on that line of reason-

ing in/this way: Despite the fact that our policy is one of

no discrimination, and in addition I venture to say that there

isntt any other organization, even churches to the contrary,

who have more assiduously and in a practical way lived up to

that policy. We still feel the need, as we have indicated

and have said repeatedly before Congressional committees, the

need for mandatory powers. We only wish that we had them.

I was attempting to be very clear here in pointing out

the need for the power and the lack of power that we possess --

that is, our national committee. I personally have wished that

C ONF IDENT IAL
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ve could have the power in the 010 or that some Federal agency

Yould see to it.

I have had many officials in the South who would like to

follow CIO policy, and they feel that they can't because of

political expediency. When the PEPC was in existence, it was

a lifesaver for uaiy of these officials because they could

always point to some other agency. It was the Federal Govern-

ment ordering them to do this * That isn' t the type of admis-

sion that you could be proudest of, but it happens to be

reality.

We have pointed up each time we have testified before the

Congressional committees concerning FEP this factor: We

don't believe that management nor union has the right to

impose discriminatory patterns on other employers or on other

people. I think we should have some voice in the choice of

employees. We try to exercise that principle on our side,

but we have to work with what management provides us with or

who management hires .

I donit think the two are incompatible at all, because if

our structure -- re calim that our structure was all that was

needed or was as close 'toperfeetion as human beings can

achieve -- if we claified that, Iojould see the substantiation

of the- point of view that you presented)

C CONFIDENTIAL
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We feel the need f 0rand have worked for and have asked

for Federal legislation in the form o FEPC designed to secure

fair employment practices in industry.

MR'. TOBIAS: My point is: Are you trying to get it done

in your union structure? Do you feel the need for mandatory

power on the part of the national structure of your organiza-

tion that would take effect down in the local communities?

MR'* -EAVER: Yes, we have in many instances felt the need

for that type of structure, but it is completely foreign to

the total structure of the 010.

MR TOBIAS: My only point is that: You realize, of

course, that in the present negotiations that are going on in

connection with the bill that is being proposed at the present

time that the main argument is around whether or not it should

be an educational program or a bill with enforcement powers.

What I am thinking about is how much use the opponents of

enforcement powers could make of the example that the 010

sets in its national structure as it deals with this particular

problem.

MR. WEAVER: I see the point there and, of course, I think

the only way and the best and most effective way we could

answer it is pointing to our stand in our attempting to secure

A fair employment practice legislation despite the progress we

C ONF IDENT IAL
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have been able to nake in this field.

We . LutxwD(A: I would like to ask what may be an obvious

question, but I should like to be sure I am clear on what

5- Your answer would be.

You have pointed out clearly that in your various activi-

ties you have had many instances of where individuals --

you have mentioned several veterans, etc., -- who decried the

fact that the Federal Government was not, shall we say, prac-

ticing what it preaches; and it is obvious from your statement

that there have been many individuals who have taken the

position that the Federal Government is in fact making a

serious problem, creating a serious problem, in the fact that

they do not themselves follow out the President's executive

order.

What I should like to know is: Have you had instances

where industry itself has leaned on that same excuse for not

themselves-being cooperative in carrying out non-discriminatory

acts?

MR. WEAVER: Yes, countless instances.

MR'. LUCEMA: Both industry and individuals?

NE. WEAVER: Both industry and individuals . I think

the most damaging case was in the oil workers't case we had

in Texas during the war. That was one of two CIO unions that

. CONFIDENTIAL1
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vere cited by the President's Committee on fair employment

practices, and they issued a directive. Before they vent to

the President, they asked us to do all that we could to see

that the directive was obeyed*

I went down to visit with the local union and I met with

the local union the night before, and it was rather an

appalling situation. The refinery was in a little town outside

of Houston. I didn't know about it -- I was going out with

the committee in the car and I heard one of the men say,

"Did you clear with the sheriff?" I wanted to know what he

meant by "clear with the sheriff" and I discovered that in

this little town they didn' t allow Negroes in an hour after

the shifts changed. The shifts changed at 8:00 o'clock, 4:00

o'clock, and 5:00 o'clock, and they weren't supposed to be in

town after 9:00 or after 6:00 or after midnight.

When we .got out to the local union hall, we met about

two or three hundred people standing around out in the street

and we vent/ in and sat down with the committee. That was the

first thing I got across, the statements from members of the

executive committee, and the chap who made the strangest

argument was a Navy veteran. He pointed to specific examples.

We net with the company the next day, and I was met with

the same argument by the company. They bitterly resented, of

CONFIIENT IAL
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course, what they called Yankees from Washington coming down

and telling them what to do. I was struck with the similarity

Of the argument. I suspected that there had been some collabok

ration, at least, on their stories.

We met that argument all the way up the line, negotiating

with Sinclair, starting down in Texas and going all the way to

New York; and we ran into it quite often in the automobile

industry in the early days of the war when we were running

into qufte a good deal of difficulty.

We have had industry after industry to tell us since the

var vas over that they have attempted to return to pre-war

patterns of discrimination. In the same sort of fashion they

point out that FEPC is out of existence and that they are

going back to the old pattern.

We feel very strongly that it would be like a shot in the

arm to use on the firing line, so to speak, if we could get a

concrete demonstration by the Federal Government that they

intended to live up to their own policies.

MR'. LtUMMAN: That answers it very completely and on

behalf of the Committee I should like to express to both of

you gentlemen, and through you to your organizations, our

ver deep appreciation for what has been one of our. very best

presentations. Thank you very much.

. CO0NF IDENT IAL
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STATEMENT OF BORIS SHISHKIN

A REPRESENTATIVE OF THE AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABORk.

MR LUCEMAN: Mr. Shishkin, I would like to have you ex-

press your views completely and then we will ask questions

so as not to interrupt your trend of thought.

MR * SHISHKIN: You are exploring the problem of discrimina-

tion in employment. Are you confining your discussion to the

legislative aspects of it?

MR. LtCEMAN: More directly connected with what might

be called at the moment Fair Employment Practices Act, which,

as you know, thisItommittee has some responsibility for.

We have other responsibilities, too, but because of the time

limitation today we have been trying to confine ourselves to

that.

However, we have approximately an hour at our disposal,

and if after we hear whatever expressions you have on the FEPC,

and you care to go into any of the other aspects of the

problem, we would be glad to hear them because it would be of

interest to us.

MR'l SHISHKIN: I would like first of all to let you

have the official statements that were adopted by our conven-

tion of the American Federation of Labor held in Chicago

last October. I have brought several copies of each so that

CONFIDENTIAL
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members of your subcommittee might have them.

The first document includes a resolution that states the

objective with regard to the Fair Employment Practice Commis-

sion established by Federal legislation. I have some copies

here.

The second resolution deals with the question of diserimi-

nation and is not confined to employment alone, but discrimina-

tion in general. It also deals with the question of a poll

tax as well as the establishment of Fair Employment Practice

Commission, which would eliminate discrimination in employment

in private industry, as well as government work.

The resolution which vas adopted by the convention also

provides that the unions affiliated with the American Federa-

tion of Labor be urged to wage an unrelenting struggle against

discrimination, etc.

Finally, there is an action of the convention, which

first of all adopted recommendations of the Executive Council

to the Commission with respect to the fair employment practice

legislation and also a further resolution that was adopted,

which endorsed and expressed support to the National council

for a fair employment practice committee and program of the

National Council and called on the affiliates to cooperate

with the National Council in its efforts to secure sound and

COVqIDENTIAL
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effective legislation for the application of the principles of

fair employment practice.

(The documents referred to above follow:)
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.AOtiOUS Of tk~e AMeriocnlYeder4tion of IL,71or

at the~ 65th Annui-.1 Conveetion

October 7-17, 1946

On Faeir AmPlOyment Practice 1.e,e)ation

eO461utio No. 9 --Deogaten A. Philip 1Rndolpht Milton

Ps Webster$ BrOth'~rhGOd Of' Sle*Pik Car Porters*

'K'2US The Aa rioaan ?adoration of L.-bor in sevor. con-

viitlOng has gone ou record eUPPortini Federal legislation for

a permanent fir Employment Pre~otioe Coiison to elirrinptte

dtsr4.nation in industry and4 labor organizations based uponhf

alar, orei*4# country c.%nd ancestry, therefore, be it

"R11t$SLVEI),That ti-As~ 65th convention of the Am,,,, ioaxi

Federation of' Ltbor In Chiaago go on record an~ reafflrmzng it~q

position of' oupiorting Toderal 1giation foer the coablit~hmient

of a permanent Fair rxapJloymiat Practice COrzn' i 3on botiue.it

repret4meta rind *xpress~s th* b~ic dertocratio es'irit or the

!'mrican ?'.derstion of Labor,

"Yotur Comitt,*" roo;ens a4option of* the iesolutione

O~he mr.;tion to adopt the report cC the~ Conzittee ca arried."

7roum Re ort of' tkt 02eding of ttj. LiztX.4?iftth Convention of
t aILAm.,r iog a Ira oo i, 46. ?P9 491-492.
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Actions of the American Federation of Labor

At 85th Annual Convention

October 7 - 17, 1948

On Fair Employment Practice Legislation

"The 'Executive Gouncil reports in detail on the course of
legislation designed to establish a -ermanent Fair Employment
Practice Commission for the purpose of eliminating discrimi-
nation in employment because of race, creed, color or national
origin. No vote was reached and ro proper consideration of
the nending measure was obtained in the Senatep due to an ex-
tended filibuster and failure to terminate the obstructionist
debate by cloture. These parliamentary tactles which bar son-
sideration of legislative proposals on their merits are inimical
to the democratic process and must be Peverely condemned. The
Amprican Federation of Labor renews its support of sound,
constructive and practical legislation which would provide for
investigation and study of discrimination in employment against
minority groups and esttAblish sound and equitable means to
elimin ate such discrimination, as a matter of national policy,
consistent with rights and freedom inherent in a democratic
society. We therefore urge that the American Federation of
Labor take a leading part in the preparation of proper fair
employment practice legislation for introduction in the next
session of Congress and that every effort be made to secure it"
early enactment.

"The recommendFation of the committee was unanimously adopted.

October 17, 1948.

National Council for Permanent 7TPC

"esglululorU. 109 By Delegates A. Philip Randolph,
M* P. abster, Brotherhood of Sleeping Car Forters.

HERN11AS The National Cnnoil for a Permanent Fair Smalaoyment
Practice Committee is the recognized and responsible agency,
free from all totalitarian influences from the right or left,
which is waging a nation wide educational campaign among the
churches, trade unions, schools and colleges, otvic groups,
and homes with a view to informing public opinion of the nature
and importance of Federal Legislation for a Permanent Pair
Employment ?ractic~e Committee not only because of its signifi-
conce to Nsegroes, Catholion, sews, Mexicans, Filipinos, and

Japanese Americans, but also because of its basic value to our
American democratic institutions an~d traditions, and

'41 5
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HWIVREAS, Some sixty or more national organizations In
the country including such agencies as The Interracial Catholic
Commission the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America
The Binai hrith the X.M.C.A, and the Y.I. W. A., are supporting
and cooperating With the Counol, therefore, be it

1UOLVED That this 8th convention of the American Federation
of Labor assemledi n Ghicago, Otober, 1946 go on record as
endorsing, supporting and operating with the National Council
for a Penmanent Fair tsployent Practice Committee and Its
program, an& call upon the various national, international, and
federal utions, central bodies, and state federations, to
cooperate with this National Connell for a Permanent F.E.C.
in its efforts to secure sound and effective legislation for the
application of the principlea of fair emoloyment practice.

Referred to Committee on Resolutions,

Gotober 9, 1946.0

"Rasolution No. 189 - National Council for permanent FPC

*Your committee recommends concurrence In the resolution.

*A motionwas made and seconded to adopt the committee's
report. 4*President Green said he felt that the action of
the convention on the resolutions In question' refloted the
Judgment and the opinion of the great membership of the
American Federation of Labor."

The motion to adopt the committee's report was carried.
(October 17, 1948)
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MR'. SHISBKIN Now* I have presented them in that sequence

because in so far as the legislative effort is concerned, this

convention action makes it clear that apart from any independ-

ent statement directly on behalf of the organizations that

the A. F. of L. might take, that its work in the promotion of

FEPC legislation is directed through the National Council.

Mr. Green is a member of the board of directors and I am a

member of the board also and have representation on both the

Policy Committee and Adminiptrative Committee of the National

Council; so that the concentrated drive to which our union is

lending cooperation is carried through to a large extent

through the National Council organization.

Just to cover the entire ground, Iwould like also to

present here a model bill, which was prepared by the American

Federation of Labor and distributed to the States and State

Federations of Labor concerned. That is, the States where

the adoption of the fair employment practice laws was to be

considered in these coming legislation, so that there is a

prospect of a favorable attitude toward laws of that kind.

This model bill was not prepared to cover all of the

States ad it was not only because of the difference in the

problems involved in different States, but because as a matter

of' our national polico ur feeling is that the maor goa l
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today is Federal legislation and that any State or local

enactments are secondary.,not in the importance of such State

enactments because of the difference in coverage, but fram the

standpoint of an effective approach*

We have found that in some localities those vho vere

opposed to the enactment of Federal legislation were the

sponsors for the State enactment as a diversion; and therefore,

we felt that the efforts of the labor movement should be con-

centrated on the enactment-of the permanent FEPC legislation

federally.

These are the copies of the model State bills.

(The documents referred to fo ewo)
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MR. RSHSHKIN: There were several proposals in the last

session of Congress, in the 79th Congress, for FEPC, which we

supported in general despite the fact that in some respects

some of these proposals we felt were in need of improvement.

The Ives Bill and its companion bills introduced in the House

are the result of the work we have done jointly with the

National Council in our recommendations and submissions .

Prior to its introduction on March 27, the Ives Bill, the

draft of the bill, was very considerably modified and addi-

tional provisions were included, which were to some extent, we

feel, unnecessary and to some extent might detract from the

effectiveness of the original draft as we saw it. This is not

necessarily in criticism of the so-called legislative provi-

sions of the bill, but is a comment rather on the emphasis

the bill carries.

We have the problem that is, discrimination in employ-

ment -- and the question of law as to whether or not discrimi-

nation of employment reaches into an area in which Federal

intervention is necessary and proper in our national policy.

We feel that the implementation of national policy very effec-

tively as a matter of law that would protect citizens against

discrimination as a matter of right is essential.

There is another aspect of the bill in which there is a

SONF IDENTIAL
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serious question, and that is its failure to cover adequately

discrimination in government. That is probably the greatest

shortcoming of the Ives Bill,

The provisions as they stand today are not enforceable.

They are to a very large extent discretionary. It is a very

difficult area. It is one in which the initial versions of

the Chavez Bill and other bills in the last session were also

subject to criticism. The provisions, for example, that

gave the Attorney General discretionary powers and exclusive

Jurisdiction for recommending whatever action might be taken

was of that character.

Our feeling is that very clear extension to the Federal

Government in its employment of the basic principle which the

Federal Government imposes upon private employment is extremely

important.

There is, of course, this: Senator Ives in introducing

the bill made a very strong point of the fact that the prin-

ciple of fair employment is the backbone of this bill, but

this is a bill against discrimination and this is not an FEPO

bill.

Well, of course, whatever might have prompted Senator Ives

to say that, the Ives Bill as it stands today is in its basicj provisions an effective FEPC bill. It is unfortunate that it

C 01?FIDlENlT IALA
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is a bill against something rather than for something.

The principle cC fair employment practice is the principle

that should be stated affirmatively.

One aspect of the bill that I would like to call the

attention of the Committee to, particularly, is the provision

of the Ites Bill dealing with unlawful employment practice on

the part of labor organizations. Now, that is on page 5 of

the bill in Section 5 (b), and I would like to call the par-

ticular attention of the Committee to this provision because

of the important principle that is involved here. The Chavez

Bill, as well as some of the proposals pending before the Ives

Bill was finally drawn, placed a direct responsibility upon

the unions against discrimination as unions.

In other words, the proposal was that the employer dis-

crimination because of the employer-employee relationship was

discrimination in employment alone; whereas, when the union

category was included in the bill, that the unions as unions

were prohibited discrimination, which includes discrimination

related to employment and also to membership to the union in

general.

Well, our feeling was that in order to stand up, that this

legislation has to be related to employment. The section as

it is now drawn reads:

CONFIDENTIAL
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(b) It shall be an unlawful employment practice

for any labor organization to discriminate against any

individual or to limit segregate or classify its

membership in any vay which would deprive or tend to

deprive such individual of employment opportunities,

or would limit his employment opportunities or otherwise

adversely affect his status as an employee or as an

applicant for employment, or would affect adversely

his ages, hours, or employment conditions, because of

such individual's race, religion, color, national origin,

or ancestry."

As you see, the way the section is now written any unlaw-

ful employment Pactice as defined here on the part of a labor

organization is one which would directly or indirectly affect

wages, hours, employment conditions or employment status. In

other words, nobody on the side of the opposition can raise

the question and say that this, under the guise of an employ-

ment bill and protection against discrimination in employment,

wouldregulateethe functions of any voluntary association of

persons that are non-economic and that are social in character.

I mean if the union has a clambake or picnic and there is

segregation there on a purely s oc ial bas is in the per formanc e

of a soc ial func tion, that is not related to fair employment

C ONF IDNT IAL
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because of the local conditions, that a charge leveled at the

union on the basis of that would not be a proper complaint

under this legislation, but if any action that is taken of

limiting membership, segregating it, or classifying it, reach-

ing all the way down to the possibility of setting up auxiliar-

ies, or in any other way distinguishing between one class of

employees and another, that would in any way impair the employ-

iment status, of course, that would be reachable by this legis-

lation.

I might say that despite what I said with regard to our

approach on Federal legislation, we have to be realistic and

recognize the difficulty of expecting prompt enactment by

Congress of this proposed legislation. We do recognize, however,

that the work of the 80th Congress is not going to end this

summer, that the session resumed will be the continuing session

of this Congress; and therefore, the scope of our objective

Vill extend over a period beyond 1947. So that we certainly

don't approach this in any spirit of defeat.

However, because of the experience with FEPC legislation

last year and there having been a number of legislatures that

are considering State fair employment practice legislation,

number of our Federations of labor are very actively sup-

porting the enactmeent of .State bills where they have been

. 0 NF IDENT jIAL
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introduced and have introduced either our model bill or cor-

rected proposals that would balance the State legislation,

much of which is pretty lopsided.

Now, so much for the specific legislative approach.

There are a number of things that have been done by the

American Federation of Labor. and we have on our own and in

cooperation with our affiliates in other cooperating organi-

zations been doing a great deal of educational work among the

membership in support of .legislation of this kind.

Here are some of the pamphlets we used in distribution

to the membership, which might be of interest.

(The- pawphlts ireferred to follow

CONFIDENTIAL
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MR. SHISHKIN: The last pamphlet that just came out

is called "Discrimination Costs You Money," is almost entirely

a cartoon pamphlet done in verse.

MR,. LUGKMAN: Could you mail one in to us?

MR. SHIBFKIN: Surely. The text was prepared by the

National Labor Service, which has maintained a cooperative

arrangement with us in that respect.

(The pamphletWreferred ito followed)

C ONFIDENTIAL
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MR. SHISHKIN: I just wanted to add a word with regard to

some of the problems that we have. There has been some mis-

apprehension and some misunderstanding with regard to the

policies of some individual unions inthis respect. The policy

of the American Federation of Labor in regard to discrimination

of employment because of race, creed, color, or national origin

is of long standing. It has been a national policy.

The national policy of the Federation is applicable and

binding upon its direct affiliates* There is no way in which

the Federation itself can enforce the acceptance of that

policy by the national and international unions affiliated with

it who maintain an autonomous standing with regard to their

own policy making.

Over a period of years a program of both education and

persuasion -- and some of the persuasion has been pretty

stern persuasion with respect to affiliates -- has been

carried on. We have made a great deal of progress and we have

probably made more progress during the years of the operation

of the emergency wartime FEPC than any other time.

The presence even of a temporary agency with limited

powers in eliminating discrimination within the unions is

matched by the progress made by the temporary FEPO in dis-

- I crimination of employment by the employers . I think it is

* -CONIFIDENTIAL
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fair to say that there are not more than six or seven national

organizations today whb h can be charged either with laxity

or with a definite affirmative policy of giving approval to

discrimination in employment. We find that what has been done

in New York and New Jersey has helped a great deal to reduce

the impact of even that. The unions have proven to be coopera-

tive in those areas and have indicated their willingness to

effect full compliance.

The problem is not an easy one, nor is it one that is:

clearly confined to any particular geographical area. Many

unions in the South, building trades and metal trades and

others, who are accepting Negroes and whites to membership

without any discrimination, and even accepting them as officers-

there have been many shifts and changes in the course of events.

During the present southern organizing drive a great deal

of progress has been made in organizing on a non-discriminatory

basis. We have instances of some of the oldest unions in the

South -- bricklayers and stone masons in New Orleans, for in-

stance, that were originally preponderantly Negro unions and

consisted of craftsmen who held title to the craft skills in

the trade in that city, and who have apprenticed white workers

to their skills.

The same is true of. New Otleans iron workers . We have

C ONF IDENT IAL
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today the unions in the building trades, the plasters, for

example. in Atlanta --

MISST ILLY: I was going to ask about that.

MR. 8HISHI: -- who have officers on their board that

are Negroes; and there are a mixture of unions on which both

Negroes and whites are represented.

Here in Washington there is an interesting basis for ob-

serving the changes. Take one aspect that dates back to the

period before the last war. In Washington, D. C., most of the

service trades-- 95 percent of the barbers, and 90 percent of

waiters and wditresses in hotels and restaurants prior to the

last war were Negroes. Under the impact of World War I and

the economic pressures generated, Negroes were to a very large

extent displaced by whites.

In regard to union organizi3 we first organized Negro

locals in some of the service trades and then organized mixed

locals, and they finally gave way to entirely white locals and

almost entirely white workers.

There has to a large extent been a shift back, including

other categories. Where waiters and waitresses were included

in only one local union and did not operate jointly as a union

with bus boys and kitchen help -- in Washington there are

mixed locals.

CONFIDENTIAL
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In the case of several building trades unions here in

Washington we had Segregation - Negroes in one local and

whites in another and in the same category. When I first came

down to Washington 15 years ago, that was the case. A great

deal of work has been done under the leadership of the national

and international unions here and the local Building trades

Council; so the same unions today in Washington have both white

and Negro officers and are conducting their business in mixed

meetings, and the'problem that was indicated to be completely

insuperable 15 years ago has been resolved without any diffi-

culty or friction, despite the fact that we were told 15

years ago that Washington was part of the South, and the

patterns of mores and customs are part of the South, and no

white. man working as a skilled tradesman in the trades would

9- tolerate a colored officer presiding over his meeting and

telling him when to speak.

That was done, and the experience over a period of years,

experience in Washington, experience in the South and on the

West Coast during the war, experience in large war production

centers, both in the First and Second World Wars in which

there as a great conglomeration of labor attracted by war

industries indicates that the maximum of friction in employ-

ment is caused not by intolerance or hatred, but is caused by

. CONFIDENTIAL
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economic disparity. There is evidence and also abundant

evidence not yet developed -. there is evidence that the FEPC

started developing to some extent through its staff work and

National Planning Association indicating the extent to which

wage differentials in the United States were basically not

geographical differentiations, but were ratio differentiations

The material is available because of classification of workers

in the studies made by the NRA, in the studies made by the

Industry Committeees of the Wage and Hour Division, Inwhich

both labor and management participated, the Division of Public

Contracts in the leeting of the government contracts prior to

the war contain ample evidence of the effective discrimination,

not only in hiring of workers but also in the maintenance of

standards after they have been hired, by paying Negroes a

lover scale of pay.

One of the things that is extremely important. it seems

to me, in order to provide a basis for future action -- I know

that this Committee will neither have the time nor have the

resources to develop a study of this kind, but it is not a

difficult job and not a big one. It requires skilled help,

but not numerous help to do one thing: Merely tobring together

the available basic wage information by proper classifications

and initiating current census classifications and census studies
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that would relate the information previous available with the

facts that will be available currently to show the shifts of

this pattern and persistence of the problem itself.

Discrimination in employment is economic discrimination.

There is no question about it. The ingrown attitudes are the

result of and are rooted in economic problems. The disparities

and discrepancies in wage standards created by the war have

contributed a great deal to the growth of it. That is at the

root, and the study of the economic causes of discrimination

are extremely important. If the Committee can contribute to

this, it will help a great deal.

Finally, I think with whatever equipment, including that

type of equipment, the Committee could help in furthering the

Congressional consideration of the permanent FEPC legislation

within the broad framework of the Ives Bill, perhaps, with

some improvement, and helping to focus public attention on it,

provide justification for the strong public pressure for that

type of legislation, I think that the purposes of the Com-

mittee will be greatly served and the national policy will be

greatly strengthened.

MR. LCEMAN: Thank you very much, Mr . Shishkin. That is

certainly a comprehensive and enlightening presentation.

Would you be agreeable to some questions, which I am sure

. C ONF IDENT IAL
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have been raised in our minds?

MR. SHISHIN: Of course, I would be glad to.

MR61W.UCKMAN: Rabbi Gittlesohn?

RABBI GITTLESOH: You have a strong distinction between

what you call social segregation as, for example, in the forma-

tion of' local auxiliaires on a color basis on the one hand,

and economic discrimination in the form of anti-employment

discrimination -

MR. 8HISHMIN: May I correct that? There was no dis-

tinction between auxiliaries. This legislation covers auxiliar-

ies and would outlaY them.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: In accordance with this provision

local apixiliaries for Negroes, for example, would be outlawed?

MR. SHISHKI: Yes, and would be a violation.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: And the national stand of the American

Federation of Labor is in favor of support of the law?

MR'* SHISHKIN: There is no question about it. If I might

comment on that -- ve have done a pretty effective job in con-

motion with that. There are examples of wartime development

of setting up auxiliaries in which Negroes were given a segre-

gated membership. Machinists have done it in some instances

and the boilermakers have. Now, in that case the auxiliary

was set up for Negro wartas. A large number of Negro workerE

CONFIDENTIAL
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were brought into the shipyards over which the Boilermakers

had jurisdiction and held contracts.

Now, the American Federation of labor put a great deal

of pressure on the Boilermakers at that time, and as a matter

of fact President Green, when the convention of the Boilermaker.

was held in the spring of 1943, appeared personally before the

convention, urging the Executive Board to recommend to the

convention the elimination of auxiliaries altogether; and al-

though they were not eliminated completely, several important

changes took place.

For one thing, they previously were supervised by the

white local and had no independent standing. Secondly, they had

no right to elect delegates to the convention, and thereby were

left 01thout a voice. There were other features of that kind

which were eliminated, so that they are now given the status

of complete parity with white locals.

There is only one distinction that remains of any cons e-

quenee and that is in the Boilermakers Union a member of a

white local after either his job folds up or he leaves the

locality to go to another place in search of work or to join

his family, he is given a transfer card which entitles him to

rights and privileges, including seniority rights, in seeking

empibyuent in another place.

.C ONF IDENT IAL
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Now, the member of a Negro local in the Boilermakers has

all the other rights and privileges except the right of univer-

sal transfer, on which the most difficult part of the fight

in the 19 43 conventi o n was concentrated; and they only went so

far in the convention as to say that these are steps we have

taken now. This is the progress. We recommend consideration

of the next step at the following convention. They have con.

mentions every four years.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: Are there any facts or figures which

indicate what is happening, for example, to the pattern of

auxiliary locals within the American Federation of Labor, the

rate they are decreasing in number, if they are so decreasing?

MR'* SHISHKIN: There are no figures available, but the

only unions in which auxiliary organization was in effect was

the Boilermakers and Machinists, now independent and not

A. F. of IVis but who have many locals to which Negroes now are

admitted. It vasnt t done overnight and it wasn' t done without

the intervention of the FEPC, but they did eliminate a number

of local discriminations as a result of FEPC and also because

.4. of President Roosevelt' s personal intervention, but it is not

completely cleaned up yet. There are still some auxiliary

locals in the Machinists .

So far as a'uxiliary locals I don' t lamov of any other

C ONIFfIDENT IAL
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organization in which there might still be auxiliaries. There

are many unions who maintain mixed locals in the North, while

they maintain segregated locals in the South. In the case of

segregated locals not auxiliaries, they have full rights and

privileges. The only difference is one is white and one is

a Negro local in a southern city.

RABBI GITTLESOHN Would his provision of the bill hit

segregated locals?

MR. SHISHKIN: To. the.extent that the white local union

would not admit Negro members and the Negro local union would

not admit white members.

RABBI GITTLESOHN: We are not worried by the latter case.

MRL. SHISHKIN: You have to provide the legal basis. It

works both ways. There is prima face evidence of discrimi-

nation in each case.

MR'. LUCEMAN: I would like further enlightenment on a

phrase you mentioned when making an analysis of this particular

section. You indicated that you thought events vhich might be

described as clambakes would not come within the Jurisdiction

or provision of this section. Do you think that they should?

MR. SHISINf: No, I don't think they should.

MR. LUCEMAN: That being a social endeavor and having

nothing to do with the economic factors?

CONFIDENTIAL
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MR, SHISHI: If the union holds a dance, there is no

reason why that kind of socialihmotion covered be covered by

legislation which relates to unions only and not to all social

organizations, including churches.

MR. TOBIAS: 'To what extent are there separate unions,

I mean segregated?

MR. SHISHfI: In the labor movement generally?

MR. TOBIAS: In the American Federation of Labor*

MR. SHISHIKIN: The unions that --

MR. TOBIAS: I mean those unions that Negroes may not

join if they want to.

MR'. SHISEKINs The unions that discriminate -- as I said,

I think there are no more than six or seven today that have

either open or hidden bars to Negro membership in the American

Federation of Labor.

MR. TOBIAS: The question of the help that the leadership

of the unions gives in securing favorable consideration of a

bill like this bill, it would seem to me, would be affected

or conditioned by the policies of the unions themselves on

the issues that are raised here. I am trying to visualize

what would happen in a hearing -- it has happened -- when the

opponents of a bill of this kind would ask vhat the policies

of labor unions are, particularly in the fact that they do not
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have authority within the National Federation itself, govern-

ment policies and local or international unions, and yet

what is being asked of the Federal Government is that it

pass a law that will affect practices all the way down the

line, across State lines, across sectional lines.

Suppose that is raised as an objection to a law of this

kind and there would be advanced the thought that, for example,

local sentiment, State sentiment, should all be taken into

account, and why not leave this?

In other words, why have a national law at all if you can

bring about the acceptance of bills of this kind by the

legislatures of the several States? We are getting some of

that done, and there are those, of course, who believe that

the approach to it is on a state level rather than on a nations

level.

MR. HISHIN: Well, in the first place, we have had an

FEPC for a period of several years, andrwe have seen it in

operation as an expression of a national policy that is still

the same national policy, except it was put to a crucial test,

and when the crucial test comes, it requires that kind of

implementation.

There is no reason why the national policy should go in

abeyance simply because the pressure of' the crisis is not
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upon us. It might arise at any time.

Both) Dean Aches on, as was reported in the final report of

the FEPC that was Just issued -- (he stated that the existence

of discrimination against minority groups in the United States

is a handicap in our relations with the other countries. We

take a national stand,)a stand in the United Nations. We took

a stand in Germany against discrimination, and we have got to

back it up. We have got to back it up in urging the continua-

tion of the fair employment practices as a national policy:

unrelated to the decisions of the individual States.

MR. TOBIAS: This would be a national law, not just a

stand or expression of opinion.

MR. SHISKIf: Yes, but isn't our national policy an empty

gesture until it is implemented by law?

MR. TOBIAS: The question will aItse: Why doesn't that

apply to labor unions as well?

MR. SHISHEIN: In the Federation we have a union structure.

The question is simply this: We are a Federated organization,

as the Federal Government itself is. The right of autonomy of

the individual unions is comparable to that off the States .

The convention and the convention alone can empower the Federa-

tion to adopt stands on issues which would become binding on

the individual unions, and it has adopted stands on some off
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those issues, but very few.

They are broadly concerned with the basic principles of

labor organization. The rest is left to the individual

States, so to speak, the individual organizations. Unless

that bar is removed, we don't have the power to impose through

national enactment of the Federation the kind of thing we pro-

pose here.

MR. TOBIAS: I was trying to see what the answer was.

MR'. LUCEMAN: Would it be correct to say that presuming

the passage of a properly worded EPC Act with sufficient pro-

visions for enforcement, that that Act would then make possible

and require uniform action on the part of all labor organiza-

tions, as it would all industrial organizations, and that

assuming that set of facts, the position of the American Feder-

ation of labor would be as presented inyour resolution in favor

of conforming to that national Act, even though you did not

have within your own organization the structure that would make

it possible for you to conform to a national policy without

that Act?

MR. SHISHKIN: That is right. We have evidence in New

som o' te roterood nt afiiaed, the railroads --
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they are the chief negators of the non-discrimination policy--

12- evidence that they are willing to effect full compliance. The

problem is a little =ore complex than just the relation betweer

the national organization and its national affiliates.

Let's take the Bricklayers Union, which has a non-dis-

crimination policy all over the country. They have mixed

locals of bricklayers.

In the city of St. Louis there is a large local of brick-

layers, masons, and others included in the union. At the

beginning of the defense program they didn't have any Negroes

and didn't admit any. There was nothing in writing and no

rule, but they iAtply excluded them.

We vent after them. The Government vent after them, and

they made a token compliance. Their national union vent

after them. They admitted to membership half a dozen Negroes

and stopped there. Nobody could say they discriminated, that

they didn' t have Negroes. They did have them. They stopped.

Beyond that they didn' t admit anybody.

It was a very tenuous quota basis on which they did it,

and it takes a great deal to get over that hurdle. We must

guard against that in the operation of a law of this kind.

We must guard against that kind of subterfuge and evasion of

the law, by creating a semblance of compliance.
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MR. TOBIAS: As long as you have segregated and affiliated

unions made up of any racial element of the type of a minority

group, if this law should pass, you would have to do away with

those discrimination in your unions or Ypu would be up against

this section.

MR. SHISHKIN: That is right.

MR. LUCKMAN: ThatVis what I was trying to bring out and

that their policy would make that quite acceptable to them.

MR. SHISEKIN: That is the reason we are supporting this,

because then compliance W1 the affiliates would be mandatory

upon them but not imposed by us.

MISS TILLY: I have been listening to the stand which

the CIO held on the FEPC bills. The opposition tf that comes

very largely from the South.

What kind of a program -- if labor is for it, I think it

can go through -- what kind of educational program have you

in the South on these segregated membership unions that you

have got to make them accept FEPC because from them is going

to come the opposition that will reach the southern Congress-

men, who will filibuster?

MR". SHISHKIN: There are two aspects to that. There is

a great deal being <bne. It isn't my purpose here to sell

you the virtues of our organization in education because some
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of them are virtues and some are vices, but apart from the

fact that this is currently being dealt with as an organiza-

tional problem, the necessityfo educating on this basis -

here is what one union has done.

In the same area and same type of community under the

same circumstances that You claim to be a bar, why don't you

do it? That is No. 1.

The second one, which ~ most far-reaching and on which we

are hoping to accomplish the greatest result, because there is

a greater recognition today than ever before, both at the

national level and all the way down the line that we are

riding the high tide today, which is not going to continue,

and that the creation of reservoirs of employment with com-

petition for the jobs will lead us again to greater and viden-

ing disparity in wage standards -- and once there is a reservot:

of Negro workers competing against white workers, then we

all know where the forces of discrimination are going to lead.

Because of the integration of Negroes into many jobs

where skills are required, there will be an earlier and larger

proportionate number of Negroes employed and will undermine

the standards of all workers; and therefore, it is the problem

of all workers to see that, as we say "Dscrimination costs

you money, and that is our emphasis .

MI88 TIIJZf: I jusat want you to do special missionary
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work in the South right now.

MR. LUCXMAN: I would like to express to you, Mr.

Shishkin, the appreciation of the Committee for the work that

you have done for us this afternoon; and I would also like to

suggest to you, if it is agreeable with you, that your back-.

ground and experience in this work would be of considerable

value to this subcommittee; and while you are not an official

member of the Committee, I do wish you would give consideration

to sitting in with us whenever your time will so permit.

I am sure that would be of great help to us.

MR. SHISHKIN: I would appreciate that very much.

MR' LUCEMAN: In the light of that, I would like to

suggest you arrange to make available to Mr. Shishkin a full

set of the minutes of today's meeting so that he can have

everything that was given to our subcommittee today.

MR. SHISHKIN: I am glad to have had a chance to come;

and on some special areas, which I had to deal with just as

an individual in serving in FEPC -- not so much on the national

committee as one who had to deal with these specific problems

as they arose in the field -- this being also in a dual cppac-

ity of being a representative of a national organization that

was concerned with this in a very affirmative way, but also as

a member of the vartime.FEPC Committee -- I will be glad to
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contribute in any vay I can to adding a touch of realism in

consideration of the problems that might arise.

MR. LUCMAN: Thank you very much.

(whereupon, at 4:00 p. M., the Committee adjourned, to

reconvene in the East Wing of the Wite House at 10:00 a. m.,

,April 3, 1947.)
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